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Abstract 
This project reconsiders the trailblazing group of black directors, known as the “L.A. Rebellion” 
filmmakers, in relation to the insurgent Asian American, Chicana/o and Native American filmmakers they 
trained alongside as part of the Ethno-Communications Program (1969-1973), a short lived yet extremely 
generative affirmative action program at UCLA’s film school. Elyseo Taylor, the sole African American 
faculty member at the film school in the late sixties, designed the program with the assistance of a group 
of Asian American, Chicana/o, American Indian and African American student activists who demanded 
that the university recruit more students of color, hire more faculty of color, and create new film 
department curriculum relevant to their intellectual, creative, and political concerns. From extensive 
archival research and interviews with nearly 50 filmmakers and film educators associated with the Ethno 
program, I unpack the administrative battle for Ethno-Communications, one if told by the records housed 
in UCLA’s Special Collections alone would signal the death of the program within a mere year or two of its 
launch. The stories told by the Ethno filmmakers--who trained together, made films together, and worked 
in solidarity for each other’s struggles--tell an entirely different tale, one that lives in the narrative features, 
documentaries, and short experimental films they produced; in the programming consortia and 
longstanding media arts organizations they fought for; and in the bountiful and teachable visual archive 
of people of color in Los Angeles (and beyond) that they created and continue to create. By moving away 
from a silo approach to analyzing the work of the Ethno filmmakers one racial group at a time, I argue that 
cross racial, intertextual analysis of their student and early professional work, empowers our eyes 
(borrowing from Toni Cade Bambara) to see the signs of Third World solidarity in much of that work. 
Considered relationally, this wider filmography offers a refreshing and rebellious counter archive to the 
one-note at best, devastatingly harmful at worse, portraits of race relations in Los Angeles that continue 
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TOWARD A MORE PERFECT REBELLION: THE MULTIRACIAL ROOTS AND FRUIT OF 
UCLA’S ETHNO-COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM 
Josslyn Luckett 
John Jackson 
This project reconsiders the trailblazing group of black directors, known as the “L.A. Rebellion,” in 
relation to the insurgent Asian American, Chicana/o and Native American filmmakers they trained 
alongside as part of the Ethno-Communications Program (1969-1973), a short lived yet extremely 
generative affirmative action program at UCLA’s film school. Elyseo Taylor, the sole African 
American faculty member at the film school in the late sixties, designed the program with the 
assistance of a group of Asian American, Chicana/o, American Indian and African American 
student activists who demanded that the university recruit more students of color, hire more 
faculty of color, and create new film department curriculum relevant to their intellectual, creative, 
and political concerns. From extensive archival research and interviews with nearly 50 filmmakers 
and film educators associated with the Ethno program, I unpack the administrative battle for 
Ethno-Communications, one if told by the records housed in UCLA’s Special Collections alone 
would signal the death of the program within a mere year or two of its launch. The stories told by 
the Ethno filmmakers--who trained together, made films together, and worked in solidarity for 
each other’s struggles--tell an entirely different tale, one that lives in the narrative features, 
documentaries, and short experimental films they produced; in the programming consortia and 
longstanding media arts organizations they fought for; and in the bountiful and teachable visual 
archive of people of color in Los Angeles (and beyond) that they created and continue to create. 
By moving away from a silo approach to analyzing the work of the Ethno filmmakers one racial 
group at a time, I argue that cross racial, intertextual analysis of their student and early 
professional work, empowers our eyes (borrowing from Toni Cade Bambara) to see the signs of 
Third World solidarity in much of that work. Considered relationally, this wider filmography offers a 
refreshing and rebellious counter archive to the one-note at best, devastatingly harmful at worse, 
portraits of race relations in Los Angeles that continue to dominate mainstream media. 
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#FilmSchoolSoMultiracial?: Once Upon a Time in Westwood 
The writing and research of this dissertation about race, media, and Los Angeles 
has run a parallel course with the #OscarSoWhite campaign first launched in 2015 by 
attorney and activist, April Reign. In the years immediately following the release of 
Reign’s provocative hashtag, two projects on the O. J. Simpson murder trial—projects 
themselves centered on race, media, and Los Angeles--became award season darlings, 
with Ezra Edelman’s five part documentary for ESPN Films, O. J.: Made in America (2016) 
and the star studded, FX limited series, The People v. O. J. Simpson, American Crime 
Story (2016) combining to win over a dozen Oscar, Emmy, and Golden Globe statues.1 I 
raise these two projects not to substantively critique them here but to note with 
curiosity how these not-so-white or less-so-white projects present a story of race in L.A. 
(racism, racial injustice, racial disparities) as something that primarily impacts its black 
community.2 Because 2017 was the 25-year commemoration of the 1992 Rodney King 
Verdict, another slate of mostly documentary projects was released that joined the 
Simpson projects to again announce the story of race and racial violence in Los Angeles 
as a phenomenon that involves its black and white residents almost exclusively, with 
                                                           
1 April Reign first tweeted #OscarSoWhite in January of 2015 after the 2015 Academy Award nominations 
were announced without a single person of color nominated in the acting categories. O.J.: Made in 
America received the Oscar for best documentary in 2017 and two 2017 Emmy awards, for directing and 
for editing. The People v. O.J. Simpson won two 2017 Golden Globes and nine 2016 Primetime Emmy 
awards. 
2 “Quick Facts” from census.gov report that in 2016 the black population of Los Angeles County was 






minimal screen time devoted to Judge Ito or the nameless and perpetually “foreign” 
Korean American shopkeepers with semi-automatics.3 Most recently, after the 2018 
Oscar nominations were released, Reign returned to the headlines admitting she was 
encouraged by what she sees as incremental progress, but she insisted that the 
campaign for media diversity launched with her 2015 hashtag was hardly over. 
“#OscarSoWhite is not binary,” she told the Los Angeles Times, “It’s about all 
marginalized communities,” pointing out that Latina/o representation in particular was, 
“still lacking.”4 Reign emphasized that, “Everyone should have the opportunity to tell 
their story and every moviegoer should have the opportunity to see themselves on 
screen.”5 
Elyseo Taylor, the first African American film professor at UCLA (he joined the 
faculty in the 1968/69 school year), announced his own media diversity initiative to the 
Los Angeles Times nearly fifty years earlier. The January 4, 1970 headline ran: “UCLA 
Students Will Film Aspects of Ghetto Life as Means to Dialog,” and Taylor described an 
interdisciplinary program, beginning that Spring quarter, organized, “to determine to 
                                                           
3 The most memorable and refreshing exception to this rule was Grace Lee’s  K-Town 92 interactive 
multimedia multivocal site (http://ktown92.com/) and the companion short documentary, K Town 92: 
Reporters, which features three Los Angeles Times reporters, one black, one Korean American and one 
Latino reflecting on their on-the-ground, in the community coverage in the aftermath of the verdict. 
4 The National Hispanic Media Coalition (NHMC) released a statement March 15, 2018, written by its 
president, Alex Nogales (an Ethno-Communications alum) on its website taking up the issue of this lack of 
representation. They note that this year a third Mexican national film director won an Oscar, and as proud 
as the organization is of their “brilliant films” they point out that these directors “are also not hiring 
American Latino actors nor behind the camera American Latino professionals, not even mentoring them.” 
See the full statement on the NHMC site: http://www.nhmc.org/statement-alex-nogales-announces-
action-plan-targeting-film-studio-executives/ 
5 Tre’vell Anderson, “#OscarSoWhite creator April Reign on the 2018 Oscar nominations and why 
#BlackPressMatters,” Los Angeles Times, January 23, 2018. 
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what extent film can be a tool of sociological research (and) to find out what kinds of 
things minorities would like to see on film and the most effective way to present them.” 
The article states that the students, “blacks, American Indians, Mexican and Asian 
Americans,” under Taylor’s direction would train in filmmaking techniques and take 
courses in journalism and mass communications. Also highlighted was a course Taylor 
would teach called “Film and Social Change,” which the Times reports was designed, “to 
see the effect of films on society” and for the students to, “acquaint themselves with 
problems and resources of minority groups other than their own.”6  
This pilot affirmative action program became known as the Ethno-
Communications Program, and though it only formally lasted until 1973, the films, 
filmmakers, and film studies curriculum it produced have had a profound and lasting 
impact. It is important to note that from its inception it was not only a multiracial 
program, but it also had as an early intention for students of color to learn about 
“minority groups other than their own.” This seed of a comparative and relational 
impulse between people of color in a university film program was happening then 
several decades before media scholars such as Ella Shohat and Robert Stam called for 
more comparative approaches to media studies that would transcend analysis that 
“assumes a neat binarism of black versus white, Chicano versus Anglo,” binaries they 
argue persistently reposition whiteness and Westernness as normative. In their edited 
collection, Multiculturalism, Postcoloniality, and Transnational Media, Shohat and Stam 
                                                           
6 “UCLA Students Will Film Aspects of Ghetto Life as Means to Dialog,” Los Angeles Times, January 4, 1970. 
This course, “Film and Social Change” is still taught at UCLA, 48 years after Taylor created it. 
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caution that these kinds of binarisms “foreclose nonwhite interethnic relationships,” 
relationships I will argue were cultivated in the Ethno program, “and put on hold those 
who do not fit easily into preexisting binarisms, forced to wait their turn to speak.” This 
“on hold” approach, Shohat and Stam conclude, “ends up producing gaps and silences.”7 
It is precisely these gaps and silences in the recent scholarship addressing UCLA’s Ethno-
Communications program that this dissertation aims to fill and give voice. 
 In 2011, the UCLA Film Archive presented the first of several groundbreaking 
projects documenting and recording the histories and restoring and exhibiting the film 
and video works produced by the Afro-diasporic filmmakers associated with the Ethno-
Communications Program. As part of the city wide, multi-sited exhibit, Pacific Standard 
Time: Art in L.A. 1945-1980, UCLA Film Archive hosted a symposium and three month 
screening series including many newly restored prints by such filmmakers as Charles 
Burnett, Haile Gerima, Julie Dash, Larry Clark, Alile Sharon Larkin, Billy Woodberry and 
Zeinabu irene Davis, as well as dozens of lesser known directors, who have been 
referred to as either the “L.A. Rebellion” filmmakers (by Clyde Taylor), the “L.A. School 
of Black Filmmakers” (by Ntongela Masilela), or the “Black Insurgents” (by Toni Cade 
Bambara).8 The team of scholars and archivists directing these projects, led by Allyson 
                                                           
7 Ella Shohat and Robert Stam, Multiculturalism, Postcoloniality, and Transnational Media (New 
Brunswick, New Jersey: Rutgers University Press, 2003), 4. 
8 See Clyde Taylor, “The L.A. Rebellion: A Turning Point in Black Cinema,” The New American Filmmakers 
Series 26, New York: Whitney Museum of American Art, 1986. Also, Ntongela Masilela, “The Los Angeles 
School of Black Filmmakers” and Toni Cade Bambara, “Reading the Signs, Empowering the Eye: Daughters 
of the Dust and the Black Independent Cinema Movement” both in Black American Cinema, ed. Manthia 
Diawara (New York: Routledge, 1993). 
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Nadia Field, Jan-Christopher Horak, and Jacqueline Najuma Stewart, carried forth Clyde 
Taylor's “L.A. Rebellion” moniker for the initial exhibition and symposium, as well as 
their 2015 edited volume of essays, and again for the 2016 release of a three DVD 
Anthology, all of which fell under the title: “L.A. Rebellion: Creating a New Black 
Cinema.” The Archive’s website introduces “The Story of the L.A. Rebellion” as follows: 
  In the late 1960s, in the aftermath of the Watts Uprising and against the  
  backdrop of the continuing Civil Rights Movement and the escalating  
  Vietnam War, a group of African and African American students entered  
  the UCLA School of Theater, Film and Television, as part of an “Ethno- 
  Communications” initiative designed to be responsive to communities of  
  color (also including Asian, Chicano and Native American communities).  
  Now referred to as the “L.A. Rebellion,” these mostly unheralded artists  
  created a unique cinematic landscape, as—over the course of two  
  decades – students arrived, mentored one another and passed the torch  
  to the next group.9 
 
In the introduction to their 2015 collection of essays, Field, Horak, and Stewart 
further explain their choice to use Clyde Taylor’s label: “For us, the label ‘L.A. Rebellion’ 
reflects the assemblage of these artists at a particular, politically charged place and time 
in which they attempted to speak truth to power—to address institutional racism as 
manifested at UCLA and in the dominant film industry headquartered in Los Angeles.”10 
                                                           
9 “Story of the L.A. Rebellion,” UCLA Film and Television Archive, May 11, 2014. 
https://www.cinema.ucla.edu/la-rebellion/story-la-rebellion 
10 Allyson Nadia Field, Jan-Christopher Horak, and Jacqueline Najuma Stewart, L.A. Rebellion: Creating a 
New Black Cinema (Oakland: University of California Press, 2015), 2.  
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Clyde Taylor admits in the preface to the same volume that the title was “one of several 
I had scratched out as possibilities for a series I was to curate showcasing Black 
independent films” for a Film and Video Program at the Whitney Museum of American 
Art in 1986. Just as soon as the program director, John Hanhardt selected the Rebellion 
title, C. Taylor says, “I flinched a bit and started backtracking against my own 
suggestion…too snappy…? Was I like a tabloid journalist betraying his ‘sources’ and 
material?” Still the tag stuck, he recalls, “as a handy ID for films and directors and a 
                                                           
11 This image of Barbara O, from Haile Gerima’s Child of Resistance, was used for the cover of both L.A. 
Rebellion: Creating a New Black Cinema and also the DVD cover for Zeinabu irene Davis and D. Andy Rice’s 




movement that was due to get some fragments of the success and celebration it 
deserves.”12 
 Of the early generation of Black scholars to write about UCLA’s Black filmmakers, 
Toni Cade Bambara was the only one to mention the Ethno-Communications program 
by name in her essay, “Reading the Signs, Empowering the Eyes: Daughters of the Dust 
and the Black Independent Cinema Movement,” and she offers a brief roll call of names 
of filmmakers associated with the “multicultural film phenomena,” including Sylvia 
Morales, Moctesuma Esparza and Renee Tajima.13 Beyond this early mention of the 
program she threads examples of multiracial solidarity throughout this important essay. 
In her analysis of Julie Dash’s film, Bambara writes that Daughters, “demands some 
work on the part of the spectator whose ear and eyes have been conditioned by habits 
of viewing industry fare.” She insists that the film, “asks that the spectator honor 
multiple perspectives rather than depend on the ‘official’ story offered by a hero” and 
the reward for this work will be, “an empowered eye.”14 Bambara makes note of the 
                                                           
12 Clyde Taylor, “Once upon a Time in the West…L.A. Rebellion,” in L.A. Rebellion: Creating a New Black 
Cinema, xix-xx. I use “C. Taylor” to keep clear when I am speaking about Clyde Taylor versus when I am 
speaking about Elyseo Taylor who will often be referred to as “Taylor” in the text. 
13 Bambara, “Reading the Signs,” 119. Renee Tajima, now Tajima-Pena was not a student in the program 
at UCLA but she published articles about the film program in several media journals including her 
important March 1984 piece for The Independent, “Lights Camera…Affirmative Action.” Clyde Taylor does 
write about the black filmmakers from UCLA earlier than this, and in two pieces for the Black Collegian 
there is mention of the term Third World and even a specific mention of the training of Chicano 
filmmakers at UCLA. He also acknowledges that Larry Clark entered UCLA as “one of a group of special 
admittees to UCLA’s film department following the death of Martin Luther King.” [See Clyde Taylor, 
“Passing Through. An Underground Film About Black Music Underground.” Black Collegian 
(February/March 1980)] This must be the Ethno-Communications Program which was considered a 
response to the so called “urban crisis” at least partly associated with the urban uprisings after King’s 
assassination. 
14 Ibid, 132-133. 
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“multicultural solidarity” theme between African Americans and Native Americans 
carried over from Dash’s earlier work, Illusions and represented in Daughters via the 
love story between Iona and St. Julien Last Child.15 And she closes her essay on the Black 
independent movement by briefly reporting on a national multicultural conference on 
film at NYU in 1989 called “Show the Right Thing,” which was convened “by a 
committee, predominantly women of color, for and about people of color in the 
independent sphere….to recognize in each other the power to supplant ‘mainstream’ 
with ‘multicultural’ in the national consciousness….” Reading all of these signs, Bambara 
foresaw that the “next stage of new US cinema will most certainly be characterized by 
an increased pluralistic, transcultural, and international sense and by an amplified and 
indelible presence of women.”16  
Taking my cue from Bambara, this dissertation aims to honor and center the 
multiple perspectives of the multiracial cohort of filmmakers at UCLA associated with 
the Ethno-Communications program. I flesh out the pre-history of the L.A. Rebellion by 
detailing the formation of the Ethno-Communications Program, its original participants, 
and their film work, in part to cultivate an even deeper appreciation of the work of the 
Black insurgents. By calling for a wider rebellion, or a “more perfect” rebellion, I 
acknowledge that my work builds on the recent and tremendous work of the UCLA L.A. 
Rebellion archivists; and yet, it insists on moving the “Asian, Chicano, and Native 
American” filmmakers out of the parenthesis of Rebellion discourse and into the 
                                                           
15 Ibid, 134. 
16 Ibid, 142-143. 
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floodlights. In the introduction to the L.A. Rebellion anthology, the editors in fact invite 
this work: “(O)ne goal of the L.A. Rebellion Preservation Project is to lay the groundwork 
for more research on the other students of color and progressive white students who 
worked with the Black filmmakers and were important participants in creating the 
distinctive creative culture at UCLA.”17 By moving away from a silo approach to 
analyzing the work of the Ethno filmmakers one racial group at a time, I argue that cross 
racial, intertextual analysis of their student and early professional work, empowers our 
eyes to see signs of Third World solidarity in much of that work. Placing this larger body 
of films in conversation within the geographical and historical context of post-Watts 
Rebellion Los Angeles, allows us to engage a broader discourse on race and 
representation in Southern California after 1965, a story so frequently served to us, both 
then and now, in limiting black/white binaries. It is my hope that this work can join not 
only other recent cinema studies histories focused on media makers of color who got 
their start in this same period, but that it will also stand with a number of recent 
comparative ethnic studies projects focused specifically on multiracial arts and/or 
activist alliances on the West Coast, especially Los Angeles, in the post-World War II 
period. I will address this literature in the following pages, but first a word about my 
title. 
“A More Perfect Rebellion…” to invoke the Preamble to the Constitution of the 
United States may sound strangely patriotic but not entirely misplaced. As I have 
                                                           
17 Field, et al, L.A. Rebellion, 19. 
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traveled from Pennsylvania to California, from DC to North Carolina to Georgia to visit 
archives and attend special screenings and film festivals--not to mention the constant 
stream of interlibrary loan packages from campuses all over the country delivering rare 
VHS copies of the works of these Asian American, Native American, Chicana/o as and 
Black filmmakers of the Ethno program (when and if they are available in the first place)-
-I have been confronted with an America I actually recognize but so rarely see in 
mainstream media. The Ethno filmmakers present an America that remembers that 
there are Japanese Koto players who grew up in predominantly African American 
communities, there are Chicana SNCC workers who were part of Freedom Summer, and 
once upon a time there was even a Kaw/Creek jazz saxophonist who made the Billboard 
hot 100.18 Beyond the America of these films, the Los Angeles of these films is perhaps 
the most vibrant gift of this wider filmography, especially the visual and sonic archive it 
contains of the multiracial art, music, and activist communities and legacies in the city. 
This is not to suggest that the Ethno films, to circle back to Rodney King, simplistically 
make the case for how the multiracial communities of Los Angeles “all get along.” But I 
would say they offer some indication in the face of decades of racial terror of “how we 
got over,” how we resisted, insisted, improvised, and made new worlds. The study of 
these films especially in conversation across racial groups empowers our eyes and ears, 
to circle back to Bambara, to experience these worlds. If we only engaged mainstream 
                                                           
18 These references to three films by Ethno-Communications students are as follows: the Koto player is 
June Kuramoto, who is featured in Duane Kubo’s film, Cruisin’ J-Town (1975), the SNCC worker is Maria 
“Betita” Benitez featured in Sylvia Morales’s A Crushing Love: Chicanas, Motherhood, and Activism (2009), 
and the saxophonist is the late Jim Pepper the subject of Sandra Osawa’s Pepper’s Pow Wow (1995). 
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media representations of people of color in Los Angeles and believed they told the 
whole story, especially the way that black life is presented in so much “industry fare,” 
any Angeleno of color in his or her right mind ought to follow Jordan Peele’s charge to 
GET OUT. A study of the Ethno-Communications Program’s wide and rebellious 
filmography presents a compelling rationale for why we—why we the people, in order 
to establish more justice, ensure more liberty—stay. 
(Desegregating) The Literature  
Over the past several years, especially with the influx of materials released on the 
L.A. Rebellion filmmakers, I found when sharing the topic of my dissertation, I’d 
generally begin by asking people if they’d heard of the L.A. Rebellion. If I encountered a 
blank or confused stare, I would next ask if the person had heard of Charles Burnett or 
Julie Dash, thinking somehow that would be my way in to explaining that a group of 
African American filmmakers came to UCLA in the period after the Watts Rebellion, 
“…and they were part of a multiracial, affirmative action media program called the 
Ethno-Communications program.” I began to notice that from time to time when I 
explained the dissertation in that sequence to Asian American or Latina/o students, film 
lovers, even film scholars at the meeting of the Society of Cinema and Media Studies, 
they’d say, “Oh I know about the Ethno-Communications program, but I’ve never heard 
of the L.A. Rebellion.” These folk, especially if they knew anything about the history of 
independent Chicana/o and Asian American cinema, knew what a pivotal role the UCLA 
program had in training the vanguards of these early cinemas. The opposite was often 
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true when I had the conversation with Afro-diasporic students, film lovers, film scholars, 
even at least one African American film scholar who was very close with the team at 
UCLA working on the L.A. Rebellion project…they’d never heard of the Ethno-
Communications Program, but of course they knew the L.A. Rebellion filmmakers. This 
has very much to do with how and where the discourse on the two phenomena appears 
(if it appears at all). 
The Ethno-Communications Program has been described as the program that 
“changed the color of independent filmmaking” by filmmaker and educator Renee 
Tajima-Pena and the “chief crucible for the new ethnic cinemas,” by film historian David 
James, and yet very little has been written about the program itself beyond a phrase or 
two in passing on the way to in depth studies of individual filmmakers or monoracial 
film communities. Important works that do share greater details of the program, 
including Chon Noriega’s Shot in America: Television, the State, and the Rise of Chicano 
Cinema, Glen Mimura’s Ghostlife of Third Cinema: Asian American Film and Video, and 
David James’s The Most Typical Avant-Garde: History and Geography of Minor Cinemas 
in Los Angeles, consistently cite and direct readers to Tajima’s original writing on the 
Ethno program, work that set out to document the multiracial spirit and participants of 
the program without the intention of tossing the program a few lines on the way to a 
deeper look at the filmography of one of its racial groups. Several years before she 
would go on to co-produce and direct the award-winning documentary, Who Killed 
Vincent Chin?, Renee Tajima was working as an editor of the monthly film journal, The 
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Independent. Her 1984 article, “Lights, Camera…Affirmative Action” may be the earliest 
and most detailed account of the origins of and the players within the Ethno-
Communications program at UCLA. Her goal in spotlighting the program--which she 
explains “opened (UCLA’s) door to Asian American, Black, Chicano and Native American 
students in significant numbers for the first time”—was to examine the “successes of its 
graduates and their ongoing work within their own communities,” as a way of 
presenting, “an antidote to present-day attacks on affirmative action programs.” 
Tajima reports that the program was fought for by an alliance of multiracial students 
who with the one Black faculty member of UCLA's film school, Elyseo Taylor, were part 
of a planning group called the Media Urban Crisis Committee (MUCC). The original 13 
members of the group, who raucously referred to themselves as the “Mother Muccers,” 
writes Tajima, “staged sit-ins and protests to successfully agitate for affirmative action in 
the film department, resulting in the formation of the pilot program for Ethno-
Communications,” which she says began in 1968 and faded out by 1973.19 Though the 
precise dates and specific enrollment details vary in different accounts, the leadership 
role of Elyseo Taylor remains consistent. Moctesuma Esparza, who would go on to 
become one of the most commercially successful producers of the Ethno group, 
explained in the Tajima article that Elyseo Taylor recruited him for the Muccers when he 
was still a history major at UCLA (as well as an activist who was facing conspiracy 
                                                           
19 Renee Tajima, “Lights, Camera…Affirmative Action,” The Independent, March 1984, 16-18. Most 
accounts suggest the Ethno program started in 1969. Field, Horak and Stewart’s intro to L.A. Rebellion 
state that Elyseo Taylor became the founding director of the Media Urban Crisis Committee in 1969. 
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charges for his organizing roll in the Chicano high school “blowouts”).20 Esparza recalled 
that the curriculum for the Ethno students was modeled after the film department’s 
course structure, but with the addition of courses, “in Third World aesthetics and 
community related issues.”21 When interviewed for the recent L.A. Rebellion book, Larry 
Clark also recalled the impact of Elyseo Taylor’s Third World Cinema course: “African, 
Asian, Latin American film…that set me straight away…so in terms of Ethno-
Communications we were thinking more, really truly more, of cinema as a gun. Truly, 
that we could do something with this media, we can make a difference with this media, 
we can tell stories.”22 The idea of making a difference as a filmmaker was crucial too for 
Sylvia Morales, who was the only Chicana in the film department before Ethno began its 
recruiting efforts. She told Tajima, “The non-color students were involved with films 
concerning relationships, personal films. But for us there was a sense of urgency, so we 
set aside our desire to make personal films in order to make ones which reflected our 
communities.”  Ethno alum and co-founder of Visual Communications, Duane Kubo 
remembered their instructors/TAs, film department graduate students of color like 
                                                           
20 Esparza was one of the L.A. 13 facing conspiracy charges for his part in the 1968 blowouts according to 
Chon Noriega, Shot in America: Television, the State, and the Rise of Chicano Cinema (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 2000), 104. Esparza nearly 40 years later would produce the HBO movie, 
Walkout, directed by Edward James Olmos about the Chicano blowouts of 1968 which dramatizes his 
participation, leadership and eventual arrest. 
21 Tajima, “Lights, Camera…” 16. 
22 Interview with Larry Clark by Jacqueline Stewart and Jan-Christopher Horak, Berkeley, CA, June 2, 2010. 
Part of “L.A. Rebellion: Oral History Interviews, 2010-2011,” UCLA Film and Television Archive. Again see 
L.A. Rebellion introduction for more on Elyseo Taylor’s impact on the Rebellion students and the legacy of 
his curriculum, such as his course, “Film and Social Change.” The figure of Taylor is so important and still 
enigmatic, I devote much of chapter three to him. 
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David Garcia, Charles Burnett, and Betty Chen, “were constantly under fire from the rest 
of the faculty to produce competent filmmakers, as opposed to political activists.”23 
 It is not surprising that a program as progressive and activist oriented as Ethno 
did not continue to receive funding and university support; Tajima confirms that by 
1973 the program came to an end.24 Yet, this was hardly the end of the story for the 
filmmakers of color who trained at UCLA during this brief period; the recent work of the 
UCLA Film Archive’s Rebellion projects alone is proof of this, not to mention the 
enormous amount of scholarship about the black films and filmmakers who are part of 
Ethno’s legacy.25 Two of the most important chroniclers of this history were scholars 
who were themselves training in film studies during the time of the Ethno-
                                                           
23 Tajima, “Lights, Camera,” 17. 
24 Though Tajima does not mention these events in this article, it is worth noting that Field, et al, in their 
intro to L.A. Rebellion, remind us that UCLA was still recovering from the fatal shootings of Black Panther 
Party leaders, Alprentice, “Bunchy” Carter and John Huggins and Angela Davis’s recent firing “on the 
grounds that she was a member of the communist party” in 1969, the same year the MUC program was 
formed (8). 
25 Since 2000, a partial list of books including chapters on the Rebellion films and filmmakers (especially 
the work of Gerima, Burnett and Dash) includes: Paula J. Massood, Black City Cinema: African American 
Urban Experiences in Film (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2003), David E. James, The Most Typical 
Avant-Garde: History and Geography of Minor Cinemas in Los Angeles (Berkeley: University of California, 
2005), Mark A. Reid, Black Lenses, Black Voices: African American Film Now (Lanham, Maryland: Rowman 
& Littlefield Publishers, Inc, 2005), Judylyn S. Ryan, Spirituality as Ideology in Black Women’s Film and 
Literature (Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 2005), Cynthia Young, Soul Power: Culture, 
Radicalism and the Making of a U.S. Third World Left (Durham: Duke University Press, 2006), Kara Keeling, 
The Witch’s Flight: The Cinematic, the Black Femme, and the Image of Black Common Sense (Durham: 
Duke University Press, 2007), Daniel Widener, Black Arts West: Culture and Struggle in Postwar Los 
Angeles (Durham: Duke University Press, 2010), Frank B. Wilderson, Red, White & Black: Cinema and the 
Structure of U.S. Antagonisms (Durham: Duke University Press, 2010), Robert E. Kapsis, ed., Charles 
Burnett: Interviews (Jackson: University of Mississippi Press, 2011), Jacqueline Stewart, “Defending Black 
Imagination: The ‘L.A. Rebellion’ School of Black Filmmakers” in Now Dig This: Art and Black Los Angeles 
1960-1980 (Los Angeles: Hammer Museum, 2011) and most recently, James Naremore, Charles Burnett: A 
Cinema of Symbolic Knowledge (Oakland: University of California Press, 2017). Thom Andersen concludes 
his epic documentary, Los Angeles Plays Itself (2003), with a nine minute homage to works by Burnett, 
Gerima and Woodberry. And in 2016, Zeinabu irene Davis’s much anticipated feature documentary: 
Spirits of Rebellion: Black Cinema at UCLA was released. 
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Communications Program, Teshome Gabriel and Ntongela Masilela. While their writings 
vividly capture the filmmakers, films, and training environment of the Black insurgents, 
they do not make note of their Asian American, Chicana/o or Native American 
classmates at UCLA. Teshome Gabriel, the foundational Third Cinema scholar describes 
the black filmmakers as “nomadic” and “border crossing,”26 and situates their films in 
conversation with other filmmakers from Africa, Asia and Latin America; yet, his analysis 
did not extend to include the other U.S. born filmmakers of color at UCLA, whose work it 
is hard to imagine he did not see.27 Ntongela Masilela’s important essay on, “The Los 
Angeles School of Black Filmmakers,” highlights the “Third World Film Club” that he says 
Teshome Gabriel, Larry Clark, Haile Gerima and others organized, he even includes a 
footnote stating that “other students from other Third World countries, particularly Iran 
and Brazil,” were also involved, but there is no mention of Ethno-Communications, the 
multiracial program that first brought Larry Clark into the film school in the first place.28 
Several of the Asian American students who were part of Clark’s Ethno cohort, 
including Eddie Wong, Duane Kubo and Robert Nakamura, created the media arts 
organization, Visual Communications (VC), and quite likely because VC remains to this 
day such an important organization for Asian American media makers and media 
                                                           
26 See Teshome Gabriel, “Thoughts on Nomadic Aesthetics and the Black Independent Cinema: Traces of a 
Journey,” in Black Frames: Critical Perspectives on Black Independent Cinema, eds Mbye B. Cham and 
Claire Andrade-Watkins (Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 1988). 
27 In Gabriel’s Third Cinema in the Third World: The Aesthetics of Liberation (Ann Arbor, Michigan: UMI 
Research Press, 1982) he mentions UCLA students such as Luis Ospina from Colombia and Jorge Preloran 
from Argentina but not for example Mexican American filmmakers such as Sylvia Morales (who Bambara 
does mention) or Francisco Martinez. 
28 Ntongela Masilela, “The Los Angeles School of Black Filmmakers,” in Black American Cinema, ed 
Manthia Diawara (New York: Routledge, 1993), 110, 116. 
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scholars, I initially found the most literature about the Ethno-Communications Program 
itself in texts on or by Asian American filmmakers. Tajima went on to write several 
additional articles mentioning the program, including a November 1984 article for the 
Independent focusing on the Black UCLA filmmakers (over a year before they’d receive 
their “Rebellion” moniker) and other African American independent filmmakers in Los 
Angeles.29 UCLA’s Asian American Studies Center in conjunction with Visual 
Communications released an important anthology, Moving the Image: Independent 
Asian Pacific American Media Arts in 1991, and contributions by Tajima, Russell Leong 
and Stephen Gong acknowledge the program. Glen Mimura’s Ghostlife of Third Cinema: 
Asian American Film and Video (2009), Jun Okada’s Making Asian American Film and 
Video: History, Institutions, Movements (2015) and most recently Lori Kido Lopez and 
Vincent N. Pham’s collection of essays, The Routledge companion to Asian American 
Media (2017) are more recent Asian American media histories that frame the creation 
of Visual Communications within discussions of the Ethno-Communications Program. 
Worth special mention is a particular essay in the Routledge collection by Ming-Yuen S. 
Ma, “Claiming a Voice: Speech, Self-Expression, and Subjectivity in Early Asian American 
Independent Media,” which provides detailed readings of a number of the earliest 
student films created by Asian American filmmakers in Ethno.  
Chon Noriega, in his Shot in America: Television, the State, and the Rise of 
Chicano Cinema, writes about the training ground that UCLA’s Ethno program provided 
                                                           
29 Renee Tajima and Tracey Willard, “Nothing Lights a Fire Like a Dream Deferred,” The Independent, 
November 1984, 18-21. 
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Chicana/o activists.30 He also mentions an even shorter-lived program associated with 
USC called “The New Communicators” which was funded by the U.S. Office of Economic 
Opportunity with the aim of training “minorities for employment in the film industry,” 
but that fell apart within eight months.31 Noriega makes two important observations 
about the multiracial dimensions of each training program. First he reminds us that 
many of these students were from working class backgrounds and had both limited 
experience with higher education as well “limited interactions with other racial 
groups.”32 He also raises the point that while the “cinemas” of people of color in the U.S. 
are “often relegated to separate histories and read as distinct genres, the students’ 
shared experiences of social crisis and change during their formative years provide the 
basis for a sociology of a multiracial ‘political generation’ in the U.S. cinema.” To 
consider the multiracial members of the Ethno-Communications program as a “political 
generation,” Noriega suggests (nodding to the work of historian Mario T. García) we 
                                                           
30 This comes from Noriega’s humorously titled chapter, “Training the Activists to Shoot Straight: A 
Political Generation in U.S. Cinema.” Important to mention he confirms the years of the Ethno-
Communications Program as 1969-1973 here. He also provides a useful list of Chicana/o filmmakers who 
were at UCLA in this period whether formally in the Ethno program or not, they include, “Moctesuma 
Esparza, David Garcia Jr., Luis Garza, Sylvia Morales, Alex Nogales, Jeff Penichet, Susan Racho, Tony 
Rodriquez, and Jose Luis Ruis, as well as former New Communicators Esperanza Vasquez and Francisco 
Martinez.” The work of Chicana filmmakers Morales and Vasquez is also taken up in works by Rosa Linda 
Fregosa, especially her monogram, The Bronze Screen: Chicana and Chicano Film Culture (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1993) and her essay, “Chicana Film Practices: Confronting the ‘Many-
Headed Demon of Oppression,” in Chicanos and Film: Representation and Resistance, ed Chon Noriega 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1992). Sylvia Morales has essays in two collections as well, 
speaking about her own filmmaking process in, “Filming a Chicana Documentary (1979),” in Chicanos and 
Film, and on representations of women in, “Chicano-Produced Celluloid Mujeres,” in Chicano Cinema: 
Research, Reviews, and Resources, ed Gary D. Keller (Binghamton, New York: Bilingual Review/Press, 
1985). 
31 Noriega, Shot in America, 102. See also Jesús Salvador Treviño, Eyewitness: A Filmmaker’s Memoir of 
the Chicano Movement (Houston, Texas: Arte Público Press, 2001) for his reflections as a participant in the 
New Communicators program. 
32 Shot in America, 100.  
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must imagine them as emerging, “not just in reaction to history but in order to make 
history—that is, to produce and consolidate significant social changes in an environment 
conducive to such changes.”33 The filmmakers of Ethno, as I argue in the chapters 
ahead, are able to make history with the media they produce, the media organizations 
and consortia they create, and eventually with the next generations of students and 
young filmmakers they mentor in part because they gather at UCLA at a moment that is 
conducive to change, as I will demonstrate. This is a very useful concept, though what 
happens here as it does in so much of this literature is that the conversation begins with 
some acknowledgement of the multiracial activism and then focuses on one racial group 
for the remainder of its text.34  
David James’s substantial chapter in The Most Typical Avant-Garde on “Minority 
Cinemas: Film and Identity Politics in the Seventies” comes closest to a comparative 
analytic, beginning with an overview of the Ethno-Communications program, which he 
calls, “the main point of origin for early minority filmmaking in Los Angeles and hence 
the nation.” He then devotes considerable time to many of the early works of the Black, 
Chicana/o and Asian American alum of the program.35 But even with the extensive 
                                                           
33 Ibid, 102. The Mario Garcia text he is working with here is from, Mexican Americans: Leadership, 
Ideology and Identity, 1930-1960 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989), 3-7. 
34 Cynthia Young’s Soul Power: Culture, Radicalism, and the Making of the U.S. Third World Left, is for the 
most part an exception to this tendency because nearly every chapter of her book includes multiracial, 
comparative analysis of what she terms various, “U.S. Third World left” political and creative coalitions, 
but when she gets to the chapter on the UCLA filmmakers, “Shot in Watts,” she mentions several of the 
Ethno program’s non-Black members by name, then devotes bulk of the chapter to detailed analysis of 
works by the Black filmmakers only. 
35 James, Most Typical Avant-Garde, 305. James suggests that though there were at least 3 Native 
Americans (he does not name them) enrolled in the Ethno-Communications program, “none completed a 
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discussions of individual films by the various groups, he does not offer any intertextual 
readings across race nor explore similar themes across communities or cohorts. And 
while his work does move closest to considering the Ethno filmmakers as a multiracial 
political generation in the framework that Noriega introduced, James emphasizes each 
group’s separate trajectory: “(T)hough the students sometimes collaborated in 
multicultural student film crews, minority cinemas emerged as three essentially 
separate traditions created by the three main minority groups: African American, Asian 
American and Mexican American.” Because I wish to read these cinemas in conversation 
there is a second set of comparative literatures that have been invaluable, which I will 
briefly introduce next.36 
 While extended works on the crossings between filmmakers of color in Los 
Angeles are not readily available, there are a good number of recent works exploring 
visual artists, musicians and activists of color who have worked, trained, exhibited, 
                                                                                                                                                                             
film” while there. Tajima’s work clued me first to the name Sandra Osawa and through her still active 
company website, Upstream Productions, I was able to contact her and find out she did complete a 
Project One short at UCLA which I discuss in chapter 4. And in terms of literature, beyond the Tajima 
essays, discussions of Osawa’s work appear in Beverly Singer, Wiping The War Paint Off the Lens: Native 
American Film and Video (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2001), M. Elise Marubbio and Eric 
L. Buffalohead, eds., Native Americans on Film: Conversations, Teaching, and Theory (Lexington: 
University of Kentucky Press: 2013), and Lawrence Abbot and Sandy Osawa, “Interview: Sandy Osawa,” 
American Indian Quarterly 22.1 (1998). 
36 It is important to mention Gwendolyn Audrey Foster’s excellent comparative work, Women Filmmakers 
of the African and Asian Diaspora: Decolonizing the Gaze, Locating Subjectivity (Carbondale, Illinois: 
Southern Illinois University Press, 1997), which has chapters on two L.A. Rebellion women directors, Julie 
Dash and Zeinabu irene Davis, with attention also given to Barbara McCullough and Alile Sharon Larkin. 
She frames their work within a wider discussion of diasporic cinemas of African and Asian filmmakers 
including Mira Nair, Pratibha Parmar, and Trinh T. Minh-ha. She does not necessarily do intertextual 
readings of the women directors across nation and race, but the gathering of these voices in one 




performed, collaborated with, challenged and inspired one another in the City of Angels. 
In Kellie Jones’s introduction to the catalogue for the 2011 show she curated at the 
Hammer Museum in Los Angeles:  Now Dig This!: Art and Black Los Angles 1960-1980, 
she writes of the permeability and reach of black artists communities in the city: “Even 
as African Americans were founding their own institutions and hewing their own path in 
the national and international art worlds, they had a network of friends who helped and 
championed them, and who were not always African Americans.” So, she includes the 
artwork and biographies of other artists of color, especially Asian American and Chicano 
“friends” in the catalogue whose connections, she argues, “move artists and art worlds 
forward.”37 The catalogue also includes an essay from Japanese American art historian, 
Karen Higa, about a series of portraits that Ethno alum and Visual Communications co-
founder, Robert Nakamura photographed for a 1970 exhibit of many of the key Black 
artists in Now Dig This! including Betye Saar, Noah Purifoy, Charles White, and David 
Hammons. I return to Higa’s meditation on the multiracial artists’ crossings in the city in 
the next chapter.38 Chon Noriega’s writing on Los Angeles visual artist, Domingo Ulloa, 
“the Father of Chicano Art,” especially his 1957 painting of Elizabeth Ann Eckford, 
“Racism/Incident at Little Rock,” is also useful and will be addressed more substantively 
in the next chapter. Also within the visual realm, Luis Alvarez’s studies of the multiracial 
dimensions of zoot suit culture, Denise Sandoval’s comparative work on Chicano, Black 
                                                           
37 Kellie Jones, “Now Dig This! An Introduction” in Now Dig This!: Art and Black Los Angeles, 1960-1980, 
ed. Kellie Jones (Los Angeles: Hammer Museum, 2011), 24. 
38 Karen Higa, “Black Art in L.A.: Photographs by Robert A. Nakamura” Now Dig This!: Art and Black Los 
Angeles, 1960-1980, 51-55. 
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and Samoan lowrider designs and culture, and Nery Gabriel Lemus’s work around Black 
and Latino barber shops in Los Angeles, especially the shared hair cut style of the “lined-
up fade” (see his “Fade Away” 2007 below) extend this conversation of overlapping 
visual cultures of the Los Angeles area.39  
                      40 
 On the “cross cultural confluence” of music in Los Angeles, Anthony Macías 
writes: “There seems to be a perception among East Coast jazz critics and academic 
experts that other than 1950’s cool jazz, nothing of real importance happened in 
                                                           
39 Luis Alvarez, “From Zoot Suits to Hip Hop: Towards a Relational Chicana/o Studies,” Latino Studies, 
2007, 5, (53-75), also his The Power of the Zoot: Youth Culture and Resistance during World War II 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2008). Denise Sandoval, “The Politics of Low and Slow/Bajito y 
Sauvecito: Black and Chicano Lowrider in Los Angeles, from the 1960s through the 1970s” in Black and 
Brown in Los Angeles: Beyond Conflict and Coalition, eds. Josh Kun and Laura Pulido (Berkeley: University 
of California Press, 2014), 176-200, and she has a variation of this essay on line which includes her 
research on Samoan lowriders, “Bajito y Sauvecito: The Lowriding Tradition,” 2003, published on 
Smithsonian Institute Latino Center’s webpage 
http://latino.si.edu/virtualgallery/lowrider/lr_sandovalessay.htm. Nery Gabriel Lemus, “On Fallen Nature 
and the Two Cities,” in Black and Brown in Los Angeles: Beyond Conflict and Coalition, 341-345. 
40 “Fade Away (Barbershop Series)” by Nery Gabriel Lemus. See more of his work including a short video 




California.” This quote is from a 2013 essay, “California’s Composer Laureate: Gerald 
Wilson, Jazz Music and Black-Mexican connections,” where Macías argued one-year shy 
of the composer’s death that the state of California should create a “Composer 
Laureate” award, just so they could confer it on Wilson.41 For over a decade Macías has 
been writing about Black-Mexican musical connections in Postwar Los Angeles not only 
in jazz--where he points to the great high school band leaders and educators Samuel 
Browne and Lloyd Reese as fundamental in the development of many black and Latino 
artists—but also punk and hip hop.42 Steven Isoardi’s The Dark Tree: Jazz and 
Community Arts in Los Angeles, his follow up protect to his collaboration on the 
autobiography of Horace Tapscott, discusses the Latino members of the Pan Afrikan 
Peoples Arkestra, (especially bassist Roberto Miranda, who contributed the closing 
essay for his book) as well as many Asian American and Latina/o musicians and artists in 
California whose work was impacted by Tapscott.43 Loren Kajikawa’s “The Sound of 
Struggle: Black Revolutionary Nationalism and Asian American Jazz,” Kevin Fellezs’s 
“Silenced but Not Silent: Asian Americans and Jazz,” and Deborah Wong’s Speak it 
Louder: Asian Americans Making Music, consider a wide scope of West Coast Asian 
                                                           
41 Anthony Macías, “California’s Composer Laureate: Gerald Wilson, jazz music, and Black-Mexican 
connections” in Boom: A Journal of California, Vol. 3, No. 2 (Summer 2013), pp. 34-51. 
42 Anthony Macías, “Bringing Music to the People: Race, Urban Culture, and Municipal Politics in Postwar 
Los Angeles,” American Quarterly, Vol. 56, No. 3, Los Angeles and the Future of Urban Cultures (Sep., 
2004), pp. 693-717. See also, Mexican American Mojo: Popular Music, Dance, and Urban Culture in Los 
Angeles, 1935-1968 (Durham: Duke University Press, 2008) and “Black and Brown Get Down: Cultural 
Politics, Chicano Music, and Hip Hop in Racialized Los Angeles,” in Sounds and the City: Popular Music, 
Place, and Globalization, eds. Brett Lashua, Karl Spracklen, and Stephen Wagg (New York: Palgrave 
McMillan, 2014), 55-75. 
43 Steven L. Isoardi, The Dark Tree: Jazz and the Community Arts in Los Angeles (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 2006). 
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American musicians working in collaboration with African American and Chicano 
musicians. In Los Angeles these musicians span from the avant-garde composer Glen 
Horiuchi to the popular fusion band Hiroshima.  
Scott Kurashige’s, The Shifting Grounds of Race: Black and Japanese Americans in 
the Making of Multiethnic Los Angeles (2008) and Gaye Theresa Johnson’s, Spaces of 
Conflict, Sounds of Solidarity: Music, Race, and Spatial Entitlement in Los Angeles (2013), 
provide tremendous historical grounding for the kinds of political solidarities and 
crossings that made these musical and visual arts collaborations above possible. George 
Sanchez’s work, most recently in, “Why Are Multiracial Communities So Dangerous?” 
which stresses the radical solidarities that are made possible by the multiracial 
communities of Los Angeles such as Boyle Heights, has been extremely useful.44 Laura 
Pulido’s explorations of anti-racist activism and radical multiracial alliances in Los 
Angeles in, Black, Brown, Yellow and Red: Radical Activism in Los Angeles as well as 
essays from her co-edited volumes, Black and Brown in Los Angeles: Beyond Conflict and 
Coalition (with Josh Kun) and Racial Formation in the Twenty-First Century (with Daniel 
Martinez HoSang and Oneka LaBennett) guide this work and serve as reminders of the 
urgent need for multiracial justice work in the city as well as reminders of the 
tremendous legacies and models from which activists today can build. Finally, all of this 
                                                           
44 George J. Sanchez, “Why Are Multiracial Communities So Dangerous?: A Comparative Look at Hawai’i; 




work highlights the activist role that scholars can play in documenting and disseminating 
these transformative multiracial histories of a city.45 
Meaning Making and Methods 
It will be a lamentable condition when the American Negro grows so narrow 
and so self-centered in his own wrongs and sufferings that he has no 
sympathy for the wrongs and sufferings of others, not even his blood brothers 
in Africa. When he reaches the state where he wants everybody to be 
interested in his condition, but has no interest in the condition of others, he 
will have forfeited the right to demand that others be interested in him. 
       James Weldon Johnson, 191946  
 
Accompaniment is considered by some improvisation studies scholars as an 
undervalued practice in music. Daniel Fischlin, Ajay Heble, and George Lipsitz in their 
collaborative study on improvisation, The Fierce Urgency of Now: Improvisation, Rights, 
and the Ethics of Cocreation, while connecting musical practices to social justice work 
                                                           
45 Pulido and Kun’s introduction to Black and Brown in Los Angeles in particular comes to mind as they 
present statistics of hate crimes committed by Black and Latino residents of Los Angeles toward each 
other that are staggeringly high and remind us of the gravity and urgency of this work. There are also 
certainly important comparative models beyond the city of Los Angeles that support this work, such as 
Wendy Cheng, The Changs Next Door to the Díazes: Remapping Race in Suburban California (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 2013), John Márquez, Black-Brown Solidarity: Racial Politics in the New 
Gulf South (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2013), Tiya Miles, Ties that Bind: The Story of an Afro-
Cherokee Family in Slavery and in Freedom (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2005), Tiya Miles and 
Sharon Holland, eds., Crossing Waters, Crossing Worlds: The African Diaspora and Indian Country 
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2006), Roderick A. Ferguson, The Reorder of Things: The University and 
its Pedagogies of Minority Difference (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2012), Grace 
Kyungwon Hong and Roderick A. Ferguson, eds., Strange Affinities: The Gender and Sexual Politics of 
Comparative Racialization (Durham: Duke University Press, 2011), Lauren Araiza, To March for Others: The 
Black Freedom Struggle and the United Farm Workers (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 
2013), and Andrea Smith, “Indigeneity, Settler Colonialism, White Supremacy” in Racial Formation in the 
Twenty-First Century, Daniel Martinez HoSang, Oneka LaBennett, and Laura Pulido (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 2012). 
46 James Weldon Johnson, “Africa at the Peace Table and the Descendants of Africans in our American 
Democracy (1919),” in The Voice of Black America: Major Speeches by Negroes in the United States, 1797 
– 1971, ed. Philip S. Foner (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1972), 733. 
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describe Central American social movements where, “the idea of accompaniment 
envisions political action as a journey taken together, an excursion in which people from 
different backgrounds and experiences can work together respectfully as equals.”47 
Considering that James Weldon Johnson—most well-known perhaps for writing the 
“Negro” national anthem, “Lift Ev’ry Voice and Sing,”—also served as U.S. consul to 
Venezuela then Nicaragua between 1906 and 1913, allows us to wonder how his 
experiences in Latin and Central America informed his later political actions, like the 
speech excerpted in the epigram above, and/or how his own creative take on diplomacy 
(as poet-composer-novelist-consul) may have inspired or influenced future generations 
of political action in Nicaragua. My point here is that the idea of accompaniment as both 
a creative and political journey taken together—together as in the Black, Asian 
American, Chicana/o and Native American students who organized the Third World 
Liberation Front or the Filipino and Mexican farm workers who created the United Farm 
Workers Union—this idea has been a guiding and organizing principal for this research. I 
am rightly or wrongly challenged/shamed by James Weldon Johnson’s charge above. It 
grounds me as an Africana Studies scholar who believes our field is stronger when it 
remains interested in, in conversation with, and even cocreative with other fields born 
from liberation struggles. Working across the fields of media studies and also jazz and 
improvisation studies, I connect Johnson’s charge to others like Toni Cade Bambara, 
when she speaks of empowering our eyes to see multiple perspectives, or jazz studies 
                                                           
47 Daniel Fischlin, Ajay Heble, and George Lipsitz, The Fierce Urgency of Now: Improvisation, Rights, and 
the Ethics of Cocreation (Durham: Duke University Press, 2013), 235. 
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scholars Sherrie Tucker and Nichole Rustin who advocate “ear training” to grow bigger 
ears in order to “listen differently” for gender in these fields.48 I understand that I am 
being encouraged to expand my reach, to combine and intersect analytical strategies to 
see and hear more about marginalized communities, so that I may be better equipped 
to document the ways in which our shared and overlapping communities create/have 
created effective strategies for justice work, especially in these terror-full times. I find 
the theories of improvisation and the ethics of cocreation explored by Fischlin, Heble, 
and Lipsitz especially useful here. In their study, they conceive of improvisation as, “the 
creation and development of new, unexpected, and productive cocreative relations 
among people. It teaches us to make ‘a way’ out of ‘no way’ by cultivating the capacity 
to discern hidden elements of possibility, hope, and promise in even the most 
discouraging circumstances.”49 What I have witnessed in the history of the formation of 
the Ethno-Communications Program, heard in my conversations with the filmmakers, 
and analyzed in their films are stories that have the capacity to uncover these same 
elements of possibility, hope, and promise. Luis Alvarez in his comparative work on 
Chicana/o, Black and Asian American youth cultures speaks of a theory of dignity, 
borrowed from the Zapatistas in Chiapas, which resonates with Fischlin, et al above. 
Alvarez argues that what “binds Chicanos and other non-white youth in the post war era 
is not just their shared experiences of racialization or cultural style, but a more profound 
                                                           
48 Nichole T. Rustin and Sherrie Tucker, Big Ears: Listening for Gender in Jazz Studies (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 2008), 1-2. 
49 Daniel Fischlin, Ajay Heble, and George Lipsitz, xii. 
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connection between their efforts to reclaim dignity amidst difficult life conditions, 
including internment, discrimination and poverty.” Alvarez clarifies that he understands 
dignity, “less as a static quality of being worthy, honored, or esteemed and more a lived 
struggle for pride, hope, and humanity against poor life chances.”50 Grace Kyungwon 
Hong and Roderick Ferguson, in the introduction to their edited collection, Strange 
Affinities: The Gender and Sexual Politics of Comparative Racialization, look back to 
women of color feminist movements and writings of the 1970s and 1980s for the ways 
they engage comparative work that is “not a multiculturalist celebration, not an excuse 
for presuming commonality among all racialized people,” but is instead, “a cleareyed 
appraisal of the dividing line between value and devalued, which can cut within, as well 
as across, racial groupings.”51 M. Jacqui Alexander in her Pedagogies of Crossing, also 
looks back specifically to the Gloria Anzaldúa and Cherríe Moraga anthology, This Bridge 
Called My Back, for its vision and for how it exposed our differences; yet, “it did not 
relinquish a vision of interdependence, of interbeing, if you will.” Alexander goes on to 
suggest that vision “can only be as effective and as sturdy as our determination to 
practice.... It is the daily practice that will bring about the necessary shifts in perception 
that make change possible. Vision helps us to remember why we do the work. Practice is 
the how; it makes the change and grounds the work.”52 This relationship between vision 
and practice is similarly articulated in Fierce Urgency of Now: “In our view, there will not 
                                                           
50 Luis Alvarez, “From Zoot Suits to Hip Hop: Towards a Relational Chicana/o Studies,” 55. 
51 Grace Kyungwon Hong and Roderick A. Ferguson, “Introduction,” Strange Affinities, 10-11. 
52 M. Jacqui Alexander, Pedagogies of Crossing: Meditations on Feminism, Sexual Politics, Memory, and 
the Sacred (Durham, Duke University Press, 2005), 279. 
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be better works of art unless we build a better society, but we cannot build a better 
society unless works of art expand our imaginations and our aspirations.”53 It is my 
intention to show how the films of the wider Ethno filmography, especially when 
considered in conversation can and do expand our imaginations and our aspirations and 
inspire our determination to practice. 
 I was able to interview, in most cases in person, nearly fifty filmmakers and film 
educators associated with UCLA and the Ethno-Communications Program and the film 
projects the program participants produced. In every case I was eager to find out how 
they came to enter the program or hear about the program. I asked about the figures of 
Elyseo Taylor, as well as Colin Young the chair of the Theater Arts department from the 
mid-1960s to 1970, who is said to have recruited Taylor to direct the program, and 
luckily I was able to interview Colin Young himself, in England, just shy of his 90th 
birthday. I asked about the impact of the experience of being part of a multiracial 
program at that politically charged time and to describe any cross racial collaborations 
they remembered while in school and afterward in their professional careers. I asked 
about those post-UCLA careers and how they felt they were positioned to enter the film 
industry in ways that were similar or different to their white classmates in the film 
school. 
 I visited several archival collections, first and foremost the UCLA Film Archive and 
the Charles E. Young Library’s Special Collections at UCLA. Film archivist, Mark Quigley 
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deserves special mention for arranging for me to see so many rare copies of film and 
video works of Ethno students and so do the patient student workers at the 
Instructional Media Lab. Thanks also go to Xaviera Flores and Chon Noriega for making 
films available from the Chicano Studies Research Center at UCLA. Professor Noriega 
also directed me to the papers of Siobhan Nicolau at Stanford University’s Special 
Collections, who worked as a Program Officer at the Ford Foundation and worked with 
many Chicana/o and Mexican American political organizations during the Ethno period. 
The more directly impactful collection of Ford archives for my research were the ones 
held at the Rockefeller Archive Center in Tarrytown, NY. Here I was able to find a paper 
trail for the Ford Grants to the Regents of the University of California that included 
monies sent to UCLA to fund the earliest stages of the Ethno-Communications Program 
(at the time of the grant it was simply called “Communicating and Learning Through Film 
Production”). Here I was also able to find Elyseo Taylor’s report back to the Regents on 
the first-year progress of the program. Because the Rockefeller Archives in Tarrytown 
New York hold both Ford Archives and Rockefeller Archives, I was also able to find 
summaries of Elyseo Taylor’s remarks at a conference called “The Role of Mass Media in 
Enlisting Public Support for Marginal Groups” in Italy at the Bellagio Study and 
Conference Center, sponsored by the Rockefeller Foundation in 1976. Thanks to Rock 
archivist Mary Ann Quinn for her stellar digging. Endless thanks go to the staff of Visual 
Communications, especially to Abe Ferrer who visit after visit patiently set me up on one 
of their office computers to watch copies of many of the early Asian American Ethno 
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student films. He was also always willing to answer my bottomless pit of questions 
about where materials were held and how they’d been programmed over the years. He 
also supplied me with archival flyers of the multiracial Ethno film screenings he 
organized in the 1990s called, “Ethno Visions: The Roots of Community-Based Media in 
Los Angeles” featuring films by Richard Wells, Danny Kwan, Jamaa Fanaka, Ben Caldwell, 
Sandra Osawa, Jose Luis Ruiz, Alile Sharon Larkin, Robert Nakamura, Laura Ho, Barbara 
McCullough, Sylvia Morales (and more) at venues all across the city. Sandra Osawa’s 
collection of film and television work is now housed at UNC Chapel Hill, collected by 
Native American Studies Professor and historian, Daniel Cobb. A visit there allowed me 
finally to see Osawa’s UCLA student film, Curios, as well as almost every episode of her 
1975 The Native American Series for KNBC. Luis Garza, Mary Uyematsu Kao, Alile Sharon 
Larkin, Robert Nakamura and Eddie Wong all generously shared images and materials 
from their personal archives, and a walk inside Ben Caldwell’s Kaos Network in Los 
Angeles’s Leimert Park Village is like walking into a permanent exhibit of L.A. Rebellion 
archives, especially his production stills on display from Haile Gerima’s Bush Mama 
(1975). In the summer of 2017 Caldwell hosted Alile Sharon Larkin’s salon workshop for 
a forthcoming book project based on her first UCLA student film, The Kitchen (1975). 
With presentations by Howard University film scholar, Dr. Olivia Drake, Los Angeles 
poet, V Kali, Larkin and myself, we shared research and meditations on The Kitchen, 
including Dr. Drake’s incredible study of individual stills from the film that we analyzed 
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in proximity to Caldwell’s stills from Bush Mama. This day put new meaning into the 
idea of “living archive,” as some stray snapshots I took attempt to capture. 
         
                  54 
                                                           
54 These three photos were taken at Ben Caldwell’s art space, Kaos Network in Leimert Park in Los Angeles 
on June 28, 2017 the day Larkin convened a day long salon to workshop essays for her book in progress 
about the making of her first student film, The Kitchen (1975) (which can be seen on the UCLA L.A. 
Rebellion YouTube site here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hnbCfgD1LAM). The top photo is of 
one wall of the space where Caldwell’s original photos of the Bush Mama shoot are on permanent 
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In my first chapter, “We Matter to Somebody: Moving and Shaking through the 
Multiracial Arts Communities of L.A.,” I provide a brief look at the multiple migrations, 
forced removals and relocations experienced by communities of color in Los Angeles in 
the 20th century. As I lay out these movements of African American, Mexican American, 
American Indian and Asian American communities, I incorporate poetry from L.A. born 
or L.A. based poets from these communities alongside academic histories to help to tell 
this story. I then provide a number of examples of interracial crossings and 
collaborations in the visual art and music scenes in the city. These artists and musicians 
in many cases became the subject and/or the composers for many of the Ethno-
Communications film projects. I move from the L.A. that gave birth to Ethno to the UCLA 
that gave birth to Ethno in Chapter 2, “Eclairs, Ethnography and the Movement for 
Ethnic Studies: Zooming in on the Urban Crisis at UCLA.” Here I look closely at the Film 
department at UCLA in the years just prior to the beginning of Ethno, dispelling notions 
that it was purely commercial or Hollywood focused. Instead I discuss the innovative 
programs its Scottish immigrant Chair, Colin Young created, programs that were aided 
enormously with the advances in film equipment. The second part of this chapter 
focuses in on what was happening politically in the wider campus as the administration 
attempted to address the so-called “urban crisis” which lead to the formation of the 
four Ethnic Studies centers there and paved the way for the creation of the Ethno-
                                                                                                                                                                             
display. Dr. Olivia Drake displayed a series of frames from Larkin’s film, The Kitchen directly underneath 
for her presentation. Caldwell is seen below in orange t-shirt, welcoming us to the space at the start of 
the salon, and by afternoon’s end, Larkin was holding her granddaughter and fanning her with gift fans we 
all received, which were heart shaped stills from The Kitchen. Barbara McCullough was also in attendance. 
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Communications Program. The third chapter, “The Untenured Spook Who Sat by the 
Door: Elyseo Taylor and the Administrative Battle for Ethno Communications,” takes a 
close look at the still enigmatic or “hidden figure” of the Ethno-Communications and the 
L.A. Rebellion, Professor Elyseo Taylor. I trace together a biographical sketch that 
includes Taylor’s early life in Chicago, his participation in WWII as a member of the 
famous 761st Tank Battalion (the other other Black Panthers), his days working in Europe 
in advertising up through his development of the Media Urban Crisis program. The 
second part of this chapter takes on the administrative files that document the 
treacherous struggle to get the program approved, files that include the bickering voices 
of University administrators and even faculty and staff of the new Ethnic Studies centers 
but fail to include any of the voices of the students who also fought for the creation of 
Ethno. Chapters four, “The Ethno Stance: One Foot on Campus, One Foot in the 
Community, and five, “Relational Filmographies of Rebellion,” put the student 
filmmakers and their films front and center. I rely here heavily on the interviews 
conducted especially with the first two classes of students to tell the story from their 
vantage of how their own activist and creative journeys lead them to the program, what 
happened to them and between them once they arrived, and how their films speak to 
one other directly and relationally in ways that finally tell a wider story of race in Los 
Angeles.  
Finally, a quick word about my periodization. While I was able to interview and 
study the work of many UCLA filmmakers, especially those described most frequently as 
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L.A. Rebellion filmmakers (from Bernard Nicolas and Carroll Parrott Blue, to Billy 
Woodberry and Barbara McCullough and beyond), because I was so eager to answer the 
question of what exactly was the Ethno-Communications program and what did it mean 
that it was multiracial, I focus most of this dissertation on the students of color who 
were accepted into the program in the first two years. These are the students who 
entered when it was called the Media Urban Crisis program in the winter and spring 
quarters of the 69/70 academic year, and those who entered in the fall of 1970 for what 
was the official first year of the newly named Ethno-Communications Program. I also 
include and study the film work of a number of students of color who were admitted to 
UCLA in the years and quarters just prior to the start of the program, so this includes 
people like Betty Chen, Charles Burnett, David Garcia, Haile Gerima and Sylvia Morales 
who many describe as being “folded in” to Ethno if not officially (as T.A.s for example) 
then unofficially as crew and comrades. Though these late 1960s early 1970s years are 
the years I focus on in terms of admission to and participation in the program, I did 
allow myself to study works produced by this set of filmmakers into the 80’s, 90’s and as 
late as 2009 for Sylvia Morales’ documentary feature, A Crushing Love: Chicanas, 
Motherhood and Activism. Unfortunately for the dissertation the work of many women 
filmmakers, in particular the women who entered UCLA just after Ethno ended (Julie 
Dash, Alile Sharon Larkin, Carroll Parrott Blue, Barbara McCullough, Monona Wali, O. 
Funmilayo Makarah, Zeinabu irene Davis) are for the most part not covered here. In 
many cases these women have been my greatest teachers and advocates throughout 
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this research, and I have major work ahead to rectify this situation in future projects. 
Given this limitation, I was still able to include substantial discussions of work by women 
directors such as Sandra Osawa, Sylvia Morales, Esperanza Vasquez, and Betty Chen; I 
highlight Alile Sharon Larkin’s A Different Image in my final chapter; and as often as 
possible I chose to analyze works by male directors that feature powerful women of 
color in front of the camera and in several cases I write about films where music 
composed by women of color was used as soundtrack and/or film score. Finally, while 
these pages do not presently devote substantial time to my individual analysis of the 
women directors of the L.A. Rebellion, one of the greatest joys of this research was in 
working with multiple departments at the University of Pennsylvania as well as several 
media arts and music organizations in Philadelphia such as the Scribe Video Center, the 
International House Lightbox Film Center, and the Philadelphia Jazz Project to host 
Zeinabu irene Davis, Alile Sharon Larkin, and Barbara McCullough for public screenings 
and community conversations here in Philadelphia. The passionate call and response 
between these L.A. Rebellion filmmakers with their Philadelphia film loving audiences 










We Matter to Somebody: Moving and Shaking through the Multiracial Arts 
Communities of L.A. 
 
There are strangers above me, below me and all around me and  
we are all strange in this place of recent invention.  
 
This city named for angels appears naked and stripped of anything  
resembling the shaking of turtle shells, the songs of human voices  
on a summer night outside Okmulgee. 
   
Yet, it’s perpetually summer here, and beautiful. The shimmer of gods  
is easier to perceive at sunrise or dusk, 
  
when those who remember us here in the illusion of the marketplace 
turn toward the changing of the sun and say our names.   
 
We matter to somebody… 
 
        Joy Harjo 
 
 These opening lines of Joy Harjo’s poem, “The Path to the Milky Way Leads 
Through Los Angeles,” capture a simultaneous sense of displacement, yearning and 
wonder of any recently arrived migrant.55 The turtle shells and mention of the 
Muscogee Nation capital in Oklahoma suggests the “we” who matter here are American 
Indians, likely part of the federal urban relocation program, which by 1970 contributed 
to Los Angeles being second only to the Navajo reservation as the largest Native 
                                                           
55 Joy Harjo, “The Path to the Milky Way Leads Through Los Angeles,” How We Became Human: New and 
Selected Poems: 1975-2001 (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 2002), 141. The poem also appears as 
the first creative writing piece in the mixed genre collection: American Indians and the Urban Experience, 
eds. Susan Lobo and Kurt Peters (Walnut Creek, CA: Altamira Press, 2001). Harjo herself appears in Ethno 
filmmaker Sandra Osawa’s documentary, Pepper’s Pow Wow. 
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concentration in the country.56 The known and lesser known flows and forced 
migrations of communities of color in (and out and in again) Los Angeles are the focus of 
this first chapter. A better understand of the racial demographics of the city up to the 
time of the creation of the Ethno-Communications Program and the Ethnic Studies 
Centers at UCLA in the late 1960s, provides important grounding for analyzing the 
creative and political forces at work in the films of the Ethno students. The breadth of 
stories and the communities captured in the Ethno filmography, I argue could only have 
come out of a program based in Los Angeles, and yet the city’s vast multiracial and 
multiethnic landscape so richly captured in this filmography is still so infrequently 
captured in mainstream media.  
Returning now to the arrival narrative of Harjo’s poem, where nothing in this city 
of “recent invention” looks familiar, nothing resembles the summer night songs from 
home, yet, Harjo hints with her “yet” that there may be an opportunity for new music in 
this beautiful and new land of perpetual summer. If the turtle shell shakes above were 
replaced by tambourine, and the location tossed off some sanctified location ‘round 
New Orleans’ 7th ward or Houston’s 5th, this poem might just as easily describe the 
thousands of African Americans who, fleeing pastoral scenes of the blood soaked, 
separate-but-equal South, made their way west to Los Angeles during the great 
                                                           
56 Nicolas G. Rosenthal, Reimagining Indian Country: Native American Migration and Identity in Twentieth-
Century Los Angeles (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2012), 2. From 1948 to the 1970s, 
Rosenthal explains that Bureau of Indian Affairs officials “at both the federal and local levels implemented 
policies designed to break down tribal ties and to assimilate Indian people into the nation’s industrial and 
domestic economy,” and the BIA “understood relocation as a way to move Indians off tribal lands and to 
assimilate them into the larger society” (51-52). 
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migration. Historian Gerald Horne writes that in 1910 Los Angeles had less than 8,000 
blacks but by 1940 the number rose to over 55,000, and in just four more years to 
118,888.57 While the city of L.A. in the pre-war period was home to both the largest 
Mexican American and Japanese American populations in the U.S., both communities 
during the 1930s and 1940s had reason to doubt if they mattered to anyone, 
considering that they were alternately deported, imported, or incarcerated.  
In, From Coveralls to Zoot Suits: The Lives of Mexican American Women on the World 
War II Home Front, Elizabeth Escobedo, describes depression era nativist fears of 
“outsider” Mexicans stealing the scarce jobs of “real Americans,” and from 1930-1939 
nearly one-third of L.A.’s Mexican community, “regardless of citizenship” was 
deported.58 Ironically by August of 1942 the Emergency Farm Labor Program, also called 
the Bracero program, would bring thousands of Mexican laborers back to the States. Los 
Angeles artist, Domingo Ulloa, called the Father of Chicano Art, painted the iconic, 
“Braceros,” after visits to workers camps in San Diego County in the 1950s. Visual 
culture scholar, Chon Noriega suggests, “This closeness is by no means sentimental, but 
rather draws out the viewer’s complicity with the class and racial boundaries 
                                                           
57 Gerald Horne, Fire This Time: The Watts Uprising and the 1960s (New York: Da Capo Press, 1997), 31. 
58 Elizabeth R. Escobedo, From Coveralls to Zoot Suits: The Lives of Mexican American Women on the 
World War II Home Front (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2013), 5-7. See also George 
Sanchez, Becoming Mexican American: Ethnicity, Culture, and Identity in Chicano Los Angeles 1900-1945 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1993) and “Why Are Multiracial Communities So Dangerous? A 
Comparative Look at Hawai’i; Cape Town, South Africa; and Boyle Heights, California,” Pacific Historical 
Review, Vol. 86, Number 1, p. 165 where he notes, “The issue of forced removal is critical…(in) 1931, the 
Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors put together the largest organized repatriation campaign in U.S. 




established by fence and picture plane, labor policy and studio art.” The binational 
agreement between Mexico and the U.S. was made to meet “temporary” agricultural 
shortages, caused in part by the relocation of Japanese American tenant farmers to 
concentration camps located as far away as Wyoming and Arkansas.59                                        
  60 
Reverend Hamilton T. Boswell, as noted in Scott Kurashige’s The Shifting Grounds of 
Race: Black and Japanese Americans in the Making of Multiethnic Los Angeles, wrote 
passionate columns in L.A.’s most important African American paper, The California 
Eagle, condemning, “the undemocratic evacuation of Japanese-Americans” which 
Boswell called, “the greatest disgrace of Democracy since slavery.” Boswell further 
warned that if blacks allowed this kind of “race mongering” to go unquestioned, surely 
                                                           
59 Chon Noriega, “City of Dreams,” Aztlan: A Journal of Chicano Studies, Number 1/Spring 2012. 
60 “Braceros,” 1960 by Domingo Ulloa, for more details on the painting see the Smithsonian American Art 
Museum description here: https://americanart.si.edu/artwork/braceros-86956. 
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they could “expect similar action against us.”61 Reverend Boswell was himself an African 
American migrant originally from Texas, who once in California came to understand his 
connection with his forcibly removed Japanese American neighbors.  
In reverse of Reverend Boswell’s migration, Japanese American poet, Lawson 
Fusao Inada was born in California, but spent part of his childhood incarcerated at a 
camp in Jerome, Arkansas, a town right near the Mississippi border. Inada, whose jazz 
inspired poetry became the focus of an early film by Ethno students, writes about his 
early jazz education in his poetry collection, Legends from Camp. Deprived of his father’s 
turntable while interred, young Lawson learned the sounds and stories of his father’s 
beloved musicians (Fats Waller, Fatha Hines, Art Tatum), from tales and whistles his 
father shared on the walk back and forth from the camp showers: “Coming back, warm 
and clean, glowing, all the stars were out. We paused; he was teaching me how to 
whistle. So I whistled, and then we whistled, “Melancholy Baby,” his song, loud and 
clear….” Inada later describes this “Negro” music, “in our distorted reality of aliens and 
alienation” as a kind of “citizenship.”62 So, where Harjo remembers shaking turtle shells 
as the sound of home, Inada’s father’s whistled renditions of Fats Waller were a sound 
of belonging, a sound that even in the midst of a concentration camp meant that they 
mattered to somebody. 
                                                           
61 Scott Kurashige, The Shifting Grounds of Race: Black and Japanese Americans in the Making of 
Multiethnic Los Angeles (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2008), 165. Kurashige quotes here 
various articles from the California Eagle dated from November of 1943 to January of 1945. 
62 Lawson Fusao Inada, Legends from Camp (Minneapolis: Coffee House Press, 1993), 55-57. 
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In the introduction to Legends from Camp, Inada reminds us that the chief camps 
administrator, “went on to become chief of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, where he ‘re-
deployed’ his policy of ‘relocation.’ Which included, yes, ‘termination.’”63 He speaks 
here of Indian commissioner Dillon Myer, appointed in 1950, “based in part on his 
experience as the director of the agency that managed the relocation and internment of 
Japanese Americans during World War II.”64 Nicolas Rosenthal, in his Reimaging Indian 
Country: Native American Migration and Identity in Twentieth-Century Los Angeles, 
confirms, “Myer saw relocation as a corollary to ‘termination policy,’ the federal 
government’s efforts to end its government-to-government relationship with Indian 
tribes, to remove Indian land from trust status, and to cease providing services to Indian 
people.” Myer also believed in “depopulating reservations to the point that they would 
be ‘self-sufficient’ and no longer in need of federal services.”65 These policies were 
designed to “break down tribal ties and assimilate Indian people.”66 Diné poet and 
educator Esther Belin, whose family was relocated “off the rez” to Southern California in 
1956, describes it like this, “Goal: annihilation of savage tendencies characteristic of 
indigenous peoples. New language. New clothes…. Learn to use a washing machine. 
Learn to silence your native tongue, voice, being…. Learn new ways to survive.”67 For 
Belin, who compares herself to Japanese Nisei, “I am second generation off-reservation” 
                                                           
63 Ibid, vi. 
64 Rosenthal, 52. 
65 Ibid. For more on Dillon Myer see also Richard Drinnon, Keeper of Concentration Camps: Dillon S. Myer 
and American Racism (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1987). 
66 Rosenthal, 51. 
67 Esther G. Belin, “In the Cycle of the Whirl,” From the Belly of My Beauty (Tucson: University of Arizona 
Press, 1999), 68. 
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these survival lessons came from her migrant mother, “whose faith in our creator and in 
me keeps me moving and shaking….”68 
Throughout the moving and shaking, forced and free migrations of people of 
color in mid-20th century Southern California, exploitation and displacement have not 
merely been tolerated and survived but transformed across these communities with the 
aid of many of the creative practices touched on above (poetry, painting, music). I 
devote the bulk of this chapter to considering more closely a number of audio and visual 
artists, arts organizations and collectives in Los Angeles who in many ways create the 
material substance that will be imaginatively and radically reassembled in the film work 
of the Ethno-Communications Program participants.  We currently hover around the 
centennial mark of the “Great Migration” of African Americans, the multiple narratives 
and directions of which are captured so powerfully in Isabel Wilkerson’s, Warmth of 
Other Suns, and they are also at the heart of much of the exhibition material in the 
recently opened National Museum of African American History and Culture in DC. I take 
time for the introductory sketch above in order to remember that especially where the 
West Coast is concerned, major migrations of African Americans to cities like Los 
Angeles means that they are encountering “strangers all around” who are Asian 
American, Mexican American and Native American. Racially restrictive covenants 
“supported by real estate companies, developers and banks,” writes Gaye Theresa 
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Johnson, meant that Blacks and Mexicans had very few options of where they could 
purchase homes in and around the city.69 George Sanchez points out that these 
restrictive covenants, set up as early as 1902, used, “the all inclusive term of ‘non-
Caucasians’ to define those who could not purchase property,” and ultimately targeted 
“Chinese, Japanese, Mexicans, African Americans, and sometimes Armenians, Jews, 
Italians, and others seen at the time as racially undesirable.” In his comparative work on 
interracial communities in Los Angeles, Cape Town, and Hawai’i he points out the irony 
that what made these neighborhoods thrive culturally and politically was often the fact 
that their residents were unable to live anywhere else in the city.70 African American 
musicians and visual artists growing up in these communities have shared, impacted, 
and been impacted by these multiracial environments in ways that encourage us to 
consider a multiracial analytical framework; yet, because of the important work of 
Andrea Smith and others, I am cautious around the issue of moving “beyond the 
black/white binary” too hastily and wish to address this before pressing on to discuss 
musicians and artists themselves. 
Native American Studies scholar, Andrea Smith, in her work on the three logics 
or pillars of white supremacy (slavery, genocide, orientalism) cautions against the 
impulse to move beyond black/white binaries. In her essay, “Heteropatriarchy and the 
Three Pillars of White Supremacy: Rethinking Women of Color Organizing,” she troubles 
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the call to “go beyond that black/white binary” in both activism and scholarly analysis, 
outlining the inherent flaws as follows: 
First, it replaces an analysis of white supremacy with a politics of 
multicultural representation: if we just include more people, then our 
practice will be less racist…. Second, it obscures the centrality of the 
slavery logic in the system of white supremacy, which is based on a 
black/white binary. The black/white binary is not the only binary which 
characterizes white supremacy, but it is still the central one that we 
cannot “go beyond” in our racial justice organizing effort…. For example, 
other communities of color often appropriate the cultural work and 
organizing strategies of African American civil rights or Black Power 
movements without corresponding assumptions that we should also be 
in solidarity with Black communities. We assume that this work is the 
common “property” of all oppressed groups and we can appropriate it 
without being accountable.71 
  
Smith’s work ultimately asks us to be rigorous in our listening to make sure that anti-
Black racism is not lurking beneath calls to “go beyond.” In this same essay, she draws 
our attention to critical race theorist, Angela P. Harris who argues: “the story of ‘race’ 
itself is that of the construction of Blackness and whiteness. In this story, Indians, Asian 
Americans, and Latinos/as do exist. But their roles are subsidiary to the fundamental 
binary national drama.” Smith adds that this core black/white binary, “constitutes 
Blackness as the bottom of the color hierarchy” and to go beyond it in the U.S. 
“obfuscates the racializing logic of slavery.”72 I heed these critiques by Smith and Harris, 
while still insisting that Los Angeles is a place where Indians, Asian Americans and 
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Latinos/as exist in more than subsidiary roles. The aim of this project, and this chapter 
then is not to go beyond the black/white binary.  It is my aim to relationally consider 
several multiracial music and art collectives, before and after the Watts rebellion, in 
order to highlight spaces of solidarity, collaboration and as Gaye Theresa Johnson has 
written, “the constellations of struggle,” that impacted both the formation of the Ethno-
Communications program as well as the films and future film collectives and 
professional trajectories that came out of it. Johnson uses the metaphor of 
constellations in her work on Afro-Chicano political and cultural alliances in Los Angeles. 
Stars, she explains, “in constellations are related to one another because taken together 
they reveal patterns, but they also have independent existences.”73 Scholars of the 
filmmakers of color who came out of UCLA film school have by and large focused on the 
independent stars, such as the L.A. Rebellion filmmakers or the Visual Communications 
filmmakers, instead of the constellation that I like to think of as a more perfect 
rebellion. 
And the thing that’s really gratifying is we'll play concerts and like 
Chicanos or whites, blacks, come up to us afterward, Native Americans, 
whoever, and they come and they say, “You know, I was really glad to see 
you cause it really changed my perspective of who and what Asian 
American people really are. I feel like I can relate to you now and before it 
was just a bunch of stereotypes running through my mind and I could 
never get next to any Asian American brothers and sisters. But now it's 
different. Now that I see you and see what you're trying to say, I feel like 
this (holds two fingers tight together) with you.” And that makes it all 
worthwhile. 
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       Dan Kuramoto (from Cruisin’ J-Town)  
 
 Renee Tajima-Peña once called Duane Kubo’s film, Cruisin J-Town, “probably the 
closest thing so far to the definitive Sansei film,” and she described Hiroshima, the band 
featured in the documentary as heavily influenced “by Afro-Asian-Latin culture” played 
by musicians “who grew up among these melodies and rhythms.” She goes on to say 
that Kubo’s film documents both the musical and political influences on the band: “with 
the koto…and taiko drums at the heart of the band, and Asian America’s socio-political 
milieu at its soul. Of the three main musicians featured in the film, June Kuramoto and 
Johnny Mori grew up in the largely African American neighborhoods of the Westside 
and Crenshaw district, and Dan Kuramoto grew up in the largely Mexican American East 
L.A. neighborhood of Boyle Heights.  Between the multiracial melodies and rhythms 
produced by the band and the multiracial crowds who came to hear them, Kubo’s UCLA 
thesis film captures not only the early days of Asian American music, but to consider it 
among the constellation of other jazz heavy films of the Ethno-Communications related 
filmmakers, we can perceive new patterns of how race, place, creative and political 
practices come together across communities of color in post Watts Rebellion L.A.  
 One pattern that I could see more clearly because of this comparative approach 
has to do with the collaborations between Ethno filmmakers and the heavy hitters of 
Los Angeles’s vibrant music scene.  Duane Kubo, for example, made his thesis film, the 
documentary Cruisin’ J-Town, about the musicians who became Hiroshima. Larry Clark’s 
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thesis feature, Passing Through, though a narrative film, is inspired by and features on 
screen performances by Horace Tapscott. Tapscott “plays” a musician in front of the 
camera, and he alternately provides both diegetic and non-diegetic music for the film. In 
both cases these filmmakers had worked with these musicians on prior films where they 
remained off camera as composers (June and Dan Kuramoto score an earlier Visual 
Communications project, I Told You So, and Horace Tapscott scores Clark’s earlier 
student film, As Above So Below). Later UCLA/Rebellion filmmaker, Zeinabu irene Davis 
similarly had been shooting a documentary on L.A.’s legendary 
musician/historian/educator, Clora Bryant, Trumpetistically Clora Bryant for years 
before she asked Bryant to contribute to the score of Davis’s short, Cycles. Barbara 
McCullough also recently completed a feature documentary on Tapscott (Horace 
Tapscott: Musical Griot, 2017), and one of Tapscott’s longstanding Arkestra members, 
Roberto Miranda, played bass in “The People’s Quintet” who provided the musical score 
for Haile Gerima’s Child of Resistance. Before and after Kubo turned his camera on Dan 
and June Kuramoto, Dan Kuramoto continued to score or contribute music to most of 
the early Visual Communications films, including Eddie Wong’s Pieces of a Dream and 
Kubo and Nakamura’s co-directed project, Hito Hata, the first Asian American feature 
film. We might think of these two musical figures, Horace Tapscott and Hiroshima as 
sonic opposites (abstract free jazz vs popular fusion jazz74), but in 1970s Los Angeles 
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their musical constellation made sense to audiences in Watts and Leimert Park when 
Brockman Gallery Productions selected Hiroshima and Horace Tapscott to headline the 
first annual Watts Towers Jazz festival. These two musical figures provide a generative 
jumping off point for this look at the audio and visual landscape that becomes the stuff 
of so many Ethno-Communications film projects.  
 Fifty years after the Watts Rebellion, historian Robin Kelley in an L.A. Times op-
ed marked the anniversary by charging readers to remember what the residence of 
Watts built and not just what they burned: “a focus on violence and looting reduces the 
people of Watts to ‘rioters’ rather than residents confronting social and economic 
catastrophe. What they burned is less important than what they built, both before and 
after the insurrection.” Several of the residents he mentions are poet Jayne Cortez and 
accountant and arts patron James Woods who in 1964 created Studio Watts, “a 
collective of writers, dancers and visual artists who fought to create affordable 
housing.” 1964 is also the year that sculptor Noah Purifoy became director of the Watts 
Towers Arts Center, where with the help of R Judson Powell and Sue Welsh, he taught 
art to neighborhood children. Earlier still, in 1961 pianist, composer, educator, Horace 
Tapscott, founded the Underground Musicians Association (UGMA), “a jazz collective 
devoted to community performance and education.”75 Heeding Kelley’s call, what 
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follows will focus on the arts and music communities of Watts and greater Los Angeles 
built in the years before and after the fire that time.76 
Tapscott and the lasting, living African American contributions to so-called “West 
Coast” jazz have been largely overlooked by the dominant tales by jazz historians as well 
as some filmmakers. As mentioned earlier, music scholar Anthony Macías, takes issue 
with “East Coast jazz critics and academic experts” who perpetuate the idea, “that other 
than 1950s white cool jazz, nothing of real importance happened in California.”77 
Though a fashion photographer and filmmaker, not an east coast jazz critic, Bruce 
Weber’s 1988 documentary of Chet Baker, Let’s Get Lost, certainly made the same 
claim: the convertible cruising along the southern California coastline, the laughing 
models strolling the beach, the massive yet mild palm trees swaying in time to Baker’s 
muted horn. Those sounds and moving images seduced even those who knew better 
with a portrait of the West Coast scene as basically Mulligan and Baker, the Lighthouse 
in Hermosa Beach, and Shelly Manne’s Manne-Hole in Hollywood. The groundbreaking 
oral history project that produced the group edited collection, Central Avenue Sounds 
(1998) went a long way in changing that paradigm.78 Begun under the auspices of 
UCLA’s Oral History project and organized in part by interviewer/researcher Steven 
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Isoardi, Central Avenue Sounds was edited by an all-star ensemble of Los Angeles 
musicians: Clora Bryant, Buddy Collette, William Green, Jack Kelson, Horace Tapscott, 
Gerald Wilson and Marl Young. The book moves in sections tracing the formation of the 
black community in Los Angeles and the growth of the music scene along the Avenue 
and into Watts from roughly the 1920s to the 1950s. Via oral histories of the musicians 
who lived, were educated and thrived in this location, we come to understand that the 
“scene” was not only what was happening on stage at the Club Alabam, but perhaps 
more importantly what was happening in the vibrant music programs in the areas’ 
public high schools, and the private instruction given by legendary mentors such as 
Samuel Browne, Lloyd Reese, and Alma Hightower, and the political activism and union 
organizing of the musicians. Especially with the inclusion of chapters from Melba Liston 
and Clora Bryant, and their references to Alma Hightower, we begin to have more 
critical information about the role of the women instrumentalists, composers, arrangers 
and educators that helped shape this L.A. scene. Finally noteworthy is that it was in the 
process of this first collection that later fruitful collaborations between Steven Isoardi 
and both Buddy Collette and Horace Tapscott evolved into at least three additional 
texts: Collette’s memoir, Jazz Generations: A Life in American Music and Society (2000) 
and from the Tapscott and Isoardi dialogues came both, Songs of the Unsung: The 
Musical and Social Journey of Horace Tapscott and The Dark Tree: Jazz and the 
Community Arts in Los Angeles (2006).79 All of this work not only shifts the focus of jazz 
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in Los Angeles back to Central Avenue and her sons and daughters, but as Charles Sharp 
helps us to remember, we also get away from the narrative that anyone who was truly 
important to the expansive creativity and vitality of the music had to leave Los Angeles:  
The city and its active jazz scene were and continue to be a fertile ground 
for musicians who seek to challenge the boundaries of genre. 
Unfortunately, the city also has a reputation for being a very difficult 
place for experimenters. Such influential musicians as Charles Mingus, 
Eric Dolphy and Ornette Coleman all left Los Angeles before becoming 
well known. Those who remained, like Gerald Wilson and Horace 
Tapscott, seem almost as well known for their obscurity as their music. 
Fortunately, more recent publications have corrected this, bringing the 
music and stories of these Los Angeles innovators to broader audiences.80  
 
Sharp then cites all the Isoardi collaborations mentioned above, works that continue to 
generate and inspire scholars to contribute new work on Horace Tapscott and his 
community of musicians. Often compared to Chicago’s Association for the Advancement 
of Creative Musicians (AACM) who formed in 1965, Tapscott’s Underground Musicians 
Association (UGMA), created with Linda Hill started four years earlier in 1961 and later 
evolved into the Union of God’s Musicians and Artists Ascension (UGMAA) and the Pan 
Afrikan People’s Arkestra (PAPA). Tapscott’s vision and creative arts practices are 
further explored in Daniel Widener’s Black Arts West: Culture and Struggle in Postwar 
Los Angeles (2010), where Widener makes an important intervention about the sonic 
roots or grounding of Los Angeles’s free jazz culture. By looking closely at Tapscott’s 
training and playing in big bands and his generative association with elders like Buddy 
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Collette and Gerald Wilson, Widener wants to dispel what he calls “the historiographical 
tendency that treats the jazz avant-garde as either emerging full-blown from Ornette 
Coleman’s horn or focuses over-much on the ire that free jazz provoked among a sizable 
number of musicians and critics,” instead he argues that, “acknowledging the continuing 
interconnections between figures like Tapscott and Wilson demonstrates the fallacy of 
reducing jazz to a fixed set of stylistic categories.”81 Widener stresses the importance of 
transmission throughout his chapter, suggesting that Tapscott’s generous community 
vision was likely birthed by the community of support and mentorship he received again 
from teachers such as Samuel Browne and Lloyd Reese, as well as the model of 
community work by people like Buddy Collette, who with Bill Green formed the 
Progressive Musicians Organization (PMO) to hold weekly jam sessions “with the aim of 
providing a regular forum for developing musicians” including future members of 
Tapscott’s Arkestra.82 
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           83 
Widener includes nods to several Black and Latino alliances, such as Chicano 
saxophonist, Anthony Ortega studying with Tapscott’s teacher, Lloyd Reese.84 And he 
reminds us of Collette’s role in the formation of a Black and Brown orchestra, “that 
linked Chicano and black musicians interested in exploring the spaces between the 
problematic categories of “jazz” and “Latin” music.”85 In earlier work by Widener, he 
writes of black/brown alliances in Los Angeles:  
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At the same time that Dizzy Gillespie, Charlie (Bird) Parker, Machito and 
Chano Pozo were fusing African-American and Afro-Cuban sounds back 
East, Chicanos and Chicanas joined the Black faces jumping to the 
rhythms of Dexter Gordon, “Baron” Mingus, and Gerald Wilson at the 
Orpheum, Club Alabam, and the Down Beat Club in Los Angeles…. How 
the song “Lowrider,” by the predominantly African-American band War, 
became a Chicano anthem is a sonic fact that testifies to the cultural 
affinity between Black and Brown in the City of Angels.86 
 
Isoardi’s second book on Tapscott, The Dark Tree, also includes mention of 
Mexican American guitarist, Tommy Trujillo’s participation in UGMA, particularly 
Trujillo’s connection with UGMA’s cofounder, musician and arranger Linda Hill (the 
Linda of Tapscott’s composition, “Lino’s Pad”). Trujillo, who had grown up in a white 
neighborhood, says he was discriminated against as a Mexican American but then not 
“Latino enough” for the Mexican American community: “I was like a black jazz musician, 
you know, and a teenager with this real attitude problem, because nobody was 
interested in the shit I was into…. UGMA was the most substantial of the L.A. jazz 
centers, the deep, artistic, Horace Tapscott center, the real black movement that was 
happening at that time, musically, culturally.” And on the power of Linda Hill in the 
UGMA organization, Trujillo offers: “She was a great musician. She was the matriarch…. 
She was a very heavy, spiritual person, one of the heaviest people that I’ve ever met in 
my life. Artistically she was very high, a highly developed musician, and just being a 
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woman, one of the few women on the scene…she was not only on the scene, she was 
running the scene.”87  
Isoardi closes The Dark Tree by focusing on Tapscott’s impact on the wider 
multiracial musical community beyond his Arkestra. Chinese American composer, Jon 
Jang (himself the focus of Ethno filmmaker Eddie Wong’s documentary, The Sound of 
Pleasure) was inspired to name his own group the Pan Asian Arkestra, after Tapscott’s 
P.A.P.A.: “I was inspired by what Horace Tapscott symbolized, that music is contributive 
and that it’s an important part of communities, and that it helps build communities.” 
East L.A. guitarist, Quetzal Flores of the band, Quetzal, says that Tapscott’s 
autobiography had a huge impact on his work: “His life, the way he was committed to 
building community through art, through music, through culture, through telling history 
is an example and model to any artist who seeks an alternative.” Finally, Isoardi includes 
as an appendix an essay by Bronx born, Puerto Rican L.A. transplant, Roberto Miranda 
called, “A View from the Bottom: The Music of Horace Tapscott and the Pan Afrikan 
Peoples Arkestra,” which Miranda begins by introducing himself as “a 
bassist/composer/love-to-be conguero, who played with Horace Tapscott for more than 
thirty years.”88 Miranda’s essay suggests that Tapscott’s impact on such a wide range of 
musicians had to do not only with his musical genius but his profound love and 
concentrated support for his musical community: 
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There are two things that stay with me to this day. One is Horace’s 
combination of ambidexterity, concentration, and flat-out creative 
genius. The other is the way in which Horace would support other 
players. He would be there for his people. He was there all the time on 
the bandstand. When it came time for you to solo, he laid it down for 
you. During the performances of the odd time signature pieces, as well as 
everything else we played, he was like a rock you could dance on. Horace 
always made me feel like he was saying, “I got your back. Be who you are, 
that’s why you’re here. I love you.” He concentrated on the music of his 
community and broadened that concentration to artists of like mind.89 
Tapscott’s charge to Miranda, Be who you are, that’s why you’re here, resonates with 
Dan Kuramoto’s statements from Cruisin’ J-Town, about the gratifying affirmation he 
and his bandmates received from non-Asian audience members in the early days of 
their live performances before multiracial audiences (I feel like I can relate to you 
now…now that I see you and see what you’re trying to say). One can imagine that if for 
instance Tapscott and the members of Hiroshima had encountered each other for the 
first time at that first Watts Towers Jazz festival, the elder musician may have uttered 
similar words to the Asian American musicians who were the only non-black act 
featured that year. Kuramoto, recently interviewed about those early days, recalls, 
“Many of the great Jazz cats, like James Moody, Don Cherry, and a lot of the L.A. cats, 
were the first people to say, ‘You guys are doing something unique and special; don’t 
stray from that course’.”90 Be who you are…. 
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 While the popular success of Hiroshima means that there has been four decades 
of media and magazine coverage of the group, there is still very little academic writing 
about them. Music historian, Kevin Fellezs addresses this matter head on in his essay: 
“Silenced but not Silent: Asian Americans and Jazz,” calling the band, “the most 
successful Asian American musicians in terms of visibility and commercial 
success…though ignored by critics and scholars,” scholars of both jazz studies and Asian 
American studies he argues. He continues: 
More important, it speaks volumes that Hiroshima is the only high-profile 
Asian American band built around a specifically Asian American aesthetic 
and yet it has never been the subject of serious and sustained critical 
investigation. For instance, Hiroshima’s incorporation of Japanese koto, 
taiko, and shakuhachi as integral components of its “sound” is often 
ignored. Critics when the mention the group at all, tend to focus on its 
status as a “fusion band” rather than taking seriously, for example, the 
virtuosity of kotoist June Kuramoto.91 
Fellezs’s broader project in this essay is to question both the “ideological frameworks 
for mainstream jazz discourse and the specific racialization of Asian Americans” that 
continue to render Asian American jazz musicians invisible, not “real Americans” not 
“real jazz musicians.” He highlights Deborah Wong’s earlier work, in which she troubles 
similar notions, claiming, “The long history of Other colors in jazz—that is, Asians and 
Latinos—is consistently refigured as absence. If the very idea of an Asian American jazz 
is new or strange, this demonstrates—successfully—the American hermeneutics of race 
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as binary: either/or, Black/White.”92 When Asian Americans in jazz have been included 
in scholarly work, Fellezs points out that it is usually the free jazz musicians like Fred Ho 
or Jon Jang, and he questions the elitism of these free jazz advocates who would 
devalue “fusion” bands like Hiroshima. He claims that the “alignment of free or avant-
garde jazz with progressive politics, as well as an aesthetic approach more closely 
mirroring the art music world…allows free jazz apologists to decry fusion’s willing, even 
eager, embrace of popular musicking’s rhythms, electronic instrumentation, and 
production techniques.”93 What Fellezs misses out on here is the opportunity to point 
out that Hiroshima was born amidst and active in the progressive politics of the early 
Asian American movement. There is no mention of Kubo’s 1974 documentary of the 
groups formative years and no mention of the Kuramotos’ film, television or theater 
work with politically progressive community arts organizations from Visual 
Communications to El Teatro Campesino. For that matter, there is also no reference to 
their shared stage with Horace Tapscott. 
 Ethnomusicologist Susan Asai does more to address the “progressive politics” 
gap in her essay, “Sansei Voices in the Community: Japanese American Musicians in 
California,” where she argues precisely that the “political ferment of the Asian American 
movement provided the impetus for the founding of Hiroshima. The band embodied an 
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identity for people of Asian descent at the time.”94 She gives background on Dan 
Kuramoto, who pre-Hiroshima was the first director of the newly formed Asian 
American Studies department at Cal State Long Beach. In that position, he was 
instrumental in forming Asian American Studies Central: “an umbrella organization that 
supported the emergence of Asian American groups and activities” including Visual 
Communications and the activist newspaper, Gidra. June Kuramoto, according to Asai 
was also active in the community before co-founding Hiroshima, as a community health 
advocate, “she worked with the Asian American Drug Abuse Program (AADAP),” as 
mentor to troubled Asian American high school students, and as an advocate for peace 
she marched against the war in Vietnam.95 June Kuramoto is also cited as an assistant 
editor for the landmark Asian American studies anthology: Counterpoint: Perspectives 
on Asian America, edited by Emma Gee, who with her husband Yuji Ichioka were co-
founders of the Asian American Political Alliance.96 Finally, we must consider the most 
radical act of June Kuramoto’s: daring to improvise on a classical Japanese instrument. 
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In an understated moment in Kubo’s film, Kuramoto describes the experience of being 
asked to “jam” by her future bandmates: “I was very uptight, ‘cause I never improvised 
before and I was very inhibited. Then once we started working…I guess everyone was 
kind of excited because it was something different and then it was definitely something 
Asian.” Not mentioned in either essay by Fellezs or Asai is Johnny Mori’s impact on the 
formation of the band. Mori is featured in Cruisin’ J-Town, with the Kinnara Taiko, the 
second taiko group established in the United States and the first Japanese American 
                                                           
97 Images of June Kuramoto from, Cruisin’ J-Town (1975, dir Duane Kubo). 
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Buddhist group co-founded in Los Angeles by Reverend Masao “Mas” Kodani.98 Aside 
from bringing Taiko drumming to the band, Mori is interviewed by Kubo at his day job at 
Amerasia bookstore in L.A.’s Little Tokyo. Asai does mention the bookstore in her essay, 
listing it among the community organizations supported by Hiroshima benefit concerts. 
The association and collaboration of the musicians of Hiroshima with all of these cultural 
institutions in Los Angeles from Visual Communications, to Kinnara Taiko, to Amerasia 
bookstore, as well as organizations like the Brockman art gallery, Teatro Campesino and 
The Watts Towers Jazz Festival suggest community commitments in line with the 
“progressive politics” of Tapscott’s community based Arkestra. That the musicians from 
these two groups end up providing the film music (and on screen focus) of so many of 
the Visual Communications related projects is a testament to the community 
engagement of the Ethno program as well. But that is jumping ahead… 
And if we don't fight 
if we don't resist 
if we don't organize and unify and 
get the power to control our own lives 
Then we will wear 
the exaggerated look of captivity 
the stylized look of submission 
the bizarre look of suicide 
the dehumanized look of fear 
and the decomposed look of repression 
forever and ever and ever 
And there it is 
    
   Jayne Cortez99 
                                                           
98 See Discover Nikkei’s interview with Reverend Kodani: 
http://www.discovernikkei.org/en/interviews/profiles/56/ 
99 Jayne Cortez, “There It Is,” in On the Imperial Highway: New and Selected Poems (New York: Hanging 
Loose Press, 2009). 
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 Alonzo and Dale Davis founded Brockman art gallery in the Leimert Park 
neighborhood of Los Angeles in 1967. Both brothers were born in Tuskegee, Alabama 
(Alonzo in 1942 and Dale in 1946) where their father taught Psychology and their 
mother was a college librarian. In 1956 when their parents separated, their mother 
brought them to Los Angeles, where Alonzo remembered his new neighborhood as 
much more diverse the enclave of black educators in which he and Dale had grown up. 
Describing his new school, Alonzo reflected: “It was comprised of black kids whose 
fathers worked at the US Rubber Company, white kids (whose) parents worked at USC 
and wanted them to ‘toughen up’ in public school, and Japanese kids (who) had been in 
internment camps.” Both brothers went to college in Los Angeles, Alonzo to Pepperdine 
then the Otis Art Institute and Dale to USC. By 1966 they took a road trip across country 
which included a stop in Jackson, Mississippi where they participated in the James 
Meredith “march against fear.” The experience with the march tested the brothers’ 
“resolve and commitment to be a part of a national response to the racism issues of our 
time,” reflected Alonzo, and within a year they returned home and opened the gallery. 
The gallery takes its name “Brockman” after the brothers’ grandmother, Della 
Brockman. Art historian Lizzetta LeFalle-Collins reports that Della Brockman’s father was 
“of mixed race, the child of a white slave master and a black female slave” who “married 
a Cherokee woman in the Charleston region.” In the late 1960s when many black 
nationalist organizations “actively adopted African names” LeFalle-Collins suggests that 
by “celebrating their southern roots rather than their more distant African ones,” the 
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Davis brothers, “hoped to display that they were comfortable with their family’s history 
and felt no need to deny their slave and racial heritage.” They apparently took some 
heat for this choice, as Alonzo recalled, “We were respected (for our efforts) but we had 
a slave name.”100 For over two decades their efforts in and beyond their Leimert Park 
gallery changed the city’s visual and audio landscape. They offered early exhibition 
space for African American artists such as Betye Saar, John Outterbridge, David 
Hammons and Marie Johnson.101 The also screened the student films of Haile Gerima, 
Larry Clark and Ben Caldwell, and Alile Sharon Larkin recalls that they served as the fiscal 
sponsor for the Black Filmmaker’s Collective, she co-founded in 1982 with Stormé Bright 
Sweet, Melvonna Ballenger and Julie Dash.102 As mentioned earlier they sponsored the 
first Watts Towers Jazz festival that featured both Horace Tapscott and Hiroshima. They 
also collaborated with still active Chicano arts organization, Self Help Graphics in East 
L.A., and they supported a number of multiracial mural arts projects featuring such 
artists as Judy Baca and Frank Romero.103 LeFalle-Collins writes that the Brockman 
Gallery space itself featured black artists principally “though not exclusively,” and to 
expand their support base, “the Davis brothers also featured Hispanic, Anglo, and 
Japanese artist who had grown up in the area and had gone to school there and were 
                                                           
100 Lizzetta LeFalle-Collins, “The Brockman Gallery and the Village,” Nka: Journal of Contemporary African 
Art, 30, Spring 2012. The Alonzo Davis quotes are from LeFalle-Collin’s interview with the artist, March 27, 
2011.  
101 Kellie Jones, Now Dig This!: Art and Black Los Angeles 1960-1980 (Los Angeles: Hammer Museum, 
University of California, Los Angeles). This catalog of the Jones curated exhibit features not only prints of 
the art displayed at the Brockman Gallery but also many archival posters and flyers advertising exhibits, 
such as the one for Marie Johnson’s 1971 show, 254. 
102 Alile Sharon Larkin, personal interview, January 27, 2016. 
103 Jones, 263, and LeFalle-Collins, 13. 
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still part of the surrounding community.” Driving this point home, in my interview with 
Larry Clark, he shared that one of the most recent times he saw Dale Davis was at the 
Now Dig This! exhibit that was running at the same time at the Hammer Museum as the 
L.A. Rebellion Symposium at UCLA in 2011. Noticing the inclusion of art work by Chinese 
American, Japanese American, and Latino artists he remembered Dale saying to him, 
“We were not in a vacuum.”104 
 Kellie Jones, the curator of Now Dig This!: Art and Black Los Angeles, insisted on 
acknowledging the multiracial constellation of artists who in many cases worked 
together with the African American artists spotlighted in the groundbreaking exhibition. 
In her remarks for the catalogue she writes of the permeability and reach of black visual 
artist communities in the city: “Even as African Americans were founding their own 
institutions and hewing their own path in the national and international art worlds, they 
had a network of friends who helped and championed them, and who were not always 
African Americans.” So, she includes the artwork and biographies of other artists of 
color, especially Asian American and Chicano “friends” in the catalogue whose 
connections, she argues, “move artists and art worlds forward.”105  
The Now Dig This! catalogue includes an essay from Japanese American art 
historian, Karen Higa, about an exhibit her father Kazuo Higa and Alonzo Davis worked 
together on in 1970 at the Da Vinci Gallery on Los Angeles City College’s campus. Kazuo 
                                                           
104 Larry Clark, phone interview, June 28, 2016. 
105 Kellie Jones, “Now Dig This! An Introduction” in Now Dig This!: Art and Black Los Angeles, 1960-1980, 
ed. Kellie Jones (Los Angeles: Hammer Museum, 2011), 24. 
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Higa was then director of the gallery and had been teaching art history at the college 
since 1968, a period when daughter Higa writes, “black art became a key source of 
identification not just for African Americans but in the broader Third World sense of 
people-of-color coalitions.” Her father called on his former Marshall High School 
classmate, photographer and future Ethno-Communications Program graduate student, 
Robert Nakamura, to create photographic portraits of the artists selected by Davis for 
the LACC show, Black Art in L.A. 
          106 
For two days Nakamura and her father--the former classmates who had both spent 
earlier years of their childhood at, respectively, the Manzanar and Heart Mountain 
concentration camps--drove across the city to photograph 13 African American artists, 
including Betye Saar, David Hammons, Charles White, and Noah Purifoy, in their studios. 
Higa sees the collaboration between Alonzo Davis, Robert Nakamura and her father as 
providing, “a brief view into the relatedness of Asian American and African American 
                                                           
106 Photo of Betye Saar by Robert Nakamura, 1970. 
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communities in the activism of the 1960s and 1970s.” She further suggests that the 
physical movement and meetings of these artists-- 
--demonstrate a crucial, if little understood aspect of the city’s cultural 
terrain. Theorists of Los Angeles have characterized it as a dispersed, 
disintegrated, and fragmented metropolis, deeply divided socially and 
two disjointed to generate a vital public life. Even if one accepts this 
dystopic vision of the city, there are moments of cross-cultural flowering, 
often in modest places such as the Da Vinci Gallery at LACC. My father 
understood this and so did Nakamura. In his photographs of Saar, 
Outterbridge, and others, the artists are portrayed as commanding their 
creative space and image, claiming a place for themselves and their 
art.107 
 
This act of these artists of color, claiming their space in a fragmented metropolis, where, 
as Joy Harjo wrote, “There are strangers above me, below me and all around me and we 
are all strange in this place of recent invention,” is an act of resistance made even more 
powerful when these artists also claim shared space, “moments of cross-cultural 
flowering,” constellations of struggle. The poem “There It Is” by Jayne Cortez, whose 
collaborations with her partner Mel Edwards were also part of the Now Dig This! 
exhibition, can be seen in this context as a clarion call, a cry for this kind resistance and 
unity: if we don’t organize and unify and get the power to control our own lives, 
claiming the space for art and life, we will stay captive, fearful, strange…forever. 
                                                           
107 Karen Higa, “Black Art in L.A.: Photographs by Robert A. Nakamura” Now Dig This!: Art and Black Los 
Angeles, 1960-1980, 51-55. Image of Betye Saar photographed by Robert Nakamura. 
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                          108 
 The “significance” and “oddity” of Los Angeles, described by Mike Davis in City of 
Quartz, “is that it has come to play the double role of utopia and dystopia…heaven and 
hell.”109 Still for others it remains a, “City of Dreams.” In Chon Noriega’s essay of that 
title, he reads Ulloa’s painting above as capturing the failure of this dream for the city’s 
Mexican Americans “by way of a dream deferred elsewhere….” Seeing the L.A. Times 
newspaper images of Elizabeth Ann Eckford holding her school books attempting to 
enter Central High School in Little Rock, Arkansas while terrorized by an angry white 
mob and Noriega says Ulloa, “almost immediately painted Racism/Incident at Little Rock 
(1957).”110 Unlike the iconic photos of Eckford where she is by herself surrounded by the 
violent white crowd, Ulloa includes what we can imagine as at least five more of the 
“Little Rock 9” at her side, clearly still fearful but standing together armed with books 
                                                           
108 “Racism/Incident at Little Rock” 1957 Domingo Ulloa. 
109 Mike Davis, City of Quartz: Excavating the Future in Los Angeles (New York: Verso, 2006), 18. The 
“heaven and hell” part of this quote Davis attributes to Bertolt Brecht. 
110 Noriega, “City of Dreams,” 1. 
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and each other to face the day. The image for me, painted by “the Father of Chicano 
Art” in Los Angeles about black students unified to claim their full intellectual and 
academic power, foreshadows the East L.A. blow outs a decade later and the multiracial 
student activism at UCLA described in the next chapter that will lead to the formation of 
the four campus ethnic studies centers and eventually the Ethno-Communications 
Program. The film students from that program, armed with inspiration, models of 
collaboration, and the Afro-Asian-Latin rhythms of the rich music scenes and growing 
community arts organizations around the city will go on to change independent media 



















Eclairs, Ethnography, and the Movement for Ethnic Studies: Zooming in on the Urban 
Crisis at UCLA 
  
…this is “The University of California” …the University of this State. It must 
be adapted to this people…to their geographical position, to the 
requirements of their new society and their undeveloped resources. It is 
not the foundation…of private individuals. It is “of the people and for the 
people” …in the highest and noblest relations of their intellectual and 
moral well-being…. It opens the door of superior education to all. 
   UC President Daniel Coit Gilman, Inaugural Address, 1872111 
What I wish to propose is a new coalition, a new partnership combining 
the dedication, the moral concerns, and the spirit of brotherhood of 
today's younger generation and the full intellectual resources of our 
universities in what could be an unparalleled attack on the social ills of 
our times…those economic and social and racial and environmental 
problems that are encompassed in the term “urban crisis.” As we face the 
new century ahead, let us pledge our united efforts to build a University 
that is as large in spirit as the times demand. 
 UC President Charles S. Hitch, Inaugural Address, May 1968112 
 
 It could be argued that much of the so-called urban crisis plaguing the state of 
California at the time of President Hitch’s 1968 inaugural address, had in part to do with 
public universities not taking to heart the earlier call of UC President Gilman to be truly, 
“of the people and for the people.” Slow to adapt to “the requirements of their new 
society,” the dramatic migrations, immigrations and urban relocations of people of color 
to and within the state after WWII were nowhere reflected in the UC system’s 
                                                           
111 Claudia Mitchell-Kernan, ed, 40 Years of Ethnic Studies at UCLA (Los Angeles: UCLA Graduate Division, 
2010), the President Gilman quote is printed here as the opening epigraph. 
112 Hitch, Charles, J, “President Hitch’s Inaugural Address at UCLA,” printed in University Bulletin: A Weekly 
Bulletin for the Staff of the University of California, Volume 16, Number 34, May 27, 1968. 
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enrollment numbers by the 1960s. The overwhelming whiteness of the students, faculty 
and curriculum at UCLA’s film school was no exception; however, by the mid-sixties 
advances in film equipment and expanses in film curriculum led by a particularly 
visionary department chair created opportunities for the film school to join wider 
campus efforts to address and ultimately shoot the unfolding unrest. In this chapter, I 
look at the pre-Ethno-Communications Program film department at UCLA, specifically 
under the tenure of Colin Young in the mid-sixties and pair this look with a study of the 
multiracial efforts of both students and administrators to design and begin to 
implement programs in Ethnic Studies on the wider campus by the decade’s end. By 
doing this I lay the groundwork for my larger argument that this affirmative action 
media training program could have only happened on this campus, in this city, at this 





Evergreen, a short student film made at UCLA in 1964, captures a sensual though 
short-lived romance between a jazz saxophonist and an art student in Los Angeles. It is 
shot in black and white and features music by Herbie Mann and Bill Evans, as well as a 
single, “Henrietta” by the rock and roll band, Rick & The Ravens. The piano player and 
vocalist for the Ravens, Ray Manczarek is the grad student director of this film. A year 
after the film, Manczarek would drop the ‘c’ from his last name. The Mexican American 
actor who played the saxophonist changed his name for the film from Hank Olguin to, 
“Henry Crismonde” to sound more “New Wave.”113 And Dorothy Fujikawa, the Japanese 
American UCLA art student who played a Japanese American UCLA art student in the 
film seems to have kept her name until she married the director. The love scenes in this 
                                                           
113 Hank Olguin, email message to author, December 10, 2016. Though Olguin did not pursue a career in 
acting, he explained to me that he did later become a member of Nosotros, founded in 1970 by Ricardo 
Montalbán and other Latina/o actors to combat racial stereotypes in the film industry. The screen shot is 
from Evergreen, which can be seen on YouTube here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P7ydsC3lBvw 
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short were considered so racy, UCLA faculty insisted that Manczarek re-edit the film 
before the public year end screening of selected student work. Considering now that the 
film was pre-Loving v. Virginia, one might wonder if the interracial aspect of the steamy 
shower scene had anything to do with the films’ controversy, though anti-miscegenation 
laws had been overturned in California since 1948 when the state, in Perez v. Sharp, 
ruled in favor of the marriage of Mexican American, Andrea Pérez and African American 
Sylvester Davis.114 In this quirky, pre-hippy, post-beat short (the title is taken from 
“Evergreen Review” the beat literary journal pointedly on display in Dorothy’s pad), 
once Dorothy utters the word “marriage,” Hank’s character runs for the hills. Clearly, no 
serious civil rights message nor Hollywood ending there; nevertheless, Manczarek 
showed promise as a filmmaker. Regardless of this promise, the south side of Chicago 
born son of an immigrant and union man, Ray Manczarek assumed there was no place 
for him in the industry: “What am I going to do with myself? Here I am, I’ve got a 
master’s degree in film from UCLA, I want to be a filmmaker—a director—I love making 
movies…and I don’t know a single person in the film business! How the fuck am I going 
to break into this closed circle of Hollywood?”115 As rock and roll lore has it, the summer 
of ’65 he bumped into fellow UCLA film school classmate, Jim Morrison on Venice Beach 
and decided to give the music industry another go. 
                                                           
114 Elizabeth R. Escobedo, From Coveralls to Zoot Suits: The Lives of Mexican American Women on the 
World War II Home Front (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2013), 141-142. 
115 Ray Manzarek, Light My Fire: My Life with the Doors (New York: G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 1998), 91.  
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This illustration may be longer than the short itself, but I begin with this in an 
effort to build a case against the idea that UCLA like USC was spitting out Hollywood 
icons and entertainment industry moguls by the dozens as early as the 1960s. As 
galvanizing a term as the “L.A. Rebellion” may be, the expression’s implicit 
characterization of UCLA’s film school as “Hollywood” or some “mainstream” bastion 
that must be overturned is on some levels misleading. Even before Clyde Taylor dubbed 
the black filmmakers from UCLA, the “L.A. Rebellion,” others such as Renee Tajima-
Pena, in a 1984 article for The Independent, characterized the climate at UCLA in the 
sixties similarly:  
Francis Ford Coppola had just completed his MFA. There were two 
Chicanos in the graduate and undergraduate programs combined with a 
handful of other minority students. If the media industry was a bastion of 
the status quo, then film schools trained its palace guard. In 1968, film 
studies at UCLA was as it had always been.116 
UCLA in 1968, overwhelmingly white, yes, but overwhelmingly Hollywood? Not exactly. 
Writing on Coppola for the New Yorker more recently, Michael Sragow suggests the 
opposite: “In the sixties, moviemakers coming out of film programs at places like USC 
and UCLA hoped to revitalize American movies as an art form and overturn the 
Hollywood status quo. Coppola, as writer-director John Milius recently told me was, ‘the 
rebel envoy, the guy who had gotten into the walled city.’”117 Considering Tajima’s 
vantage in 1984, by which time Coppola had been nominated for a dozen Academy 
                                                           
116 Renee Tajima, “Lights, Camera…Affirmative Action,” The Independent, March 1984, 16. 
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Awards and taken home five--it is easy to imagine how one might associate the film 
school that produced him as one that delivered only Oscar gold and golden boys. 
However, Coppola was an outlier, the exception and not the rule then. In a 1968 
interview with John Gelmis, one year after offering his studio feature film, You’re a Big 
Boy Now, as his MFA thesis, he chided, “Oh, I am the original sell-out…. Oh yes, I’m the 
famous sell-out from UCLA. Dating back to 1961, when I got my job for $300 a week to 
write Reflections in a Golden Eye. There was open resentment.” In the same interview 
when asked about Jean-Luc Godard, Coppola suggested that there were “kids” at UCLA 
and USC who were, “incredible Godard addicts,” and that “the kids at school are the 
most narrow-minded of any age group.”118  Gelmis’s introduction remarks that Coppola 
was “probably the first graduate of a university film school in America to direct a 
Hollywood movie. Certainly, he was the first to offer a commercial film as his thesis for a 
degree.” Gelmis surmises that Coppola’s “willingness to work within the system 
alienated him from the student filmmakers whose heroes are rebels like Godard.”119 
 Ray Manzarek, Jim Morrison, and UCLA classmate and later Doors photographer, 
Paul Ferrara were among the “kids” who idolized Godard. Manzarek reflected in his 
memoir, Light My Fire: 
Now UCLA itself, the actual schooling at UCLA, was incredible. Jim and I 
learned the "art of the cinema" from some truly wise and inspirational 
                                                           
118 Joseph Gelmis, “Francis Ford Coppola: Free Agent within the System,” in Francis Ford Coppola: 
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men. The prevailing philosophy of the time was 'art first, commerce 
second.' Today, unfortunately, the equation has been reversed. But back 
in the sixties we were taught to emulate the French New Wave. Directors 
like Godard and Truffaut and Robert Bresson.... The Maysles brothers and 
Leacock/Pennebaker from America. Artists, filmmakers, poets all…who 
dared to go against the commercial grain and attempted to make a 
statement about the human condition….120 
Manzarek recalled a specific occasion when Morrison passionately defended Jean-Luc 
Godard’s Breathless to someone who couldn’t stand how “cutty” it was. He says Jim 
went wild: “It’s supposed to be cutty, man. It’s called jump cutting. It may not be correct 
for the ‘cinema of your papa,’ but it’s correct for today. It’s at our speed, our tempo. It 
doesn’t belong to the past. We don’t belong to the past, not anymore.”121 If anyone, 
especially a fellow UCLA film student didn’t agree with their assessment of the “correct” 
cinema of the day, Manzarek recalls they’d laugh and shout, “Why don’t you go to USC 
where you belong, fascist!”122 Some might say that even this characterization of USC as 
the more Hollywood, more conservative, even “fascist” film school was at least in the 
60’s off base--even its most famous, most “Hollywood” alum, George Lucas worked as a 
camera operator for the Maysles brothers in that turbulent decade (on Gimme Shelter).  
 The University of Southern California, USC, launched its film department, the 
first in the nation, in 1929, nearly two decades before UCLA established its Department 
of Theater Arts in 1947. While designed to include curricula on theater, motion pictures, 
radio and eventually television, former UCLA department chair and department alum, 
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Colin Young admits that originally the film division was more like an appendage to the 
theater department, “very much second fiddle.” After studying philosophy at St. 
Andrews in Glasgow, Young originally came to the states with the intention of pursuing 
graduate study in philosophy at the University of Michigan. A chance visit with friends in 
Los Angeles who lived close to Westwood, and the fact that he’d briefly worked as a film 
and theater critic for an Aberdeen farmer’s weekly, contributed to Young’s decision to 
switch gears, stay put, and get an M.A. in film at UCLA in 1954. After completing his 
degree, he taught editing in the department; he eventually became head of the Motion 
Picture division; and in 1964, Young became the first faculty person from the film 
division to be named overall chair of the Theater Arts department, a position he held 
until the summer of 1970. During his decade and a half at UCLA, Young was both 
witness to and catalyst for many changes in the film division. 
In a 1964 article called, “Teaching Film at UCLA,” Young suggested that when 
anyone asked how filmmaking was taught at UCLA, his simplest answer was: “the 
students are encouraged to make a lot of films.”123 At the time of the writing of the 
piece, he was already anticipating the department’s shift from the traditional approach 
of first teaching students the technical aspects of film (camera, editing, sound, etc.) and 
then allowing students to make their own films, to the Project system, which gave 
students the opportunity to write and direct short 8mm films, called “project ones” right 
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away their first quarter.124  Speaking with Colin Young on the verge of his 90th birthday, 
he remembered vividly that “junking” the old system made for much more original 
films, “the work improved enormously.” Also, because no formal selection criteria were 
in place in those days for undergraduates, the Project One films allowed faculty to see 
who might have real talent or not.125      
 126 
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Even before the project system, Young stressed: “Although close to Hollywood we pay 
little attention to the Hollywood practice of rigid specialization. We are training 
filmmakers or writers, rather than technical specialist;” yet, he did lament that due to 
the school’s proximity to Hollywood, it still attracted undergrads who were, 
“academically respectable and artistically vacuous—one eye on his academic record, the 
other on Hollywood.”127 When I asked about the difference between UCLA and USC 
during his tenure, Young echoed the notion that USC was “much more Hollywood-tied,” 
but then on further reflection he added: 
UCLA…it wasn’t that there were no ties to Hollywood, but…it was not 
clear to me how we could justify having two schools of the same kind 
almost next door to each other, so it happened, two things happened, 
one was that for some reason…we became more aligned with what you 
might call the independent filmmakers. The other thing that happened 
was that we became more and more interested in documentary…there 
was a very definite attempt to get to the bottom of how to tell stories 
which were documentaries rather than fiction. Not polemical films but 
films that told stories. 
No matter which school, Young humorously suggested that, “there was a big tendency 
of people to think they were the center of the universe,” chuckling he continued, “it 
happens to poets and filmmakers.” As a teacher and department chair, he began to 
wonder how he could get these students to open their eyes to “a larger horizon.” As a 
campus administrator, he began to realize that his natural allies in his determination to 
open eyes were “not necessarily in the film department,” but rather, “in sociology, 
                                                                                                                                                                             
project one films allowed for an “open exploration of the medium of film” where the “rebellion” film 
students “experimented with different strategies for articulating notions of Black ‘authenticity’,” 84. 
126 Photo of Colin Young is one of a collection of snapshots Young generously gathered for me at the time 
of our interview, photographer unknown. 
127 Colin Young, “Teaching Film at UCLA,” 20. 
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anthropology, ethnomusicology.” To this end, by 1966, Young decided to partner with 
UCLA’s anthropology chair, Walter Goldschmidt, and create the nation’s first 
ethnographic film program.128 “The approach that we took was, it’s the camera that’s 
got to see something, but you’ll be behind the camera, so there’s no way you can 
separate yourself from what you’re filming. It will not be an objective record, but it will 
be your experience of looking, and listening. So, this became known eventually as 
observational documentary.”129  
Filmmakers later considered “pioneers” of this tradition of “observational 
documentary,” such as Herb Di Gioia, David and Judith MacDougall and Jorge Preloran 
were students of Colin Young at UCLA. They, along with award winning cinematographer 
and director, Joan Churchill, transitioned from UCLA film school student to colleague 
when he hired each of them to teach at UCLA and/or the National Film School in 
England (which he founded in 1970 and ran until 1992). Writing about his days as a 
student at UCLA in the mid 60s, one of the first points David MacDougal emphasizes is 
how significant the advances in equipment were at the time: “We were the first 
generation of film students to have access to the new synchronous sound cameras. The 
Eclairs and Nagras we were allowed to use were the same as those being used by the 
professional filmmakers on the forefront of documentary. It made us feel professional 
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ourselves….”130 Joan Churchill and her partner, sound recordist Alan Barker, also a UCLA 
film alum, hammer home to me the importance of the change in equipment and how it 
changed everything for documentary shooting. They recall that UCLA had some of the 
first Eclairs, and Barker explains, “The invention of the small camera that was 
noiseless—‘cause there were small cameras before but they made a lot of noise so you 
couldn’t shoot sync sound with them. And then the crystal control recorders, where 
there was no physical connection between the camera and the recorder—that’s what 
really made ‘life on the hoof’ documentaries possible.” Churchill added, “The other 
thing was the magazines, you could preload the film into these magazines and (they) 
would just snap on. So, you didn’t have to stop and load, which was very liberating 
also.”131 This physical freedom supported one of the key aspects of the approach to 
filmmaking MacDougal was learning in the Ethnographic film program: “the new kind of 
documentary required a form of immediate decision making which could not be 
achieved within the industrial model of documentary production, where films are 
scripted and responsibilities are divided among director, camera operator, and other 
technicians.” This new kind of documentary was also not about technical expertise. In 
the spirit of the Project One films, MacDougal also noticed when he taught ethnographic 
workshops at Rice University, the first films by the anthropology students were “much 
more original” than the first films of the film students. MacDougal learned from Young, 
then taught his own students, that this new kind of filmmaking was “a language that 
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could be used by anyone, thus depriving the professionals of their exclusive hold on the 
medium.”132 Two final observations of Young by MacDougal bear mention with the 
elements discussed above, as together they weave an important prelude to the 
formation of the other “ethno” program to come.  
MacDougal spends considerable time assessing how Young’s philosophy training 
impacted his teaching style: “It was probably his training in philosophy that made him 
focus our attention on the problems of knowledge. How can you know things and how 
can you know them through film? The new cameras permitted a new form of 
observation, but what use could this observation be as evidence?” These kinds of 
questions led to a revaluation of the relationship between the filmmaker, the subject, 
and the audience. MacDougal and Young’s other students were tasked with refiguring a 
more equitable “triangulation,” one where the “audience and the film subjects had to 
be drawn more fully into the filming process as confidants and participants. We should 
be more involved in a common quest for knowledge and the filmmaker less of a 
magician, pulling rabbits out of hats.”133 Ideas about a “common quest for knowledge” 
informed Colin Young’s theoretical/pedagogical approach to ethnographic film, and 
these same ideas significantly informed his practical approach as a campus 
administrator. 
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Long concerned with advancing the cause for the “intellectual respectability” of 
film studies, Young’s creation of the joint film and anthropology venture was part of a 
strategy to convince the larger university administration of the academic seriousness of 
the motion picture division (even vis-à-vis the theater studies division).134 In my 
conversation with Young he recalled, “I was aware…we were not communicating our 
message very articulately to the rest of campus, who saw us as, ‘these people up at the 
north campus who cause trouble and were far too expensive,’ cost per student, ‘all the 
other things we could do with that money!’ I took it upon myself to become useful to 
the academic senate. I became a member of the education committee and eventually its 
chair, and that gave me a kind of power base if you like.” In a 2009 interview with the 
Journal of British Cinema and Television, Young addressed specifically his administrative 
strategy of making links with social science departments (which he did for both the 
Ethnographic Film Program and later in his conception for what became the Ethno-
Communications Program): 
The reason I wanted to make the link with the social sciences was to 
attack the argument that film was something you went to when you were 
too tired to do anything serious. The Academy always had that attitude 
towards it. So getting social scientists on board with us was a quite 
conscious attempt to attack that argument and to get them committed to 
film in a way that allowed us to say ‘look, the real comparison to what we 
are doing in the film school is not the humanities but the social sciences 
and the sciences and that is why we need to be given an opportunity to 
practice what we preach’.135 
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By cultivating a particularly productive relationship with UCLA’s Chancellor, Franklin 
Murphy, Young consistently received support for most of his proposals. “He was very 
interested in the Ethnographic Film program,” Young recalled of Murphy, “in fact, he 
really supported me in all my wild endeavors. It just takes that kind of relationship 
between administrators (and) all sorts of things can happen in a university. He was a 
staunch ally.”136 
 Young’s creative pedagogy and proactive engagement with university 
administration, positioned him to be willing and able to take on President Hitch’s charge 
that the University of California step up its commitment to addressing the “urban crisis.” 
At a board of Regents meeting on May 17, 1968, one week before his inaugural address, 
Hitch delivered a report called, “What We Must Do: The University and the Urban 
Crisis,” which was described by the L.A. Times the following morning as: “Massive UC 
Attack on Urban Problems Called for by Hitch.” Sounding like a harder hitting early draft 
of his pending inaugural, Hitch fired: 
Our nation, our state, and our cities are in the grip of crisis. It is a moral, 
economic and racial crisis…perhaps we are mistaken to call it a crisis, for 
crisis implies brief climax and muted aftermath. We have to be steady 
enough to face the fact that the trouble of our time is rooted deeply in 
past inequalities and injuries, and we have to be wise enough to work for 
the elimination of the anger frustration of many, the indifference of 
many more, and the fears that are corroding the institutions of our 
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democracy. This trouble will be with us until every man is allowed his full 
measure of human dignity.137 
Hitch then set forth recommendations for how the university must focus each of its 
three missions--research, public service, and education--to better serve, recruit and 
financially support educational opportunities for children of “poor and uneducated 
parents.” And while he avoids the phrase “affirmative action,” Hitch does write that 
more often than not, “to be poor and to be the child of parents who have not had the 
advantage of education is also to be black or to have a Spanish surname.” The following 
week, before (then) Governor Reagan and a crowd of 5000 in Pauley Pavilion, home to 
so many Lew Alcindor-led, Bruin basketball victories, Hitch closed his inaugural address, 
perhaps channeling Coach Wooden, championing a sense of shared responsibility for 
the work ahead: “Our ability to carry out our social responsibilities will depend on all of 
us…let us pledge our united efforts to build a University that is as large in spirit as the 
times demand.”138 The speech and earlier report by President Hitch played a critical role 
in Colin Young’s move, in conversation and collaboration with the departments of 
Sociology and Journalism, to formulate a program to recruit and equip students of color 
with filmmaking tools so they might make community based media to address the so-
called “crisis” in their own neighborhoods. Hitch’s charge may have also prompted 
Young to hire UCLA’s first Black film professor, Elyseo Taylor. Taylor joined the faculty of 
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the film division for the 68/69 school year and was tasked with organizing what would 
eventually become the Ethno-Communications Program formally launched in the winter 
quarter of the 69/70 academic year.139 The creation and precise administrative battle 
for the Ethno-Communications will be charted out in the following chapter. It is 
important before we move there to get a clearer sense of the larger campus wide battle 
for Ethnic Studies, the sacrifices made by student activists and the uneasy alliances with 
administrators and funding sources that managed to come together to create new 
programs, curriculum, and the space for greater representation of students, faculty and 
administrators of color at UCLA, including eventually in the film school. 
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Though much more is known and written about the student protests and fight 
for black studies and ethnic studies at San Francisco State and UC Berkeley, Craig 
Collisson, in his rigorously researched dissertation, “The Fight to Legitimize Blackness: 
How Black Students Changed the University” builds a strong case for reexamining the 
impact of student activism on UCLA’s campus in the late sixties. He goes as far as saying 
that some scholars, “mistakenly point to the fall 1968 San Francisco State strike as the 
spark ‘that set the black studies movement in motion’…. While the strike garnered 
tremendous publicity for black student concerns, successful protests at the University of 
Washington and UCLA both predate the strike.”141  Galvanized by Hitch’s charge as well 
as the July ’68 appointment of the campus’s youngest Chancellor, Charles “Chuck” 
Young (age 36), new and productive collaborations between student activists, faculty 
and administration launched a series of programs immediately designed to respond to 
educational demands of students of color across the campus and the city at large.  
Beginning in June of 1968, Vice Chancellor Charles “C.Z.” Wilson, an early high ranking 
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black administrator at UCLA worked with Charles Young and student leaders from the 
BSU and UMAS (United Mexican American Students) to create several task forces. Two 
of the most important outcomes were the creation of the High Potential Program, as 
well as a preliminary plan for a Black Studies Center.142 Chancellor Young hired members 
of the Black Student Union’s Education Committee, led by political science student, 
Virgil Roberts, to spend the summer writing up a proposal for the center, and at the 
same time, a group of Mexican American students, led by Ross Munoz worked to 
develop the High Potential Program (HPP).143 Collisson contends that with “near 
miraculous alacrity, the Munoz-led committee proposed and implemented (the) new 
minority recruitment program…designed to give gifted minority students an orientation 
year with a transitional curriculum to prepare them for the academic rigors of UCLA.”144 
In the first year, Collisson reports, the HPP recruited fifty Latina/o students and fifty 
African American students, including Los Angeles Black Panther Party members, Elaine 
Brown, Geronimo Pratt, Bunchy Carter and John Huggins. The program eventually 
extended to recruit Asian American and American Indian students as well. David 
Rosenthal, in Reimagining Indian Country: Native American Migration and Identity in 
Twentieth-Century Los Angeles, reports that as a result of both the HPP and the Equal 
Opportunity Program (EOP) the Indian population at UCLA increased from seven to 
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seventy in 1969. As an illustration of how politically volatile these times were, not long 
after the numbers of Native students dramatically spiked, by November of ’69 many of 
these students left UCLA to join activist from San Francisco State and UC Berkeley to 
take part in the occupation of Alcatraz. Rosenthal reports that almost half of the original 
occupiers were from UCLA.145  
 The story of the formation of a Black Studies Center at UCLA is a complicated one 
that infamously includes the 1969 shooting deaths of two of the HPP (and BPP) students 
named above, Carter and Huggins, at a meeting of the Black Student Union. A critical 
figure in the formation of the center as well as UCLA’s larger Institute for American 
Cultures was Virgil Roberts. He transferred to UCLA as a Political Science major in 1966, 
and in the summer of 1967 was selected to participate in the Foreign Affairs Scholar 
Program, a Ford Foundation sponsored minority recruitment program at Howard 
University. It was there, according to Collisson, the “political moderate” transitioned to 
a “black power advocate.” Roberts became determined to bring Black Studies to UCLA. 
He organized a popular course in the spring of 1968 called, “The Black Man in a 
Changing American Context” which featured a series of guest lectures by pioneering 
scholars and activist such as St. Clair Drake, Kenneth Clark and Amiri Baraka. With 
attendance numbers near 500 students (a large portion of which were white) Roberts 
claimed that the course’s success, “became our argument for a center” demonstrating 
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there was “something of substance worth studying.”146 Roberts also traveled to San 
Francisco State with fellow UCLA BSU members to witness how Black Studies was 
evolving there. Historian Martha Biondi, in The Black Revolution on Campus, reports that 
Roberts and his comrades “borrowed some of (San Francisco State’s) ideas,” but they 
ultimately proposed a four-unit ethnic studies center. Proposing a center rather than a 
department, which incorporated Asian American, Mexican American, and Native 
American units, she writes, won praise (and ultimately implementation) from some but 
harsh criticism from others. Biondi suggests that the small numbers of Black students on 
UCLA’s campus may have partly inspired Roberts’s commitment to creating multiracial 
alliances, but in the time of such “intense nationalism” there were inevitably members 
of the BSU at UCLA who were outraged by the proposal. Roberts recalled that he and his 
education committee members were virtually “excommunicated” from the BSU: “There 
was a meeting in which the BSU members said they felt we were selling out to white 
folks, and that they were going to kill all of us.”147 
 Mike Murase, a UCLA student and co-founder of the Asian American movement 
magazine, Gidra, also criticized the Roberts proposed, Chancellor Young established 
plan to create the four organized research units.  Calling it, “a conciliatory measure 
dictated by fear,” Murase also emphasized that the units held little to zero authority, for 
example, to hold courses. Murase placed the onus of the plan for the “center” approach 
(versus the demands for a Third World College at San Francisco State) on Chancellor 
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Young who Murase believed was “anxious to maintain the image of UCLA as a peaceful 
campus.” Murase reports that in a letter to the Academic Senate, Chancellor Young, 
“reiterated that tension will exist between those who seek change and those who 
oppose it, and that ‘our task is to keep that tension at an absolute minimum’.”148 In a 
1969 article for Gidra, staff writer, Irene Miyagawa’s article called “UCLA Sells Out,” 
takes aim at Chancellor Young and speaks directly about the consequences of “center” 
status for the Asian American Studies Center:  
The Man, via puppet Mr. Charlie Young, successfully undermined an 
unprepared student power movement at UCLA…. The creation of the 
Ethnic Studies Center was paternalistically given to the students of Third 
World background. The students can effect control of the budget only 
through a faculty director. Already, the Asian American Studies Center is 
‘promised’ an official $100,000. ‘Center’ status means that the program is 
subject for annual renewal. It can be discontinued. In short, the students 
accepted a second-class ‘Center’ status…not a department, not a 
separate college. The Center is extremely vulnerable….”149 
And future Ethno-Communications film student, Eddie Wong, in an opinion piece for the 
same issue of Gidra, called “Shuck ‘n Jive,” had this message for the Chancellor: “Chuck 
Young understands that Third World student groups will not tolerate the shuck-and-jive 
routine Young usually employs to extricate himself from campus conflicts and 
commitment to minority programs.”150 
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 Writing about the difference between student demands and their 
implementation, Craig Collisson and elsewhere Noliwe Rooks remind us that many black 
studies programs were “invariably institutionalized as part of a larger constellation of 
ethnic studies centers.”151 Collisson holds in tension claims that University 
administrators’ attempts to create ethnic studies centers were merely strategic with 
important claims that multiracial solidarity and coalition mattered to these student 
activists of color. On the administration side, Collisson posits:  
…at UCLA, the administration decided early on to include as many ethnic 
groups as possible in the Institute of American Cultures. This was done 
partly to avoid future student protest and partly out of a commitment to 
ethnic studies. But the IAC was also created to avoid charges that black 
studies centers were yet another example of reverse discrimination…. If 
administrators were to only institutionalize a black studies curriculum, 
critics could argue they were creating a separatist, racist curriculum…. 
When institutionalized alongside other ethnic studies programs, black 
studies became one voice among many. They became not a separatist 
program, but an inclusive one that embraced multiculturalism.152 
 
Collisson also suggests that Virgil Roberts took “coalitional politics” seriously. His fellow 
BSU activist and HPP recruiter, Daniel Johnson recalled in an interview with Collison, 
“What’s wrong with you having your Asian Americans doing the same exact thing? 
Because that only strengthens our claim and reinforces the notion of what’s absent in 
American history.” But again, on the administration side, Collisson lays out the 
uncomfortably self-congratulatory language of certain UCLA administrators in 1969 
about the launch of the Institute of American Cultures (IAC). There is, he says, no 
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mention of the United States “as a race-based caste society,” instead they speak of the, 
“celebration of the rich tapestry of American cultures.” Vice Chancellor Paul Proehl, in 
an example given by Collisson from a Daily Bruin article about the launch of the IAC 
announced, “We hope that the project will be representative of America’s pluralistic 
society which is developed neither by separatism nor by assimilation, but by something 
that partakes of both at the same time recognizing the uniqueness of each individual 
group but admitting the ultimate goal of a truly integrated society.”153 Even today, 
critical ethnic studies scholars are grappling with important questions about how the 
radical practice of solidarity of the Third World Liberation Front (at UC Berkeley and San 
Francisco State) has been “co-opted into a liberal politics of multiculturalism?”154 This 
tension at best, co-optation at worst, looks to have been present immediately at UCLA. 
This is not to say that the four ethnic studies centers did not go on to serve (and 
multiply) the students of color at UCLA with thriving and generative research centers 
that are still active today. Even the confrontational, activist publication, Gidra, was 
initially housed at and supported by the Asian American Studies Center on campus. Vital 
academic journals such as, Journal of Black Studies, Amerasia Journal, Aztlan: A Journal 
of Chicano Studies, and the American Indian Culture and Research Journal were all 
founded and/or flourished as a result of these centers.155 Most importantly for this 
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project, the centers would play an important role in recruiting and providing financial 
support for many of the first Ethno-Communications film students. 
 Questions of multiracial solidarity, not only among people of color but also 
including white administrators, white university faculty and particularly white 
philanthropic organizations are raised by Noliwe Rooks in her important study on the 
Ford Foundation, White Money, Black Power: The Surprising History of African American 
Studies and the Crisis of Race in Higher Education. In what may have been fodder for UC 
President Hitch’s spring 1968 inaugural address, Rooks provides details of McGeorge 
Bundy’s early addresses at the start of his new presidency of the Ford Foundation in 
1966. Bundy claimed in August that “solving America’s racial troubles would define his 
presidency.” At a National Urban League dinner also that year, Bundy announced, “that 
full equality for all American Negroes is now the most urgent domestic concern,” and by 
1967, Rooks reports, Bundy suggested that “the most deep-seated and destructive of all 
the causes of the Negro problem is still the prejudice of the white man.” Rooks argues 
that the implementation of Black Studies programs “became the primary method 
through which Bundy and the Ford Foundation would attempt to address the ‘Negro 
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Problem,’ and they quickly set about the task of convincing administrators in colleges 
and universities that the new field was a tool for achieving democratic racial reform.”156  
Earlier in her study, Rooks describes her own challenges about the project of 
reframing this early history of Black Studies. Was this a story, as Toni Morrison asked at 
the end of Beloved, that should or should not be passed on? Rooks writes, “I rarely told 
people that what fascinated me was not necessarily the protest of Black students, but 
the fact that the first student strike—leading to the first department of Black Studies—
was decidedly interracial and democratic.” Calling the interracial aspect one of the 
“unremarked-upon” legacies of the movement for Black studies, she continues, “at San 
Francisco State, Black, white, Native American, Asian, and Latino students rose up 
together, joined forces, and made or supported unequivocal demands,” and then she 
repeats: “Overwhelmingly, history has forgotten that any but Black students were ever 
involved in the student strike that produced Black Studies at San Francisco State.”157 
This point is important even if it contains a slight erasure of the generations of students 
of comparative ethnic studies trained at S.F. State and UC Berkeley for whom this 
history has not only not been forgotten but is at the center of their academic work.158 At 
the heart of Rooks’s concern seems to be whether or not the victories of black studies 
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for black activists and scholars are somehow diminished by remembering the other 
people of color as well as their white allies and even their philanthropic benefactors: 
The stories, incidents, and history discussed here as part of the founding 
of African American Studies mattered profoundly to those involved, and 
they evoke powerfully remembered emotions from a time before African 
Americans could assume their acceptance in America’s colleges and 
universities…. For them, people who had fought and sometimes suffered 
bodily injury and/or material loss for the cause, the formation of 
hundreds of African American Studies programs on college campuses in 
the late 1960s and early 1970s meant more than a mere opportunity to 
engage in study about the history and literature of people of African 
descent; it represented a hard-won success story from the civil 
rights/Black Power era. Within that narrative, African American students 
were the main characters and solely responsible for asking for and 
receiving racial acknowledgement, acceptance, and most importantly, 
resources and respect. 
Victories and successes matter, Rooks concludes, so she wonders should historical 
memory “be tampered with” if the impact of the victories is lessened? Is it a story to 
pass on? Rooks ultimately answered in the affirmative, given her belief, “that there is an 
important story to be told about the thicket of relationships among white philanthropy, 
America’s changing struggles with racial integration at the university level, and the field 
of African American Studies,” though she concedes that “clarity does not always 
ameliorate the significance of memory, and that intent cannot control the use of 
memory in the service of power.”159 
 I quote these passages from Rook’s work at length because I take her concerns 
quite seriously and have at times wondered if my own decision to focus on the 
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multiracial roots and cinematic fruit of the Ethno-Communications Program in any way 
lessens the “victories” of the L.A. Rebellion school of Black filmmakers. Does the shared 
multiracial victory dampen the monoracial one? Or could we consider the inclusive and 
grammatically creative words of Curtis Mayfield, “We’re a winner…we’re all moving on 
up…”?  
In Elaine Brown’s Panther memoir: A Taste of Power, she poignantly remembers 
a New Year’s Eve 1968 coalitional meeting with the Brown Berets. “Mexicans, or 
Chicanos, had joined with other Latinos to form the group. Patterning their program 
after ours, they wore brown berets, á la the Panther black beret, to represent the unity 
of our common revolutionary commitment. Black Panthers and Brown Berets welcomed 
in the new year: 1969.”160 Just midway into the first month of the new year, her High 
Potential Program and Black Panther comrades, John Huggins and Bunchy Carter were 
killed at a meeting in Campbell Hall to determine who should run the new Black Studies 
Center at UCLA.  There were US organization members who were also participants in the 
High Potential Program, it is not clear however if the US organization members present 
January 17, 1969 in Campbell Hall--one who shot Huggins and Carter but was never 
apprehended, another three who were charged with conspiracy and second-degree 
murder—were even students at UCLA (Karenga who was not there that day had been a 
student at UCLA in the earlier 1960s earning a B.A. and M.A. in Political Science). 
Whether this was a clear case of the FBI infiltrating both organizations as has widely 
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been speculated, I raise these points to further complicate what Rooks called “thicket of 
relationships” intra and interracially during this most turbulent time.161 
 Less than one year earlier, at a Black Power rally in Los Angeles, Bobby Seale, 
Stokely Carmichael and Ron Karenga, among others, shared the stage at the Los Angeles 
Sports Arena. Future Ethno-Communications Program student and organizer, 
Moctesuma Esparza remembered the rally well because he was one of two non-black 
speakers present. He tells me that years before the tragic shooting at UCLA, after the 
Watts Riots, the Young Citizens for Community Action, a group of Chicano high school 
activists who would later be known as the Brown Berets, were “communicating and 
meeting with Maulana Ron Karenga. We were close to US and later I became very close 
to the Panthers. In fact, Elyseo Taylor filmed me at the Black Power rally at the Sports 
Arena (in) 1968. Yeah, he filmed me…he didn’t know me then…. And I declared war on 
the United States and racism. The whole auditorium leaped up…it was an astonishing 
moment.”162 The radio archive of the show confirms that Moctesuma Esparza was 
present and was invited to introduce Anselmo Tijerina (brother of New Mexican activist 
Reies Tijerina who was also scheduled to speak but had been delayed). His brief but well 
received remarks were as follows: 
Brother Seale said a little while ago that the Black man has been facing a 
war of oppression from the “Gabacho,” that is what we call “whitey!” 
[huge cheers] for the last 400 years! Well the Gabacho has been in the 
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Southwest for over 100 years and we have been facing a war of 
extermination for that time. Right now there is a war. A war in the 
streets, a war in the hills of Northern New Mexico—and right here today 
is one of the men…carrying on that war against the Gabacho, because he 
is doing us ALL in. And he will do us all in if we don’t fight him, so we have 
got to fight him! And we have got to fight! (cheers) Anselmo Tijerina!163 
Whether this rally was before or after Colin Young recruited Elyseo Taylor, it was 
apparently the event that inspired Taylor to recruit Moctesuma Esparza to head the 
student planning group of the Media Urban Crisis Committee (the students called 
themselves the “M.U.C.C.s” and sometimes the “mother-muccers”). This committee 
which evolved into the Ethno-Communications Program received its first significant 
grant from the Ford Foundation in 1969, though surely somewhere there was a mother-
muccer who referred to them as the “¡Gabacho Ford Foundation!” Whether the Ford 
Foundation was seen as “the Man” or as a funding ally, their dollars supplied new Eclairs 
and Nagras for the incoming class of Black, Chicana/o, Native American and Asian 
American insurgent film students…weapons for the fight and the films ahead. The 
ensuing multiracial solidarities on and off camera of the Ethno-Communications film 
projects might, like Manzarek’s Evergreen, be shot hand held in black and white and 
feature jazz musicians and jazz scores, but the days of whimsical interracial flings on film 
were over…in order to make way for a more inclusive, more urgent, more relevant 
cinema, in order to form a more perfect rebellion. 
 
 
                                                           




The Untenured Spook Who Sat by the Door: Elyseo Taylor and the Administrative 
Battle for Ethno-Communications 
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 There were very few people of color enrolled in the UCLA film school prior to the 
start of the Ethno-Communications program. Several who arrived on campus in the mid 
to late sixties, just before Elyseo Taylor arrived--including Charles Burnett, Haile Gerima, 
Betty Chen, Sylvia Morales, and David Garcia—would become important players in the 
Ethno program (as teaching assistants, classmates, collaborators). Earlier African 
American film students such as Ike Jones and Vantile Whitfield had come and gone 
before the Ethno students arrived, though Whitfield, as founder of the black theater 
workshop, PASLA (Performing Arts Society of Los Angeles) in 1964, continued to 
contribute to the flourishing of the black filmmakers at UCLA well into the 1970s, by 
providing much of the phenomenally talented acting pool for early Rebellion films. 
There were also filmmakers like Nettie Pena who though they made important 
                                                           




contributions to indie/experimental film and music documentary, their student films did 
not focus necessarily on people of color.165 
 Robert Grant was an African American graduate student who arrived at UCLA in 
1966.166  Though he graduated before the Ethno program officially began, he made 
important contributions to at least two Ethno filmmakers’ student projects as 
cinematographer for both Richard Wells’s film, Teddy (1971) and Larry Clark’s As Above, 
So Below (1973). UCLA eventually hired Grant to teach cinematography in the 1973/74 
school year. When I asked him about his time as a film student however, he had clearest 
memories of his “Project 2” film which he described as a portrait of a young white hippy, 
Mai and her “anti-establishment” friends. He confessed, “One friend insinuated that I 
chose this subject because I was in love with Mai—it’s a possibility.” Grant recounted in 
an email to me that Mai did in fact have some black friends but the kids he filmed were 
all white: “a fact that exemplifies my attitude at the time toward racial politics—I simply 
didn’t feel it obligatory that I make ‘black’ films.” He thoughtfully reflected later, “Today, 
to some extent, I regret having taken that stance. Black people needed their stories told 
and the few black filmmakers around were the obvious ones to tell them. So it can be 
argued that I dodged a responsibility to bring scarce resources—i.e., myself—to bear on 
black issues. It’s one of my albatrosses.” When I asked if he felt as prepared to enter the 
                                                           
165 Pena made Cum Joyn Us and The Wonderful World of Wigs, and her reel to reel audio recording of an 
early Doors recording in 1966 at the London Fog was recently released by Rhino Records in 2016. 
166 Robert Grant, email message to author, July 28, 2016. 
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industry after graduation as his white classmates and whether or not he would have 
similar opportunities, he responded as follows:  
  I have no quarrel with the way I was taught at UCLA and I believe my  
  training was no different than that given my white classmates. We were  
  all given the opportunity to hone our skills and bring whatever talents we 
  might possess to bear on the craft of filmmaking, and without any  
  detectable bias. The question whether I could have pursued a similar  
  career path as my white classmates is hard to answer. I’m fairly certain  
  that the white version of me, the presumptive guy who would have filled  
  my slot had I not been there, and who would have been me in a white  
  skin, would have had an easier time breaking into the business than I  
  did—that’s the nature of our country. His chances at working in “big-time 
  Hollywood” would certainly have been better than mine—that tends  
  to be a very closed environment, and much more so back in the 60s than  
  it is now. 
Grant assured me that ultimately he made out ok, “I didn’t do badly at all. I gained an 
early reputation as a good cameraman.” He explains that while UCLA invited him to 
continue teaching cinematography, he declined after one year because, “my goal was to 
be a filmmaker, not merely a cinematographer.” He explains that he made that 
transition and spent the majority of his professional career making films for Boeing and 
Hughes Electronics.167 While Grant did overlap with Elyseo Taylor’s arrival he was not in 
any substantial way connected to his efforts to launch the Ethno program. He again 
expressed a kind of distance from the racial or political project of Ethno: “I was aware of 
and in sympathy with his efforts to begin the Ethno-Communications Program. I have to 
confess that I didn’t follow that effort closely; I was at UCLA to learn a craft and lacked 
the urge to man the barricades.” Overall, his reflections on his UCLA days were delivered 
                                                           
167 Robert Grant, email message to author, August 2, 2016. 
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throughout our correspondence with a mix of regret, tinges of defensiveness, and a 
dose of what many might call practicality: “And so (perhaps to my discredit), I did not 
embrace the culture of the black filmmaker as the herald of The Struggle. I was focused 
on making myself employable in a famously exclusive, nepotistic, and very white 
industry.” In January of 1970, less than a year after Grant’s graduation from the film 
school, the Los Angeles Times announced the launch of a new media program at UCLA 
that may not have had the dismantling of the film industry’s whiteness and exclusivity as 
its stated goal, but it would begin to train a new generation of women and men of color 
media makers who were determined to not only herald The Struggle but to visually and 
sonically transform it frame by frame. 
 “UCLA Students Will Film Aspects of Ghetto Life as Means to Dialog” ran the 
Times head line January 4, 1970 to announce that, “a group of UCLA graduate and 
undergraduate students will be taking part in a project aimed at throwing light on life in 
the ghetto and perhaps broadcasting that light to others.” The word “Ghetto” is used 
many times in the article, reminding us we are still firmly in “urban crisis” territory in the 
nation, the city, and on the campus. At the time of this article, it had been just shy of 
one year since the campus was reeling from the Campbell hall shootings of Black 
Panther Party members Bunchy Carter and John Huggins. This January with this new 
program there is an energy of hope for the twenty students selected, who are listed as 
“nearly all members of minority groups…blacks, American Indians, Mexican and Asian 
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Americans, and a few whites.”168 The program, not yet given the title of Ethno-
Communications, is described as being “under the direction of Elyseo J. Taylor, assistant 
professor of motion pictures,” and Taylor’s philosophizing about the state of media for 
“ghetto” residents dominates the article. In fact, he is the only person from UCLA, 
faculty, staff, or student that is quoted in the article. 
 The impetus for the program in Taylor’s words has to do with the idea, “that 
most of the problems of the ghetto are either created or magnified because there is no 
dialog between the minority community and the greater community.” Without stronger 
media produced by people of color from their own communities, “the good things” 
about these communities are, “unknown to everyone.” Art is the means by which, 
Taylor continues, “people communicate, have a dialog, and so far people in the ghettos 
have been eavesdropping on the dialog the white community has been having with 
itself.” The article provides brief biographical details of Taylor’s academic and 
professional career, describing him as a University of Chicago graduate in sociology and 
economics, and that he “also studied at several universities in Europe and taught 
economics at the University of Basel.” He is also described as having owned his own film 
and advertising company in Switzerland.169 One thing that is not mentioned in the fairly 
                                                           
168 In my interview with Colin Young he explained that he went after federal funding for the program and 
“federal funds meant no exclusions, so officially we excluded nobody.” But he said that by locating the 
work “in the ‘hood’ I hoped to discourage white students applying…. We took applications and it 
happened not to my surprise that we didn’t get any from the white students.” This is consistent with my 
interviews. Not one person I interviewed mentioned any white students as formally part of Ethno, but 
there were white classmates who worked on their film projects and vice versa. 




lengthy article is the fact that Taylor was UCLA film school’s first black faculty hire. With 
the emphasis on Taylor’s European training and professional background there would 
be no way to guess.  
 Taylor stresses that in the past a number of diversity training programs have 
been attempted and have quickly failed.170 One project that he sees as an exception to 
learn from was George Stoney’s, “Challenge for Change,” community media project 
created with the National Film Board of Canada in 1967, that trained indigenous 
residents of Fogo Island in filmmaking. He also mentions a UC Media Extension 
precursor to Ethno, under the direction of UCLA film school grad, Peter Schnitzler that 
had recently begun to train “black and Chicano youths of high school and junior college 
age…in basic filmmaking techniques” with the aim of using film, “as a means of self-
expression, social perception and acquiring professional skills.”171 In both cases these 
training programs for people of color were run by white filmmakers. It is curious that an 
article announcing a training program for people of color lead by a faculty person of 
color does not make this fact explicit. There is not any discussion of how this kind of 
training program might benefit from having a professional filmmaker of color at its 
helm. Is it possible that neither the author of the article (no author is listed) nor Taylor 
himself found this important to mention? 
                                                           
170 This could be a reference to an Ethno precursor called “The New Communicators” which started in the 
summer of 1968 and did not last even one year. See Chon Noriega, Shot in America: Television, the State 
and the Rise of Chicano Cinema (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2000), 100-104, and New 
Communicator alum, Jesus Salvador Trevino, Eyewitness: A Filmmaker’s Memoir of the Movement 
(Houston: Arte Publico Press, 2001), 59-64. 
171 “UCLA Students Will Film Aspects…”, ibid. 
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 Elyseo Jose Taylor is a fascinating, complex and still somewhat “hidden” figure of 
the Ethno-Communications program and the L.A. Rebellion. It is my aim in this chapter 
to gather many disparate biographical and archival materials to paint as full a portrait of 
him as I can so that we might better understand this central player in Ethno’s formation 
and legacy. From there I step out the various administrative moves (and blocks) to bring 
the program to fruition, as well as supplying evidence of why in spite of many good 
intentions and a tremendous amount of effort by Taylor and his Urban Crisis student 
staff, it seemed doomed to live a very short academic tenure (tied intimately to Elyseo 
Taylor’s own denial of tenure). The archival materials that managed to survive the years 
and remain in UCLA’s special collections tell just one side of the story, largely from the 
administrators, chancellors, and faculty point of view. Still they warrant a close study so 
that one can have a sense of what Elyseo Taylor and the first Media Urban Crisis 
students faced and fought, and so that we might more fully imagine the hornet’s nest of 
contestation that each successive class of Ethno students stumbled into—and still 
managed to produce game changing media for people of color from that point on until 
now. 
 Elyseo Jose Taylor, Jr. (1923-2006) was the son of a prominent Chicago attorney, 
Elyseo J Taylor. The elder Taylor was born in Chicago in 1895, and according to the 1930 
census he was married to Blanche M, born in Texas in 1900, and father to daughters 
Carmen, Dolores, Sharlele, and Muriel and son, Elyseo Jr. It is unclear who the senior 
Elyseo is named after, both he and his father, Milton Taylor are listed as Negro. After 
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scrolling through birth certificates, marriage licenses, death notices of the Taylor 
parents and siblings, Elyseo Jr.’s oldest sister, Carmen’s marriage license lists mother 
Blanche as Blanche Martinez. The license does not list “race” but instead, “color,” and 
for mother, Blanche Martinez, her color is listed as Mexican, and her father, Elyseo, Sr. is 
listed as Negro. Carmen listed her own color as “Mexican.” So it may be that Elyseo Jr is 
the son of an African American and Mexican American union. This might explain the 
Spanish sounding names of Elyseo and his siblings, but what of his father? The only 
photo I could find of Elyseo, Sr. is a year book photo from Loyola University in 1935, the 
year he completed his law degree (at 40). Here the elder Elyseo is listed as Elyseo 
Joaquin Taylor. So it does seem possible that the elder Elyseo may have also have some 
Mexican, Caribbean or Latin American ancestry.  
 As early as 1939, Elyseo Sr. begins to appear in the press for his accomplishments 
defending black Chicagoans of both high rank and everyday citizens. The first article of 
note was a civil rights case where he defended an African American woman in a 
successful suit against a bus company whose driver told her to go to the back of a bus 
she boarded in Chicago bound for Niagra Falls. “In making the $100 award, which was 
four times the minimum for violation of the Illinois Civil Rights law and seven times the 
cost of the trip,” reported the Pittsburgh Courier, “Judge Burnett commended the 
Attorney Elyseo J. Taylor for the manner in which he proved racial discrimination.”172  
                                                           




 It is right around this time that Elyseo, Jr. also begins to appear in the press. 
Between 1939 and 1940 he appears in both the Chicago Daily Tribune and the Chicago 
Defender in briefs about his high school’s ROTC activities. His photo in military regalia is 
at the center of an April 13, 1940 Defender piece, “Englewood R.O.T.C. Wins 2nd Place” 
which describes a platoon, “under the command of Lt. Elyseo J. Taylor” as 2nd place 
winners in the all city ROTC platoon competition. The article further reports that “Taylor 
in addition to being a member of the Englewood high ROTC is a corporal in company C 
of the Eighth Infantry, Illinois National Guard.” Once WWII came, (now) 1st Lieutenant 
Elyseo Taylor became a member of the famous all black 761st Tank Battalion, the original 
“Black Panthers.” Trezzvant Anderson, a fellow soldier in the 761st remembers Taylor in 
his history of the battalion, Come Out Fighting: The Epic Tale of the 761st Tank Battalion 
(1942-1945), as a member of the Baker Company ‘Ramcords’, who saw “a helluva lot of 
frontline hours.”173 Gina M. Di Nicolo’s recent history of the 761st, The Black Panthers: A 
Story of Race War and Courage, includes mention of the precise January 2, 1945 
offensive against St. Hubert, where “Baker Company lost First Lieutenant Elyseo Taylor” 
and three of his comrades, “all wounded in action.”174 There is no indication what kind 
of injuries he sustained, but many years later in an article discussing his participation in 
his home town Purple Hearts society of veterans Taylor mentions, “We know what it’s 
like to be laying there day after day without family….”          
                                                           
173 Trezzvant W. Anderson, Come Out Fighting: The Epic Tale of the 761st Tank Battalion, 1942-1945 
(Salzburg: Salzburger Druckerei und Verlag, 1945), 10. 
174 Gina M. Di Nicolo, The Black Panthers: A Story of Race, War and Courage—the 761st Tank Battalion and 




 The purple hearted veteran returned to Chicago, presumably to family after the 
war, and many accounts suggest he studied sociology and economics at the University 
of Chicago.176 He looks to have tried out a career in real estate in the late 40s and 50s. 
He is photographed in the Defender in 1948 among a group of prominent Chicago 
realtors who have teamed up to fight against a major “housing swindle.” But then in 
1956 he seems to have fallen on the wrong side of another scandal. The Defender 
                                                           
175 Image of Elyseo Taylor in uniform is a screen shot of archival image seen in Zeinabu irene Davis’s 
documentary, Spirits of Rebellion (2016). 
176 Both the L.A. Rebellion: Creating a New Black Cinema text and the previously mentioned Los Angeles 
Times article, “UCLA Students Will Film Aspects of Ghetto Life as Means to Dialog” suggest that Taylor 
studied economics at the University of Chicago, the Times piece adds that he was a “graduate” in 
economics and sociology. Both of these texts also say he studied in Europe, L.A. Rebellion states: “he 
studied economics, philosophy, German, French and Italian at the Universities of Heidelberg, Grenoble, 
and elsewhere” (6), and the Times article likewise says he “studied at several universities in Europe.” He 
seems to have begun his college education at the University of Illinois, Urban, their 1940/41 yearbook lists 
him as a freshman “genl division.” In multiple interviews and articles and even a few UCLA related 
memorandum he is referred to as “Dr. Taylor,” though I can find no record of his having received a 
graduate degree. In the UCLA course catalogue’s Theater Arts department faculty list (he appears in the 
1969/70 through the 1973/74 catalogs) as Elyseo J. Taylor, B.A., Assistant Professor of Theater Arts. 
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headline, “Realtor, Cash Vanish, 12 Claim, Seek $20,000, Elyseo Taylor,” is followed by 
these damning first lines: 
  State’s Attorney police today are pushing their month-long search for  
  Elyseo  Taylor jr. (sic), well-known Southside realtor, who has been  
  accused of taking more than $20,000 from clients and failing to live up to  
  his promise to get them homes. The elusive Taylor, son of a prominent  
  attorney…has managed to escape the police for more than a month when 
  warrants first were taken out for his  arrest.177 
There are no follow up articles in the Defender that I have been able to locate regarding 
this case; it appears as though this may have been about the time Taylor returned to 
Europe.178   
 The editors of L.A. Rebellion: Creating a New Black Cinema, write that Taylor 
landed, “a position with the Switzerland-based Basel Center for Economics and Financial 
Questions” and from this post, “made his first visit to Africa in the late 1950s.” Three 
references to his work with the Basel group between 1960 and 1963 describe Taylor’s 
research in Nigeria, Ghana and Mali. The first appears in Pittsburgh’s Post-Gazette, 
“Nigeria Can Become Rich, Economist Says” and the said economist is described as “Dr.” 
Elyseo Taylor, “an economist from the Basle Center of Economic Research.” The article 
further describes him as an “American Negro” who “also holds a law degree,” and has 
just completed the first “of two economic surveys of the Nigerian economy for the 
                                                           
177 “Realtor, Cash Vanish, 12 Claim Seek $20,000, Elyseo Taylor,” Daily Defender, July 2, 1956. 
178 This is only conjecture but for there to be no follow up reportage on this matter makes one consider 
that perhaps having a powerful and well known lawyer as a father may have helped. 
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International Monetary Funds (sic) Organization of the United Nations.”179 The article 
was published on October 11 of 1960, just 10 days or so after Nigeria’s independence. 
One wonders if perhaps Taylor and his survey happened to coincide with this auspicious 
occasion. Also did he earn a PhD and a law degree in the interim? There are two 
additional articles written by Taylor in 1963 and printed in various Basel Center 
publications (one published in German, the other in French) on the economies of Ghana 
and Mali, and incidentally the “Center” in Basel seems to have a slightly different name 
in each reference.180 
 These disparate pieces, some of which sound unbelievable or exaggerated may 
in fact be exaggerations, poor translations or misquotations (surely for instance a 
journalist’s quick search for background information on Elyseo J Taylor might lead one 
to Taylor’s father’s degrees and achievements). Could the same man be WWII Black 
Panther 1st Lieutenant, Chicago real estate hustler, UN advisor on African economics, 
consultant for numerous Basel-based think tanks, and owner of an advertising agency in 
                                                           
179 Regis Bobonis, “Nigeria Can Become Rich, Economist Says,” Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, Tuesday Oct 11, 
1960. 
180 Elyseo Taylor, 1963. Entwicklungshilfe vom Standpunkt des Empfängers am Beispiel der 
Genossenschaften in der Wirtschaftsentwicklung Ghanas. Basel: Institut für Sozialwissenschaften 
(Development aid from the viewpoint of the recipient by the example of cooperatives in the economic 
development of Ghana. Basel: Institute for Social Sciences). The Post-Gazette article above says Taylor 
works for the Basel Center for Economic Research, and the article in German mentions the Basel Institute 
for the Social Sciences. Finally, there is a second publication in 1963 written in French called “Marchés en 
développement au Mali” published in Bulletin of the Society of Economics and Social Studies. Taylor’s first 
footnote claims that the study is carried out by the Basle Center for Economy and Financial Research on 
Monetary and Financial Problems in Africa, yet again another Basle Center. 
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Geneva?181 Thanks to some unexpected archival findings that filmmaker Billy 
Woodberry shared with me, I learned that Taylor was in fact working out of a Geneva 
based film and advertising company called Structur in the mid 1960s; whether or not he 
owned the company is unclear. Taylor was contracted by filmmaker turned Republican 
advisor to Regan and Nixon, Bruce Herschensohn in 1965 to work on a multinational 
project. Herschensohn was working on a short film for the USIA called “Eulogy to 5:02,” 
where his goal was to shoot a minute in time in over 20 countries to demonstrate that, 
“we all have in common the fact that we’re alive NOW and share this common time in 
the world’s history.”182 Pepperdine’s collection of Bruce Herschensohn’s papers includes 
not only the film, the correspondence over the film but also drafts of the voice over 
narration, performed in the film with authority and charm by Richard Burton. Just 
moments into the film we know the film has a policy agenda when Burton says: “…so to 
the historian, 5:02 would go by unrecorded and unacknowledged. But for the two-thirds 
of the world who lived in freedom…5:02 was significant. For it was another minute spent 
in doing what they chose to do. Though their freedom went on as unnoticed as the 
time—5:02 was theirs—to work if they wanted to work, to dream if they wanted to 
dream, to live as they wanted to live.” How Taylor was chosen to film the Geneva 
segment of this project is not specified in the correspondence between Taylor and 
Herschensohn, though an early letter from Herschensohn to Taylor notes that the two 
                                                           
181 The L.A. Times piece, “UCLA Students Will Film Aspects of Ghetto Life…” reports that Taylor owned, 
“his own film and advertising company in Switzerland.” 
182 “Herschensohn’s Eulogy to 5:02: Today’s featured digital object,” Pepperdine Library News, October 24, 
2011. The film “Eulogy to 5:02” is part of Pepperdine’s Bruce Herschensohn Collection. 
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men met a year earlier in Geneva. In April of ’65 Herschensohn writes that he’s happy to 
report that the project they discussed in person in Geneva in October of ’64 is a go. As a 
filmmaker for the USIA it is possible Herschensohn was on a location scout, though one 
wonders how he was lead to Taylor of all the possible Swiss filmmakers he might have 
hired. The letter head stationary for Structur is used for most of their April 65 to August 
65 correspondence, but in July that year Taylor tells Herschensohn that he will be 
traveling to Denmark and Germany at the end of July, “making a film for a client,” so he 
asks Herschensohn to send all future correspondence care of “Herr Paul Drescher” in 
Bremen, Germany. By this time, Field, Horak and Stewart report, Taylor has married a 
German photographer, Renate Drescher,183 so presumably “Herr Paul” is an in-law. 
Finally, after the project is completed, Taylor writes to Herschensohn on August 27 
stating that he will be in California soon, and “I would like to visit you at your office to 
discuss a few ideas I have.”184 The Herschensohn papers at Pepperdine include 
correspondence with Elyseo Taylor only for this one project, so we have no evidence of 
further projects between the two men. What we can do is consider the time, August of 
1965 and wonder about Taylor’s decision to leave Europe at that time and come back to 
the states, heading for California rather than Chicago. Between his note about making a 
new project in Denmark and writing in August to say he is coming to Los Angeles, a 
                                                           
183 Field, Horak, and Stewart, L.A. Rebellion: Creating a New Black Cinema, 6.  
184 All correspondence cited here between Elyseo Taylor and Bruce Herschensohn can be found in the 




young African American man, Marquette Frye was pulled over by the L.A.P.D. just 
outside of Watts….  
  When the black ghetto of Watts in Los Angeles went up in flame in August 
  of 1965, America was seized with fear and indignation…. Fear, for after  
  the initial shock had subsided it realized that it knew very little about  
  these communities…what change was there for a white person to know  
  anything about life in the ghetto? As for visiting it, he was discouraged  
  from doing so by the stream of stories in the media of race hatred, and of  
  the dirt and crime which make up this ‘natural habitat’ of the minorities…. 
  It took murderous rioting to awaken the nation to the true extent that  
  mass media had failed them…. 
  When I began teaching filmmaking as a private undertaking in Watts  
  soon after the insurrection, my idea was that art, including film, was a  
  means by which a people could engage in a dialogue with itself…. In  
  making their own films, the people would begin their own dialogue, they  
  would be able to become acquainted with themselves as a community.  
  They could look into all of its parts, learn the needs, discover the dreams,  
  search for solutions to common problems.185 
 
 The precise arrival of Taylor to UCLA is difficult to pinpoint, but in several papers 
and reports that he wrote about his work at UCLA he mentions coming back to the 
States just after the Watts “insurrection.” The large quotes above were delivered by 
Taylor at a Media conference in Italy over a decade after Watts, but from his words it is 
clear that the “flames” of Watts, the “murderous rioting” may have also awakened him 
to the idea that his own media skills might be better spent back home. Certainly Taylor 
                                                           
185 Elyseo Taylor is quoted here from a talk he gave at the Bellagio Study and Conference Center in Lake 
Como, Italy September 20, 1976. The Rockefeller Center archives do not possess a full draft of the speech 
but the conference summary: “Report on the 311th Conference, September 16-21, 1976” for the 
conference titled: “The Role of the Mass Media in Enlisting Public Support for Marginal Groups” 
sponsored by the European Centre for Social Welfare and Training, Vienna, contains large 
quotes/transcriptions from a number of the conference guest speakers. Thanks again to Mary Ann Quinn, 
archivist at the Rockefeller Archive Center for managing to uncover this report. 
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would have been excited to be a contributor to an international film narrated by seven 
time Oscar nominated actor, Richard Burton; however after viewing the one minute 
segment Taylor shot for 5:02--with its shimmering images of wealthy white Swiss people 
on a sunset harbor cruise in Geneva--it seems likely that the contrast between that and 
what was going on back in the states may have been a motivating factor for Taylor to 
redirect his talent toward more meaningful pursuits. The editors of L.A. Rebellion: 
Creating a New Black Cinema, suggest that UCLA Theater Arts chair, Colin Young 
became aware of Elyseo Taylor’s “education efforts with young people in Watts,” and 
that Young recruited Taylor to teach at UCLA while they worked together with various 
university administrators and ultimately students to plant the seeds that would become 
the Ethno-Communications Program.186 Colin Young’s memory is much less clear on the 
recruitment: “What I can’t recall is how Elyseo arrived on the scene, but he must have 
been involved in this planning stage.” In the same email response to my question about 
how he first came into contact with Taylor he did however have a very specific memory 
of the first time he introduced Elyseo Taylor to the new UCLA Chancellor, “Chuck” 
Young. Charles Young took over as Chancellor in July of 1968, so this summer garden 
party encounter that Colin Young remembers must have either taken place the summer 
of 68 or more likely the summer of 69. The tale is wild but provides yet another snap 
shot of the complicated race and class code switching performance Taylor had by now 
                                                           
186 L.A. Rebellion: Creating a New Black Cinema, 7. 
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mastered. After failing to remember the recruitment piece of the story, Colin Young 
vividly recalled… 
  Anecdotally I can cite Elyseo’s insistence that he accompany me to the  
  (then new) Chancellor Chuck Young at his annual garden party-cum- 
  reception at the end of what must have been his first year with us. I tried  
  to wriggle out of it because it clashed with a wine stomp in Topanga  
  where I lived. I remember Elyseo saying that I had to “take my Nigger  
  along”…to meet the Chancellor so I took my university togs with me to  
  the wine stomp. When the time came I clambered out of the crushed  
  grapes, plunged into the nearby pool and changed rapidly for the drive to 
  campus. One problem only—I had forgotten to bring a pair of shoes. All I  
  had were my grape stained sneakers. Although they had not been in the  
  vat (we were bare footed and bare everything else for the stomp)  they  
  were stained nevertheless. Elyseo was aghast. I just hoped Chuck Young  
  wouldn’t notice, but he did—demanding an explanation. This didn’t do  
  Elyseo  any harm. In fact the contrary. It gave him status in Chuck’s  
  eyes—if he could get me back from Topanga…he must be somebody to  
  be taken seriously. After a decent time spent introducing Elyseo around, I 
  took my leave to return to Topanga. When I said goodbye to Chuck, he  
  indicated he wished he could leave with me.…187 
While Colin Young thinks Taylor made a positive impression with the Chancellor, fellow 
Film school professor, Richard Hawkins did not have such a positive assessment of 
Taylor. In an oral history conducted by the UCLA film archive, Hawkins recalled, “Yes, I 
remember Elyseo…we found him not terribly effective, and the students did not 
particularly take to him. I don’t – I think he was there for a year or so, I don’t remember 
just how long. At that time we were trying to reach out to get more diversity in the 
department and also among the students….”188 Though the employment records of 
Taylor remain private even after his death, it appears minimally from the UCLA catalog 
                                                           
187 Colin Young, email to the author, August 3, 2016. 
188 Richard Hawkins, oral history interview by Allyson Field, October 14, 2010, L.A. Rebellion Oral History 
Project, UCLA Film and Television Archive. 
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archives that Taylor was a member of the Theater Arts faculty from at least 1969 to 
some point in the 1973-74 school year, so more than the “year or so” Hawkins 
remembered.  
For the diversity training program, first referred to as the Media Urban Crisis 
program, a $17,200 Ford Foundation grant was secured in the summer of 1969. This 
grant was part of a larger $250,000 Ford Grant awarded to the Regents of the University 
of California “for research and development projects in urban affairs for a one year 
period.” The Ford Foundation grant files from 1969 breakdown how eight of the nine 
campuses answered President Hitch’s 1968 inaugural charge to immediately address the 
“urban crisis.” The early memos awkwardly refer to the UCLA program as the 
“Communication and Learning Through Film Production Project,” and the succinct 
description for the funders was as follows: “The specific objective of this project is to 
relate media training to community development, and to use media (films) as a means 
for tying the minority community and the University together. Through this project, 
UCLA seeks to research, establish and develop a new interdisciplinary media curriculum 
under the administration of the Department of Theatre Arts.”189 A longer, full page 
description of the program stressed that the initiation of the work was “preceded by 
work with a staff of students which helped to construct the curriculum and to establish 
criteria by which candidates were to be recruited.” This staff is the core group that 
would come to be called the MUCCs. This one pager also states that there were 
                                                           
189 The Regents of the University of California, Berkeley (06900231), 1969 March 03-1970 March 02. Ford 
Foundation records, Grants Them-Tw (FA732H) Reel 1937; 2097  
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ultimately 17 students admitted for the first year.190 Elyseo Taylor is the author of the 
final year-end report and jumping ahead to that for a moment, we get a sense of what 
Taylor believed were the priorities for the first class of the project. Motion pictures and 
television as means of communication, can make “critical contributions” to “community 
development,” Taylor begins, “particularly in the Ethnic Minority Communities.” He 
insists that any such communications “would have to be done by the people in these 
communities, and not by outsiders;” therefore this pilot program was a means to, 
“devise a program of instruction for young people from the Ghettos and Barrios so that 
they would be able to make films in, for and about their communities.” He reiterates 
that the year-long project was preceded by work with students “to construct the 
curriculum and to establish criteria by which candidates were to be recruited.” The chief 
recruitment criteria: Junior standing or above (a mix of undergrads and graduate 
students), demonstrated artistic ability, and “evidence of involvement in community 
affairs.” Taylor is measured and positive overall about the set up and achievements of 
the first group of students in the formal report. A collection of interoffice memos and 
reports between Taylor, Colin Young, various faculty from collaborating departments, 
administrators from the newly formed Ethnic Studies Centers, and multiple vice 
chancellors held at UCLA library’s special collections tell a much more fraught tale of 
confusion, mistrust, and competing agendas, than the smooth one elegantly crafted by 
                                                           
190 Ibid. The number of the first class of Ethno is reported sometimes as 20 students, five students per 
racial group (Afro-American, Asian American, American Indian and Mexican American). Moctesuma 
Esparza is certain there were 13 students in the first class, and many members of the first class agree with 
this rough number though no formal list of the 13 exists. 
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Taylor to the Ford Foundation and UC Regents administrators. I move now to that 
second set of archival evidence of the fragile beginnings of Ethno. 
 191 
 The earliest memos held at UCLA’s special collections relating to the formation 
of Ethno-Communications begin in April of 1969, where we see a letter from Vice 
Chancellor Paul Proehl welcoming a group of faculty members to serve as an “ad hoc 
committee” charged with the task of considering the university’s role “in translating its 
interest, knowledge, and activities relating to the urban crisis and the special needs of 
ethnic minorities into radio and television programming.” The letter’s addressees-- 
including Elyseo Taylor and Colin Young from Theater Arts, Professor Waldo Phelps from 
                                                           
191 This image is a screen shot of an archival image used in Zeinabu irene Davis’s documentary, Spirits of 
Rebellion (2016). Taylor is seen in the front row to the right of the man with bowtie and to the left of the 
man in overalls. Larry Clark identified the young man in overalls as a young Ntongela Masilela. 
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the Speech Department, Professor Jack Lyle from Journalism and Dr. Leonard Freedman 
who was a political scientist heading the UCLA Extension program at the time – were 
informed that this project was related to “the effort of UCLA to acquire the necessary 
channels and facilities to embark upon a program of education and interaction based on 
the use of electronic mass media.”192 There is a central tension subtly set up in this early 
letter that will create problems fairly quickly between administrators, staff, and faculty 
who believe the focus of this project was to develop an education and recruitment 
program for students of color from “urban” communities, and those who become more 
concerned with the technology issues surrounding the capability for radio and television 
programing to those communities and how to secure support for a 2500 Megahertz 
instructional television fixed station. Colin Young writes another report in May of 1969 
now addressed to the “Media/Urban Crisis Ad Hoc Committee” so here we see a name 
that looks like the one associated with the student organizers of the first class (Media 
Urban Crisis Committee); however, Young’s letter is still addressed to only faculty and 
staff, with many Vice Chancellors cc’d. Here Young summarizes an earlier letter from 
Vice Chancellor Paul Proehl as promoting three distinct areas of study: “1. Radio and 
television educational programming 2. Research and Development in communications 
curricula 3. Research and Development in communications techniques.” Young makes 
                                                           
192 Letter from Vice Chancellor Paul O. Proehl to Professor Colin Young, et al, April 23, 1969, University of 
California Los Angeles, Office of the Chancellor Archives, Record Series 401, Administrative Files of 
Franklin D. Murphy, box 18. The inclusion at this point of Dr. Leonard Freedman has likely more to do with 
his role as director of UCLA extension as later memos will also include Peter Schnitzler who was running 
the media wing of the extension program and had himself headed the extension’s own minority media 
training program. In the early seventies Schnitzler also hired several early Ethno students, such as Richard 
Wells and Brian Maeda to work on his extension film projects. 
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note that UCLA does not yet have a department of Communications, but “an inventory 
of academic resources” that do exist at UCLA show “a great deal of activity in 
Psychology, Sociology, Education, Journalism, Speech and Theater arts” relevant to the 
formation of this media program. He also suggests that an establishment of “a Bureau of 
Urban Research and Interracial Clinics within an Institute of American Cultures will 
provide new agencies and capabilities for studying communications problems and for 
transmitting the results of University research and teaching to a larger community 
outside the University.”193  
 Several weeks later in a letter from Speech department chair, Waldo Phelps to 
Vice Chancellor Proehl, we hear enthusiasm for the Media Urban Crisis committee’s 
considerations, and he offers the news that starting in the Fall quarter of 1969 there will 
be a new hire who is a specialist in “interracial communications,” a professor Arthur 
Smith (who will years later be known as Molefi Asante). This and other new hires, writes 
Phelps, make his department, “well-prepared to study socially relevant and significant 
forms of communication since it has specialists in interracial, persuasive, and small 
group communication.” This though is followed by a clear agenda to acquire new funds 
from the University for their department alone, “The immediate need for a Teaching 
and Research Laboratory is undeniable (see enclosed proposal).”194 A September 1969 
memo from the Academic Communications Facility (ACF) is included here too stating all 
                                                           
193 Colin Young, letter to Members, Media/Urban Crisis Ad Hoc Committee, May 13, 1969, in 
Administrative files of Franklin D Murphy, box 18. 
194 Waldo Phelps, letter to Vice Chancellor Proehl, June 9, 1969, in Murphy files, box 18. 
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the ways that this proposed 2500 Megaherz Instructional Television Fixed station will 
“meet the problems in the Urban and Media Crisis.” While this particular memo is not 
an explicit fundraising request, the conditional tense of many of its paragraphs suggest 
that ACF could do so much more if only the equipment were in place: “The 2500 Mhz 
Broadcast System would allow the American Indian Studies Program to develop a viable 
curriculum reflecting the current needs of Indians today, which could be broadcasted to 
those areas of large American Indian concentration in the Los Angeles Basin...” and 
“Barrios would receive…courses in Spanish Literature…History of the 
Southwest…community health, nutrition, educational problems with regards to the 
successful Chicano student.”195 This memo and others are certainly earnest but also 
point to the “all over the place”-ness of these various camps weighing in on how they 
will help (or really need help i.e. more money for) the so called urban crisis. These early 
exchanges signal to me that perhaps one of the obstacles in the development of this 
multi-department project was that there may have been too many cooks in the 
interdisciplinary kitchen. By the end of 1969, with the Winter quarter program launch 
fast approaching, Elyseo Taylor and a number of staff members of the newly formed 
Ethnic Studies centers begin to express their frustration with too much talk and not 
enough action. 
 On December 2, Taylor wrote a “Media Urban Crisis Staff Report” reminding all 
involved that the group had been working for over six months and “it is now time to re-
                                                           
195 Frank E. Hobden, Academic Communications Facility, memorandum to Colin Young, Chairman Ad Hoc 
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examine the committee’s objectives, its progress toward them, and its consequent 
plans.” He states that the committee was founded on “the principle that co-ordination 
was crucial,” and now expresses his concern or warning that “facets of the University 
working on facets of the Urban Crisis can lead only to fragmentation and eventually 
failure.” Enough “significant steps” to address any of the proposed plans “have not been 
taken.” He is adamant that because “these endeavors affect the lives of the Ethnic 
Communities, they must be controlled by representative members of these 
communities. A University unit organizing University facilities and resources under 
Community direction is the only viable mechanism to effect the goals of MUCC.”196 
Attached to this note is an accounting of some of the work and planning of the Media 
Urban Crisis student committee Taylor worked with throughout the fall of 1969, 
including a list of the first 20 admitted students for the program, a draft of the 
curriculum for the first two terms of the program (Winter and Spring quarters of 1970) 
and the necessary equipment and staffing needs to support the curriculum. The first 
quarter curriculum would include courses in technical production, a course on “Cultural 
Awareness” to be taught “with the cooperation of the ethnic studies centers” and 
supervised by Professor Richard Morris of Sociology, and a “Film Viewing” course to 
develop the “student’s ability to critically view film.” The second quarter’s production 
course is detailed in terms of “three main teaching units: film editing, sound recording 
(studio and field), and camera,” another course in cultural awareness, a sociology course 
                                                           
196 Elyseo J Taylor, “Media Urban Crisis Staff Report,” December 2, 1969, Murphy files, box 18. 
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“to acquaint the student with techniques of sociological research,’ and a course in 
journalism/mass communications. What is clear from the preliminary course proposal is 
that Taylor and the MUCC students designed a curriculum still very much in line with the 
original interdisciplinary goals in tact (echoing in part Colin Young’s earlier 
collaborations with the Anthropology department for his Ethnographic film program). 
These memos include a budget report indicating three months’ pay (October 31-Dec 31) 
for the six student (MUCC) planning staff (Moctesuma Esparza is at the top of this list). 
Only about half of the students listed on the admits list ended up starting the program 
in January and there are others who do start in January but did not make this list. A 
number of increasingly testy memos between the admissions office and various vice-
chancellors from December to well beyond the start of the Winter quarter attest to the 
fact that the admissions and financial aid commitments for several of the students in 
question remained shaky. In a show of solidarity with Taylor and echoing his frustration 
about the lack of “significant steps,” the newly formed ethnic studies centers began to 
air their own frustration about the questionable seriousness of the Media Urban Crisis 
Committee in delivering real commitments to the program for its incoming students of 
color.197 
                                                           
197 I am aware that M.U.C.C. is at times confusing and means something different at different times. The 
student planners, led by Moctesuma Esparza, who become part of the first class of Ethno, self-identify as 
M.U.C.C. or the Muccs or the “mothermuccers.” But it is also clear that a variation of M.U.C.C., the 
“Media/Urban Crisis ad hoc Committee” as it was called earlier by Colin Young and Paul Proehl refers 
sometimes to the original collection of faculty, staff and administrators--and not the student group—who 
in the eyes of especially the Ethnic Studies centers were viewed as ineffective and irresponsible. 
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 A week after Taylor’s early December report, a letter from Gilbert Garcia, the 
director of UCLA’s newly formed Mexican American Cultural Center, to Colin Young 
expressed a very similar statement of disappointment with the inaction of the ad hoc 
committee: “The members of the committee seem not to realize the urgency and 
immediacy of the problems they were requested to act upon. Attempts to reorganize 
and activate this committee began early this quarter. Now, at the end of the quarter we 
are still faced with only postponement and seeming procrastination.” Unless “positive 
and significant action” is taken immediately, Garcia says the cultural center “can no 
longer allow our name and office to be associated with such an insubstantial group.”198 
In March, a second letter now addressed to Vice Chancellor Proehl, this time from all 
four of the ethnic studies center directors (along with Garcia was Henry McGee, Afro-
American Center, Yuji Ichioka, Asian-American Center, and Emmett Oliver, American 
Indian Project) spoke again of the lack of support and the “irresponsibility” of the 
original ad-hoc committee toward the media program. They affirm that the academic 
curriculum for the pilot group of minority media students (outlined in Taylor’s 
December 2 report) was the only tangible product to issue from the committee but that 
even that was “in serious jeopardy.” The letter goes so far as to say, “the curriculum has 
become a step-child within the Theatre Arts Department—unwanted, neglected, and 
exploited.” The centers claim that they were anticipating a new report “outlining a plan 
to reorganize and vitalize the MUCC” but as of the March 16 date of their letter they 
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had received no new communication. They close by reminding the vice chancellor of his 
original letter of April 23, 1969, which “clearly delineated the urgency of the urban crisis 
and the responsibility of the university to address itself to it. One year later,” they insist, 
“the urgency has deepened and the responsibility has been shirked.”199  To the one 
page letter written by the heads of the Ethnic Studies centers, Vice-Chancellor Proehl 
responded in three pages, largely backpedaling and saying that the curriculum 
development of the MUCC student planning staff went “beyond the charge which I had 
framed for it” and that by operating in the “academic area” by requesting staff and 
support, he felt justified passing the buck: “I asked Vice Chancellor Saxon to consider 
this as falling more properly within his responsibility.” He then returns to this issue of 
the 2500 megahertz “fixed television service” that seems to have been his priority from 
the start, and concerning this he bemoans, “I was then, as I still am, trying to find ways 
and means of securing the necessary ground in the Santa Monica Mountains for an 
antenna….” Proehl explains that what he wanted by constituting the original ad hoc 
committee was to have groups conceive of and make recommendations for what might 
be possible once the technology was in place: “the Committee should have addressed 
itself to the production of a document which would have spelled out the importance of 
getting UCLA’s ‘message’ (and what that would be) concerning the urban crisis and 
needs of ethnic minorities onto the air waves, how such programming would be 
organized…what additional resources we might need…. It would have been premature 
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to do more” he writes before ultimately targeting—and not so discreetly--Elyseo Taylor. 
He mentions Taylor’s December 2 staff report, but he is careful to blame the report and 
not its scribe: “The staff report of last December, then, went beyond the Committee 
charge; it requested staffing and funding which were never anticipated in the original 
charge, and, of course, these unanticipated requests have come after the many other 
known and anticipated requests for resources on which, as you know, we are hard-
pressed.” He ends his lengthy missive to the Ethnic Studies centers’ directors: “I regret 
that the Committee’s mission was misconceived.”200  
 In a letter also dated March 18 though not directly related to Vice Chancellor 
Proehl’s March 18 letter, newly promoted Vice Chancellor of academic programs, 
Charles “C.Z.” Wilson201 writes to Vice Chancellor David Saxon regarding his frustration 
with the admissions issues of the minority students in Theater Arts. When Wilson 
writes, “I have reservations at this point about the quality of administrative leadership 
of Theater Arts in the Urban Crisis area,” it seems as if he must mean Elyseo Taylor 
although he does not say his name.202 And in a later memo dated April 20, Wilson writes 
to the office of financial aid coordinator, Dean H. Carroll Parish: “The Media Urban Crisis 
Program is an unusual one. For the past two quarters we have had a series of 
                                                           
200 Paul O. Proehl, letter to Henry W. McGee, et al, March 18, 1970, Murphy files, box 18. 
201 Wilson is discussed in my earlier chapter on as the young African American assistant Vice Chancellor 
who was instrumental in the High Potential Program and other minority recruitment efforts at UCLA and a 
mentee of Chancellor Charles Young. 
202 Charles Z. Wilson letter to Dr. David Saxon, March 18, 1970, Murphy files, box 18. The only two people 
from Theater Arts who are mentioned in original ad hoc committee were Taylor and Colin Young. By 
spring of 1970, anticipating his pending move back to the UK to start the National Film School, Young 
seems to falls largely out of this stream of exchanges. 
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misunderstandings about admissions and financial aid.”203 Elyseo Taylor is cc’d on that 
letter. Taylor, who has only one final short letter in this collection of documents, goes to 
bat for his students to get equal financial support for the purchase of supplies for “my 
program” (he now calls the Media Urban Crisis program, “my program”). Written on 
April 20, 1970 and addressed to Joseph Barry, the director of Special Education 
Programs, Taylor explains that four of the MUC students received aid and others did 
not, “Understandably the other students wanted to know why they had been left out or 
why these had gotten this special financial support.”204 On April 21, Barry writes to CZ 
Wilson, stating his confusion on the matter and cc’ing Elyseo Taylor, mentioning Taylor’s 
request. For Barry to go to Wilson and not to Taylor directly comes off as administrative 
tattle telling, and his tone in the note does not help: “For the future, we would 
appreciate knowing what the student expenses will be and make plans accordingly 
rather than wait until the need arises.”205 There are at least three more coffin nailing 
letters from C. Z. Wilson to various Vice Chancellors stating more concerns and 
ultimately his decision to refuse Theater Arts any summer funding to plan for the second 
year of the Ethno-Communications program.206 But before that final Wilson memo, 
there is a much more promising document from late May, the “Minutes of the Standing 
Committee on Ethno-Communications” that suggests progress and a new degree of 
                                                           
203 Charles Z. Wilson memorandum to Dean H. Carroll Parish, Subject: The Media Urban Crisis Program, 
April 20, 1970, Murphy files, box 18. 
204 Elyseo Taylor, memorandum to Joseph Barry, April 20, 1970, Murphy files, box 18. 
205 Joseph Barry, letter to Charles Z. Wilson, April 21, 1970, Murphy files, box 18. 
206 Charles Z. Wilson to Professor William Menger, Theater Arts Department, July 7, 1970, Murphy files, 
box 18. The date is significant because Colin Young who this letter might have been addressed to the 
week before had just left UCLA on July 1, 1970. 
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commitment, at least from the Theater Arts department itself to the Urban Crisis-now-
Ethno-Communications program. 
 The minutes begin with a list of “committee members,” including names of 
faculty from Theater Arts (John Young, Chairman,207 Mark McCarty, Elyseo Taylor, Hugh 
Grauel) as well as first generation MUC students (Moctesuma Esparza, Danny Kwan are 
listed as committee members, Wendall Handy, Brian Maeda, David Lazarin and Maria 
Kodani are students also in attendance).208 The first issue raised is an agreement that 
the students who were now two quarters into “Mr. Taylor’s Urban Crisis Program” 
would be given credit for Theater Arts courses. There is also mention of several current 
“Urban Crisis students” who have screened their first films and are “considered passed 
in the Project 1” including Danny Kwan, Wendall Handy and Francisco Martinez.” Then 
there is discussion about the procedure for selecting new students for the “Ethno-
Communications program.” Other than the title of the meeting, this is the first time 
“Ethno-Communications” comes up as presumably the new title of the program. The 
way that the minutes describe “current Urban Crisis students” or “Mr. Taylor’s Urban 
Crisis Program” vs “entering Ethno-Communications” students suggests somewhere 
between some group of people the name has been changed and possibly the leadership 
                                                           
207 Film professor, John Young is listed first and listed as: “John Young, Chairman.” While all accounts still 
suggest that Colin Young is Chair of the Theater Arts department until his departure July 1 of 1970, it may 
be that John Young had already unofficially been named at least “interim” chair? The UCLA catalog for the 
1970/71 year does not list John Young as Chair, but it does not list anyone else as Chair either, so perhaps 
he was Chair then, OR was he named “Chairman” of the “Standing Committee on Ethno-
Communications”? If so that would be quite a slight to Elyseo Taylor. 
208 There are three additional names in attendance that I’ve not yet been able to verify whether they were 
faculty or students: Bruce Sunkees, Jean Marie Bonard (may be a typo in the memo and should be 
Bonnard), and Errol Champion. Charles Burnett mentioned a Newt Champion in my interview with him. 
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as well. Unfortunately, no other memo retained in these archives outlines the 
circumstances of the change of title. There are students who I interviewed who seem to 
have thought that John Young ran the Ethno-Communications program, and for his 
name in these minutes to be listed first and as “Chairman” (of the committee or of 
Theater Arts?) is suspicious. Did Taylor lose the program somewhere along the line? The 
minutes refer to the Urban Crisis program as “Mr. Taylor’s,” but there is no similar 
reference to Ethno-Communications as “Mr. Taylor’s.”  
 New curriculum is discussed in the minutes, including mention of the desire to 
continue the production course in the manner that it was taught by John Young in the 
Spring of 1970. They also express a desire to continue the cultural awareness courses 
taught by Dr. Morris in Sociology. They seek here a guarantee that they can take their 
Project One course in ethnic specific sections “handled by teaching assistants selected 
out of the regular teaching assistant pool but with proper Ethnic backgrounds.” They 
also ask for a Beginning TV Production class “which first priority for admission would be 
given minorities and any remaining spaces would be open to white students.” They 
prioritize an “Ethnic Film History” course, followed by a second quarter course that 
would be an intensive study of “Oriental film, African Film, Latin American film.”209 As 
evidence that these two course demands came to pass one can look through the UCLA 
course catalog beginning in the 1970/71 school year and see where Elyseo Taylor is 
                                                           
209 “Minutes of the Standing Committee on Ethno-Communications,” May 26, 1970, Murphy files, box, 18. 
There are very few instances where the term “oriental” comes up in these memos, and the film course 
mentioned here is changed to the “History of African, Asian, and South American” by the time it ends up 
in the course catalog. 
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listed as teaching a course called “Film and Social Change” which may be the eventual 
name of the “ethnic film history course” (or of the “Film Viewing” course described in 
Taylor’s earlier December 1969 report). And then in the 1971/72 catalog, a second 
course taught by Taylor is added called “History of African, Asian and South American 
film.” The good news about this is that certainly this pressure from the MUC students, 
from Taylor himself, from the ethnic studies centers undeniably created a circumstance 
where the film school curriculum did change, and Taylor was positioned to be the one to 
teach these courses, courses that carried on for decades beyond his few years on 
campus.210 These minutes are the final document in this collection of archival materials 
principally devoted to the structure of the Ethno-Communications program. Other than 
a few additional previously mentioned C.Z. Wilson notes expressing his concerns and 
ultimately his refusal in July of 1970 to provide summer planning funds for the 1970/71 
year of Ethno-Communications, it is unclear precisely what happened administratively 
with the Ethno-Communications program. In a June 9, 1970 letter from C.Z. Wilson to 
Vice Chancellor David Saxon he does raise important questions: “it is not clear whether 
ethno-communications would be a new subdivision in Theater Arts purporting to 
provide a narrowly defined and closed program for minority groups only, or whether it 
would attempt to provide a quality program with a similar status in Theater Arts as the 
programs of the Institute of Ethnomusicology have achieved in Music.” In this letter he 
                                                           
210 Taylor is credited as the instructor for “Film and Social Change” from the 1970/71 catalog to the 
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from 1971/72 to 1973/74 (when the course is changed to “History of African, Asian and Latin American 
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does mention that he had a meeting with Colin Young presumably once the May 26, 
“Standing Committee on Ethno-Communications” minutes were made available to him. 
It is important to note that Colin Young is not listed in the names of those having 
attended the May 26 meeting, most likely because he was preparing to leave the 
University and the country in a month’s time. Nevertheless, Wilson raises another issue 
with Saxon that he claims to have discussed with Colin Young: “There appears to be a 
preoccupation with ethnic participation; some students do not want white students to 
be a part of the program at all. I indicated to Colin that under no circumstances could 
we allow deliberate exclusion of white students.”211 A disheartening small post-it size 
note with a stamp from the office of “C.E. Young” (this would be Chancellor Charles 
“Chuck” Young, not Colin Young) is included in the files after this letter between Wilson 
and Saxon, dated June 11. It is a handwritten note addressed to D.S.S. (David S. Saxon), 
“I believe CZW’s concerns are well founded and directed. I am very wary of what is 
being proposed. I think we should move with all caution.” And in the corner of the same 
small piece of paper there is a response from Saxon: “CEY: I agree, DSS.”212 
 From 1970 to 1974, Elyseo Taylor helped to host one of the first African Film 
Festivals in the U.S. at UCLA which brought 8 filmmakers from the continent (including 
Ousmane Sembene) to the campus. Taylor also directed the short documentary film, 
Black Art, Black Artists, which featured an interview with printmaker, Van Slater 
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conducted by Taylor. He also delivered a paper at the 1972 Political Science Association 
in Washington, DC, that was later published as, “Film and Social Change in Africa South 
of the Sahara.”213 Robert Hardgrave, the convener of the panel on film and politics and 
the editor of the later collected special issue featuring its presenters, describes Taylor in 
his editor’s introduction as follows: “His interest in film and politics grew out of his 
previous work with the Swiss-based Basler Centre for Economic and Financial Questions, 
for whom he did research on African economy. In Africa, he made several films for 
European television. He is currently engaged in developing private funding sources for 
African films and film distribution in the United States.”214 There is much there that I 
have not yet been able to verify (these films mentioned that he made in Africa for 
example) but it is interesting to imagine that the relationships he may have cultivated 
with the visiting African filmmakers at UCLA may have sparked a new interest for Taylor 
in distribution of African Films. I list all of these activities to suggest that Taylor was a 
serious film scholar, filmmaker, and may have also had more opportunities to curate 
and distribute African film from the vantage of his UCLA faculty post if he had not been 
denied tenure. Though he did last longer than Richard Hawkins memory of “a year or 
so” at UCLA, as far as the course catalog and faculty descriptions of the 1974 school year 
suggest, he was not a member of the UCLA faculty beyond that time. 
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 There is wide range of reflections about Taylor from the students of his that I 
communicated with. Ben Caldwell, who considered Taylor a friend, most notably 
included a dedication to him at the end of his film, I & I: An African Allegory (1979) 
noting that he was “fired for racist reasons.” He explained to me that Taylor was, “an 
engaging, smart man and I felt he should have gotten tenure as much as any of the 
other professors there and probably more so than most of the other professors there 
because of his training. If he was white, he would have had the job.”215 What Caldwell 
referred to as his “straightforward style,” reminding me of his military background, 
others found too rigid, even referring to him as “Papa Doc.”216 Sylvia Morales was 
impressed that Taylor got the program started, calling that a “miracle,” but as a 
counselor she remembered him as sexist and unsupportive: “You know what he told me 
when I first met him? He was counseling me and he said, ‘Well what do you want to 
do?’ and I said, ‘Well, I want to learn how to shoot the camera.’ He says, ‘Oh no, no, you 
don’t want to shoot the camera, they’re heavy.’ So, when he told me no, I went and 
learned it.”217 Pamela Jones, considered part of the first wave of Rebellion filmmakers 
and most well-known for her acting roles in Clark’s Passing Through and Caldwell’s I & I, 
shared deeply ambivalent memories of Taylor in her oral history for the UCLA Film 
archive: “Some people liked Elyseo Taylor and some people didn’t. Some people found 
him helpful and some people thought he was a snake…. I never felt like he was the 
                                                           
215 Ben Caldwell, personal interview, June 9, 2016. 
216 In my interview with Larry Clark he relayed this nickname to me. 
217 Sylvia Morales, personal interview, January 29, 2016. 
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grandfather that was there that I would feel comfortable speaking with…. We fought for 
him because he needed to be fought for, because UCLA was what it was. But was he an 
obvious Abdias Nascimento? Was he a…no, I don’t think so.”218 Interestingly it was a 
number of the international students--Bernard Nicolas from Haiti, Mario di Silva from 
Brazil, and Ntongela Masilela born in South Africa and raised in Kenya, who had the 
most positive memories of Taylor. Nicolas was deeply impacted by the range of films 
from India, Brazil, and Senegal that Taylor introduced him to and said he remembered 
thinking, “Where did this guy come from? How did he know all this? And, of course he 
was the only one in the entire film school who was covering that area.”219 Di Silva 
recalled Taylor’s generosity and that he even gave him a 16mm Bolex camera at one 
point, “Elyseo and I used to have long conversations…I visited his office very often. One 
thing he said one time was: A beautiful thing deserves to be photographed because it is 
beautiful. An ugly thing deserves to be photographed because it is ugly.”220 Masilela 
emphasized Taylor’s “worldliness,” and erudition, “Definitely without question, he 
preferred his European experience to his American experience in that he felt fully 
accepted as a human being. When he came to UCLA he had a worldly experience much 
deeper and more extensive than any of the white American professors in the 
                                                           
218 Pamela Jones, oral history interview by Jacqueline Stewart, May 29, 2011, L.A. Rebellion Oral History 
Interviews, UCLA Film Archive. Jones was a film student and discusses her student films in this interview, 
unfortunately there are no available screening copies, therefore when she is described as part of the L.A. 
Rebellion it is usually in reference to her acting. She also appeared in Hollywood films, such as Buck and 
the Preacher (1972). Her reference of the Black Brazilian activist and founder of Teatro Experimental do 
Negro, Abdias do Nascimento is also interesting and speaks of the Third World connections Rebellion and 
Ethno film students were making, in part due to the very cinema Elyseo Taylor was bringing to campus. 
219 Bernard Nicolas, personal interview, August 12, 2016. 
220 Mario di Silva, email correspondence, August 25, 2016. 
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Department. Perhaps some of the resentment against him came from the fact that he 
could speak German and French…many of the books in his office were in both French 
and German.” Masilela even wondered if Taylor’s white colleagues, “thought he had lost 
touch with the ‘Black American experience,’ as though their whiteness gave them a 
privileged understanding of it, thus making themselves its supposed guardians.”221 In a 
separate email Masilela did suggest that some of Taylor’s “African American and African 
students developed an intense dislike for him which deeply mystified and hurt me.”222 
Molefi Asante, known then as Art Smith, was for a few short years colleagues with 
Taylor at UCLA (1969-1973), and he helped me to make sense of some of these 
contradictions, delicately suggesting that some of the American students, versus the 
international students, “may very well…did not find…they had to find their way with 
him” and added that Taylor arrived, “at the very pinnacle of UCLA’s revolutionary 
moment…this is when Angela Davis came, they brought us all there that same year, 
1969…. As I think back to it, I can sort of understand why he didn’t want to get too 
engaged with what we were dealing with, because what we were dealing with was so 
different than probably what his experiences had been up until that time. He was 
probably shell shocked.” In general Asante found him to be a very serious person, 
deeply engaged in his scholarship and perhaps less interested in the kinds of political 
debates many of the black faculty and students were engaged with, “He was visible but 
not necessarily as loquacious as the rest of us…everybody else talking, arguing, 
                                                           
221 Ntongela Masilela, email correspondence, August 3, 2016. 
222 Ntongela Masilela, email correspondence, July 16, 2016. 
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everything that was going on, but he was very much doing his work and a very hard 
worker…always had his briefcase, his bag, was going to do his work and to teach his 
classes. So, he brought maybe even a whole European notion through the campus….” 
Finally, Asante raised an interesting idea about Clyde Taylor’s nomenclature of “L.A. 
Rebellion” and whether or not it quite fit the other Taylor or if it might be “granting to 
Elyseo more nationalist legitimacy,” than he may have wanted or warranted. “But the 
man was obviously extremely brilliant (and) had an immense vocabulary of filmmaking;” 
unfortunately for Taylor, this was apparently not as obvious to the rest of the Film 
department faculty or University administration.223 
There is almost no sign, scant public record of Elyseo Taylor beyond his UCLA 
days, no later teaching position, no future films, no academic publications beyond the 
mid-1970s. Other than one lecture he gave in 1976 at the Bellagio Institute it seems as if 
he vanished. Some assumed he must have died young and are astonished to know he 
lived until 2006. A 1996 clipping of his membership in a Purple Hearts veterans club in a 
north New Jersey suburb is the final thing I could find before a “find a grave” listing that 
announced he was buried at Brigadier General William C. Doyle Veteran’s Memorial 
Cemetery in Wrightstown, New Jersey. As far as I can tell there is no published obituary 
for Elyseo Jose Taylor, Jr. 
 I began this chapter with the aim of better understanding Taylor as a “hidden 
figure” of the Ethno-Communications program and the L.A. Rebellion, and it ends with 
                                                           
223 Molefi Asante, personal interview, August 9, 2016. 
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yet another disappearing act. It is hard given his military background, his work with an 
agency like the USIA and various Swiss-based international development centers not to 
let the imagination wander into an elaborate spy drama more suitable for the 
mainstream Hollywood films his UCLA students tended to rail against. His falling off the 
scene when he might have continued to make important contributions to African 
cinema and independent media by people of color is as regrettable as it is mysterious. 
However, it is hardly the end of this story or even his story. From the first multiracial 
class of “Mother Muccers” to later cohorts of Afro-diasporic filmmakers, the programs 
he helped to shape and the students he fought for made a lasting impact not only on 
the filmmakers and their work but also on UCLA film school’s curriculum from 1970 to 
the present. This chapter largely dealt with the archival materials that tell parts of the 
life of this complicated professor, Elyseo J. Taylor, as well as the complicated struggle for 
the formation of the Ethno-Communications program. The other part of the story lives 
in the impact the program had for the students of color who came together at that time 
at that university, and the films they made then and continued to make because of the 
training they received and the access to equipment that Taylor fought for them to have. 
Other than some of the recommendations made by the MUCC students and the 
existence of their names on a handful of the documents held in UCLA’s special 
collections, the student filmmaker’s voices are not present in those documents. I have 
been fortunate to hear their memories and stories of those politically charged and 
creatively explosive days and to watch many of their student films. If Taylor’s story 
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leaves anyone thinking that Ethno is only a tale of failure or potential unfulfilled, the 
voices of the students, and their stories caught on film (and later video) tell a profoundly 


























The Ethno Stance: One Foot on Campus, One Foot in the Community 
“If all us mad folks unite – like the Indians, Chicanos, blacks, Asians—we'd  
shape up them white folks and they'd have to act differently.”  
Angie from Bush Mama 
 
  
Bush Mama (1975), Haile Gerima’s UCLA MFA thesis feature centers around 
protagonist/mother/evolving radical Dorothy and her struggles against the welfare 
state, the carceral state, and the police state of Watts after the 1965 rebellion. As the 
screen shot above reveals, in the opening credit sequence Gerima’s name is not found 
next to the words, “director” or “directed by” but instead the handwritten chalk graffiti-
like tag: “ANSWERABLE.” The brick wall and all caps set us up for a tale about South Los 
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Angeles residents whose backs are against the wall but who will not go down without a 
fight. Next to Charles Burnett’s Killer of Sheep (1977), Bush Mama has perhaps garnered 
more in-depth scholarship than any film made by the first wave of L.A. Rebellion 
filmmakers, receiving early critical attention from Clyde Taylor, Ntongela Masilela, and 
Mark Reid, and later close readings by scholars ranging from Mike Murashige and Paula 
Massood, to Cynthia Young and Frank Wilderson.224  While their gender and class 
analysis as well as their critiques of the formal elements of the film are incisive, two 
scenes that jump out for me and are not discussed directly in any of these works focus 
on themes of third world solidarity. The epigram above is taken from the first of these 
two scenes, one where Dorothy’s neighbor, Angie, a teenage activist/babysitter drops 
by to offer a coalition building geography lesson to Dorothy’s daughter, Luann. With 
Dorothy near-by washing dishes, Angie begins her decolonizing efforts by pointing to 
various countries on a large atlas and telling Luann (and Dorothy) that there are people 
all over the world who are angry at white people for what they’ve done, and not just 
black people: “The Asian people, the Indian people, people all over Central America 
angry at them for what they did. But I bet if all us mad folks unite – like the Indians, 
                                                           
224 See Clyde Taylor, “New U.S. Black Cinema,” Jump Cut no. 28, April 1983, pp. 46-48, 41 and “The L.A. 
Rebellion: A Turning Point in Black Cinema,” New American Filmmakers Series 26, January 1986, Whitney 
Museum of American Art., Ntongela Masilela, “The Los Angeles School of Black Filmmakers,” in Black 
American Cinema, ed. Manthia Diawara (New York: Routledge, 1993), Mike Reid, Redefining Black Film 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993), Mike Murashige, “Haile Gerima and the Political Economy 
of Cinematic Resistance,” in Representing Blackness: Issues in Film and Video, ed. Valerie Smith (New 
Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1997), Paula Massood, Black City Cinema: African American Urban 
Experiences in Film (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2003), Cynthia Young, Soul Power: Culture, 
Radicalism, and the Making of a U.S. Third World Left (Durham: Duke University Press, 2006), and Frank 
Wilderson III, Red, White & Black: Cinema and the Structure of U.S. Antagonisms (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 2010). 
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Chicanos, blacks, Asians—we'd shape up them white folks and they'd have to act 
differently.” About ten minutes later in the film we enter a scene where Dorothy, after 
being hounded by her social worker to terminate her pregnancy, reluctantly enters an 
abortion clinic. Beyond one white nurse at the reception desk, we see a waiting room 
crowded with anxious and traumatized women of color. The rest of the film has had 
virtually an all-black cast to this point, so why does Gerima cast this scene with Asian, 
Latina and black women? Is our “answerable” auteur directing Dorothy and us to revisit 
sister Angie’s solidarity lesson, insisting that we consider how the state is impacting 
poor women across racial communities in L.A.? Finally, how does considering the wider 
stakes suggested in these two scenes for women and families of color in Los Angeles 
compel us to reconsider the reach of the work of the L.A. Rebellion filmmakers? 
I would like to suggest here that understanding the multiracial context of the 
early black “rebellion” filmmakers who were students or teaching assistants within the 
Ethno-Communications program allows one to more clearly read the third world 
solidarity impulses and influences in their work. While the last chapter charted the 
administrative side of the creation of the Ethno-Communications program, the students’ 
journey to Ethno takes center stage here. I demonstrate how the Ethno-
Communications program gathered activist students who were drawn to the idea of 
serving their communities’ needs by creating new media images. I also suggest that the 
gathering of so many multiracial student activists in one film program inevitably 
produced work that highlighted both the culture workers and activists of those 
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communities via documentaries on these actual figures or narrative works about 
characters who are themselves culture workers and political insurgents. The activism on 
screen was in no way exclusive to the black filmmakers at UCLA, it was happening as 
frequently and radically in the works of the Asian American, Native American and 
Chicana/o projects as it was in those of the black filmmakers, again causing us to 
reconsider who else warrants inclusion under the ‘rebellion’ or ‘insurgent’ banner. Haile 
Gerima has raised this issue repeatedly regarding the “L.A. Rebellion” title: “I’m sure 
revolt is there, but it’s not a copywritten thing of black people—it’s unfair to Chicanos, 
it’s unfair to Asians…I don’t mind using it, but for me it excludes.”225 
While there are some discrepancies about the original number of students 
admitted to the first class of the Media Urban Crisis program, some say 13 others report 
20, there is general agreement amongst those I interviewed from that class that the 
group minimally consisted of Moctesuma Esparza, Luis Garza, Francisco Martinez, David 
Lazarin, Danny Kwan, Brian Maeda, Richard Wells, Cliff Stewart, Wendell Handy, Sandy 
Johnson and Yasu Osawa, and may have also included Maria Kodani and Rufus 
Howard.226 Of this first group, I was able to speak in person with Esparza, Garza, Kwan, 
Maeda, and Wells, and I have corresponded via email with Sandy Johnson, now Sandy 
                                                           
225 Haile Gerima, oral history interview by Zeinabu irene Davis and Jacqueline Stewart, L.A. Rebellion Oral 
Histories, September 13, 2010.  
226 Some suggest that Howard may have come the second year, and there are photos taken by Robert 
Nakamura of a class trip with mostly 2nd year Ethno students such as Larry Clark, Eddie Wong and Steve 
Taksukawa and Rufus Howard appears in those photos. Maria Kodani appears in the archival record as 
having attended a meeting of the Ethno-Communications Committee in May of 1970, and other 
classmates remember her but she does not appear in Renee Tajima’s early essays about Ethno, nor is she 
included on the original list of first year admittees. Larry Clark remembers shooting one of her short 
student films but I have not been able to find any films by her or films where she has a production credit.  
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Johnson Osawa, and Yasu Osawa. My first strike of luck came from finding Luis Garza at 
the moment he was working on a commemorative exhibition of the Chicano Movement 
publication, La Raza, for a forthcoming retrospective at the Autry Museum in Los 
Angeles. This meant I caught Garza--whose work as a photographer for La Raza in the 
late 1960s led him to UCLA--deep at the work of remembering and surrounded by 
images of the times… 
Each one of us has a different path into Ethno-Communications…so I 
think that those are some of the threads within the storyline: How do you 
get into it and what do you get out of it? What are you doing in it when 
you’re in it, how do you come out of it and where are you now?227 
 
With that gift of an overview, he proceeds to share his own path to studying film at 
UCLA, which like many of the first year Muccers was more often paved by community 
activists than industry insiders.228 
 Still fairly new to Los Angeles circa ‘65-‘66, the New York born, Mexican 
American Garza starts out by describing to me his early and broke days of hustling 
between an unpaid photography apprenticeship with Sam Kwong (the commercial 
photographer from Hong Kong did provide a crash pad for Garza in his basement) and 
sporadic work in Hollywood as an extra, usually cast as American Indian because he 
knew how to ride a horse. Ultimately, a social worker friend of Garza’s introduced him 
                                                           
227 Luis Garza, personal interview, May 27, 2016. 
228 Note: in this chapter I will use the term “Muccers” or “Mother Muccers” to indicate the first class of 
students in the program, which in its first year was commonly referred to as the Media Urban Crisis 
program and had not yet been given the “Ethno-Communications” name. In this chapter I will tend to 
refer to the second class as the Ethno filmmakers, as they were the first group of students to enter in the 
fall of 1970 under the new Ethno-Communications name. This distinction is more important in this 
chapter than the others where I may casually use the terms interchangeably. 
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to community organizer, Ed Bonilla, who ran an East L.A. chapter of NAPP, the 
Neighborhood Adult Participation Program, which Garza explains was one of Lyndon 
Johnson’s Great Society job training programs. Garza describes Bonilla as “a barrel of a 
man…total Raza from East L.A., heavy into the beginnings of the movement…the old 
guard…goatee, black sunglasses,” and not how the young Garza imagined the director of 
a government program to look. Apparently, Bonilla was as confused by Garza, who’d 
come into the meeting with his camera: 
“So, you’re from New York?” I go, “Yeah.” “And you’re Chicano?” Now I 
was not familiar with the term, “if you say so,” I was not going to blow 
the gig. “A Chicano from New York? You’re not Puerto Rican?” I go, “Well, 
by osmosis.” I’m also Italian, Jewish, Irish, by osmosis, that’s the only way 
I could survive in New York, I had to be a chameleon. So, Ed says, “A 
Chicano from New York…órale! That’s different. And you need a 
job…órale! You got the job esé!” I go, “Alright, fantastic man! Um, what is 
the job?” He says, “You’re going to organize.” I go, “Organize who, 
organize what?” He says, “You’re going to organize the people.” So that 
was my introduction. 
 
Bonilla took an interest in Garza’s camera and eventually introduced him to the editors 
of La Raza magazine.229 
                                                           




Bonilla also encouraged Garza to go back to school, suggesting that he could get him 
into UCLA through yet another Great Society program, Upward Bound. “This is how 
Chicano Studies or Black Studies or Asian Studies were recruiting from the various 
communities…getting your foot in the door for those who thought they never had a 
chance at higher education. So, I got in.” Once on campus he met up with Moctesuma 
Esparza who he’d known from La Raza magazine and Esparza recruited him into the 
Media Urban Crisis program. While I’d read about the groups’ feisty nickname, this was 
the first I’d heard it directly from someone involved: 
                                                           
230 Photo by Luis Garza, 1971, of students and community members leading a protest in “La Marcha Por La 




We referred to ourselves as Mother Muccers. Oh, we took great pride. 
After doing some doobies and drinking, you know, we’d be singing, “All 
praises, all power to the Mother Muccers!” But it was also reference to 
muckraising (sic) journalism, muckraking, and so there was a metaphoric 
interpretation of it…because we raised hell. 
The Muccers were a serious presence on campus according to Moctesuma Esparza. 
Gregory Nava who was not a part of the Muccers but was at UCLA at the time 
reportedly told Esparza, that when he’d see the Muccers walking down the hall, 
“Everybody would open up and let us cross…afraid of us.” On a more serious note Garza 
explained that the first group of students had real battles with the administration to 
demand that they be taken seriously and their requests for new and relevant curriculum 
be implemented. He described the process as a real learning curve, “doing school work 
and then doing community work,” he reflected, especially, “at a time when there was 
such chaos throughout the country and in our communities.” 
 It is interesting that the student who ultimately received the most mainstream 
commercial success was also the one who was arguably engaged deepest in the political 
struggles of the times, from felony conspiracy charges to Emmy award winner and Oscar 
nominated producer, Moctesuma Esparza. Esparza was already an organizer when he 
graduated from Lincoln High School in 1967, “I had been trained by folks that had 
worked and trained with Cesar Chavez, and so from the age of about 14 I had already 
been engaged as an organizer.” At UCLA as an undergrad he was one of the founders of 
UMAS (United Mexican American Students which later changed its name to MEChA, 
Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlan); he was also one of the founders of the 
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Brown Berets. In his capacity as an organizer of the 1968 East L.A. Walkouts, he and 
twelve others including Los Angeles Unified School District teacher, Sal Castro, were 
arrested on felony conspiracy charges for “disturbing the peace,” and dubbed the “East 
L.A. 13.” Around the time he was out on bail, Esparza explains to me that UMAS had 
decided to take on various departments on the UCLA campus regarding educational and 
curriculum reform, “And someone suggested to me that maybe I should look at the film 
school…so I reached out to the film school and I met Elyseo Taylor and he recruited me.” 
As we learned in chapter 2, Taylor first saw Esparza at a Black Power Rally in 1968, now 
a year later he hired Esparza to be a student recruiter by the recently assembled Media 
Urban Crisis Committee. Esparza remembered his role as a central leadership role: “I 
wrote a proposal called Ethno-Communications that Elyseo supported and pushed 
through the program there. And then I recruited the first twelve members. And I got 
them scholarships and I wrote the curriculum…the outline of it anyway.”231 He says he 
didn’t initially plan to be part of the program, he'd started out as a history major at 
UCLA. But Elyseo Taylor was pivotal in convincing Esparza that he should be in the film 
department: 
                                                           
231 Moctesuma Esparza, personal interview, June 7, 2016. The proposal he mentions has not been found. 
Generally, his cohort confirms that he was the recruitment leader, though there is some disagreement 
about who wrote the proposal and the initial curriculum. There is no evidence in the archival materials 
that Esparza was responsible for getting the scholarship money. There is mention in Elyseo Taylor’s Dec 2, 
1969 “Media Urban Crisis Staff Report” that six students, including Esparza, Rufus Howard and Yasu 
Osawa (they are the first three names listed, the next three do not appear to have stayed with the 
program) had been hired as a student planning staff paid monthly from October to December of 1969. On 
May 26, 1970, there is a document of the minutes of the “Standing Committee on Ethno-
Communications” and Esparza is listed as a member of this committee along with other faculty and 
students. I mention these items to confirm Esparza’s participation in this first year of planning, yet there 
does not seem to be any special archival item indicating that he created or sole authored any document 
or proposal.  
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It was completely serendipitous. I had no intention of being in the 
program. I was an organizer…a hired gun slinger so to speak, went in 
there and organized and then was going to move on to do something 
else…. (Taylor) said to me, “You don’t get it. You’re a producer. You’ve 
been organizing people, you’ve been getting people to do things and 
that’s what producers do.” He was very instrumental in me ultimately 
ending up as a producer. 
So, Esparza tells me after recruiting the initial 12 Latino, Native American, Asian 
American and black students, he became number 13…again. “I love that number, 13. It’s 
a symbolic number of the 13 levels of heaven in the Nahuatl Aztec cosmology…. People 
thought it was an unlucky number, right? But there was the East L.A. 13, the indictment, 
but we declared it to be a sacred 
number.”
232 
                                                           
232 This list was found in the document written by Elyseo Taylor called “Media Urban Crisis Staff Report,” 
dated December 2, 1969, Administrative files of Franklin D. Murphy, 1935-1971, University of California, 
Los Angeles. Office of the Chancellor, Record Series 401, box 18. 
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 In full disclosure, when I first came across the names of the African American 
students in that first class, I did not recognize a single one. I’d expected to see at least 
one or two names that I’d become familiar with in studies of the Rebellion filmmakers. 
Richard Wells, Cliff Stewart, Rufus Howard, Wendell Handy? They rang no bells. Their 
names appeared in one footnote only in the recent, L.A. Rebellion: Creating a New Black 
Cinema, a note that listed the names of the first “Afro-American” admits to the Media 
Urban Crisis program. I’d been in conversation with Charles Burnett and Ben Caldwell at 
this point and asked them about these names. Burnett replied quickly in an email that, 
“Cliff Stewart, Richard Wells and Wendell Handy came into the department under 
Ethno-Communications. They tended to stick together. There seemed to be two groups. 
That is something to talk about.”233 In my later interview with Caldwell, an L.A. Rebellion 
filmmaker who entered UCLA at the tail end of the Ethno-Communications Program, he 
said, “I knew them all, yeah, but they weren’t a part of us.” I asked, “What do you mean, 
‘not part of us’ the Rebellion folk?” Just as Burnett suggested there were two groups, 
Caldwell distinguished them by saying Wells et all, “were more Hollywood.” Then he 
continued, “We were really students of Haile. It was like an arm of Haile’s philosophy 
and his word that we all liked.” Then he singles out Richard Wells by saying that his 
professional experience, even if “Hollywood” in their eyes was useful to the Rebellion 
filmmaker’s projects: “Richard worked with us, he helped our quality. He helped the 
                                                           
233 Charles Burnett, email correspondence, June 3, 2016. 
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sound quality a lot.”234 In terms of the years of arrival, only Burnett of the filmmakers 
deemed “The Rebellion” filmmakers predates Wells, Handy, and Stewart. Larry Clark 
arrives one year later. And Gerima is there but spends his first years in the Theater 
department training initially as an actor. Caldwell explains to me that Clark was Gerima’s 
teaching assistant, so in that sense, the “students of Haile” are several generations later 
than Wells and his cohort. What I will later find out is that the group that Burnett and 
Caldwell seem to be suggesting was “more Hollywood” was perhaps more multiracial, 
and in Wells case especially, more consistently employed in the industry straight out of 
film school. Thanks to Garza’s good contacts (he was still in touch with Well’s former 
spouse) by the time I was interviewing Caldwell and asking about Wells, I had an email 
from Wells himself saying he’d be, “happy to help.”  
 On an ethnographic note, one that may support Burnett and Caldwell’s ideas 
about Wells and his cohort’s Hollywood leaning, my meetings with Burnett and Caldwell 
took place in the Crenshaw district of South L.A. (with Burnett at one of his favorite 
Chinese restaurants in the Crenshaw Shopping Square, with Caldwell at his storefront 
multimedia community arts center, Kaos Network in Leimert Park). Richard Wells invited 
me to his home in the Pacific Palisades. If you wiki Pacific Palisades, the list of famous 
past and present residents includes Steven Spielberg, Tom Hanks, Matt Damon, Goldie 
Hawn, Julia Louis Dreyfuss, Arnold Schwarzenegger and Ronald Reagan. It is a good 
twenty miles west of Hollywood but clearly it is home to Hollywood royalty. As we settle 
                                                           
234 Ben Caldwell, personal interview, June 9, 2016. 
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in his living room to speak, I am only mildly distracted by the wall length window views 
of the roaring ocean. Still we proceed. 
 I had heard about Richard Wells’s sister because all of the guys who were in class 
with Richard Wells remember his beautiful sister, Twyla. Even if they didn’t remember 
her name, they remembered that she was a “Miss Watts” beauty pageant winner. She 
also ended up marrying Well’s Ethno classmate, Cliff Stewart, who was a black belt and 
martial arts instructor before and also after UCLA, so apparently the guys appreciated 
her respectfully and from afar. Wells tells me that it was Twyla who was working at 
UCLA in the late 60s, who told him about the Media Urban Crisis program and 
encouraged him to apply. Wells, who was a Vietnam vet and working as a still 
photographer, jumped at the chance. He grew up in the Compton/ Gardenia area of 
South L.A. and when I asked if he grew up thinking he’d work in film, he says, “Of 
course. Everybody who grows up here does. It wasn’t anything I was seriously pursuing, 
because I didn’t really have any access and certainly I hadn’t considered film school,” 
which he imagined would cost a fortune. He remembers this program at UCLA came 
with some funding, “they got us money, support, and I had the G.I. Bill as well.” 235 
 While an activist trajectory did not bring Wells to UCLA in a similar way as Garza 
or Esparza, he remembers activism, both the filming of rallies and protest as well as the 
spirit of giving back with film training programs through Head Start, as central to the 
film work he was involved in during the MUC program. He mentions shooting footage of 
                                                           
235 Richard Wells, personal interview, June 11, 2016. 
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the Panthers, shooting teamsters strikes, and crewing for a shoot at the Chicano 
Moratorium, a project that became the Muccers collective film, Requiem 29, “…where 
Salazar the reporter was shot. We were there for that. I remember that was the first 
time I was ever tear gassed, at least in civilian life.” He reflects further that his activism 
was not racially divided, “We were all sort of crossing over into whatever the political 
interests were of the members of the group. So, you were always out and trying to be 
involved, trying to be relevant at the time, stay true to the code which was, you know, 
this element who were trying to use media to expand the political awareness of not only 
ourselves but the quote unquote community.” I ask more about the multiracial aspect of 
the program, and he remembers that it had an impact: 
It broadened the experience. What the multiethnic side of that did was it 
gave you sort of connections and contact with a wide variety of people. I 
mean Danny (Kwan) and Garza…I stayed in contact with those guys 
probably longest afterward…. It made you aware that there were other 
people struggling through some of the same things and as I said I think it 
just broadened the experience. I was with a Brazilian guy…Mario who 
was shooting at that Latino demonstration. We got gassed together 
(laughs) so there was a sense of coalition not only in the program but in 
the department. (Mario) Di Silva wasn’t in the program, but he was in the 
department. The program inside the department also drew others to it, 
and we went out and supported them as well. As a learning experience, 
as a shared thing, everybody wanted to figure out a way to get into 





I mention to him that Caldwell remembered Wells sharing his skills on their projects. He 
doesn’t remember that specifically, but he again mentions working on a Head Start film 
project for youth at that time, “You know, you try to pass it on and become a resource 
for those who wanted to also get into the media…that was part of the spirit of the 
program. If Elyseo did anything, I think that was certainly part of the deal.” I ask why he 
thinks Taylor did not continue to receive support for the program, why such a beneficial 
program only lasted a few years. Thoughtfully he offered: “It’s that syndrome of: ‘how 
long does your guilt hold? How long is that going to play itself out where you feel 
                                                           
236 This photo was uncovered by Luis Garza from a Muccer shoot for one of Danny Kwan’s student films, 
precise date and photographer unknown. From left to right we see Danny Kwan, Richard Wells, Luis 
Garza, barely visible on the wheel chair dolly is Betty Chen behind the camera and holding the sound 
equipment is Nancy Dowd who would later win a screenwriting Oscar for Coming Home. 
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responsible and feel like you’ve got to DO something about it.” When I ask if he has a 
sense of why Taylor was denied tenure or what happened to him, Wells remembered 
one professor, John Boehm who was “one of our biggest nemesis…he didn’t like the 
idea of the program and he was a thorn in Elyseo’s side and a block for us.” But more 
than the active naysayers, Wells seems convinced the program’s demise had more to do 
with that short-lived guilt or sense of duty: “It’s usually one or two voices in the 
darkness that are yelling about it, there are those who feel guilty and therefore go 
along, and so you get a bit of momentum and you get something happening. But those 
voices become silent for any number of reasons, the guilt goes away, and then whatever 
was built goes away.” Wells credits the program for equipping him with skills that he 
never would have had access to, skills that prepared him for multiple crew positions: 
“None of us would have ever…let me put it this way, it would have been a rare 
opportunity to have had access to any of the levels of the actual process of filmmaking 
had it not been for this program. You got an opportunity to do every job that you 
wanted to volunteer for.” I ask him, “You mean like sound, light--.” “Everything! I think 
I’ve done every job…on set, maybe not makeup and hair, but the point being is that the 
program gave me that opportunity, so I took that opportunity (and) with a little luck 
went to work.”  
It seems immediately Wells was working on multiple projects both on and off 
campus. He’d met documentary filmmaker, cinematographer, Joan Churchill before 
UCLA and ultimately worked on several projects as her second assistant cameraman 
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most notably on Punishment Park (1971). He along with MUC program classmates 
Wendell Handy, Cliff Stewart and Brian Maeda all crewed for the University Extension 
Media Center, overseen by Peter Schnitzler who was producing a series of short 
educational films grappling with race and gender identity called the “Social Seminar 
Series” for the National Institute for Mental Health. Wells remembers that Schnitzler 
was concerned that there were no directors of color hired on the project, so he gave 
Wells his first big break, “What an incredible opportunity, a door opened!” Not only was 
he able to use the film as his Project 2, he was, “paid to make a film…a dream come 
true!” The short film he made, called, Teddy (which I will return to later in this chapter) 
became a “calling card” for Wells. He was able to move from that experience to 
producing segments for an early west coast, African American public affairs program for 
ABC called, I Am Somebody. I Am Somebody was ultimately paired for broadcasting with 
a Latino half hour show called Reflecciones, which was produced by none other than 
fellow Muccer, Luis Garza.237 
After conversations with the first five members of the MUC program, it becomes 
clearer that while this group, including the black Muccers may not have necessarily 
become “Hollywood,” what seems consistent is that almost all of them prioritized 
getting out into the industry as soon as possible to earn income. Unlike many of the 
“Rebellion” filmmakers who were known for staying at UCLA for as long as they could to 
                                                           
237 See Noriega, Shot in America: Television, the State, and the Rise of Chicano Cinema (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 2000), 114-117, where Noriega details how a number of Ethno students 
including Jose Luis Ruiz, Sylvia Morales, Betty Chen and David Garcia would become involved in this and 
other Chicano public affairs programs, in some cases dropping out of UCLA to do so. 
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make films, in many cases feature films with the benefit of department equipment, 
editing and sound stage facilities, a good number of the Muccers went into public affairs 
television or followed the path of studio or guild apprenticeships that led to well-paid 
union jobs. Brian Maeda for example would become one of the first Asian Americans in 
the cinematographer’s guild. This path was encouraged by Wendell Handy, a fellow 
Muccer, who’d left UCLA to get an entry level sound department job at Universal and 
told Maeda: “‘B, you gotta come out there, you gotta come out to Universal, you gotta 
get a gig there.’ I said, ‘Ah Wendell, that’s Hollywood.’ ‘Brother B, I’m making a lot of 
money….’”238 Maeda tells me Handy was working on the Marcus Welby show, and 
following his classmate’s lead, Maeda eventually found himself apprenticing on the legal 
drama, Owen Marshall: Counselor at Law.  He remembers seeing Elyseo Taylor on the 
set one day at Universal, “He saw me, and I saw him, and he was just tickled. He had a 
grin from ear to ear. He was really proud.” 
                                                           
238 Brian Maeda, personal interview, June 2, 2016. 
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For Maeda, the most important thing about the first year MUC program students 
was the fact of their multiracial solidarity. Born in Manzanar, he tells me one of the last 
children born in the camps, Maeda was introduced to the UCLA program through an 
important Japanese American community activist and organizer (and future California 
State Assemblyman), Warren Furutani.239 He tells me he still remembers the day vividly, 
walking through Little Tokyo circa 1969, “before it became so hip,” and meeting up with 
Furutani in his Japanese American community center offices. Furutani, who’d heard 
about the planning stages for the Ethno program, told him to call Elyseo Taylor.  
I remember meeting Dr. Taylor in his office and him telling us 
about…start to explain what he is putting together, which would be an 
accredited third world film crew. The first in the nation. So, we were in 
control of it, we had the power to put together the curriculum and the 
biggest thing…the second generation, which was Bob Nakamura, we 
interviewed them. We had the power to say yay or nay. We basically took 
everybody, Nakamura, Eddie Wong….  
The biggest difference and the thing that upset Maeda the most between his first class 
and the “second generation” was that the first class collaborated cross racially and he 
                                                           
239 Warren Furutani is pictured below from a photo featured in Karen Ishizuka, Serve the People: Making 
Asian America in the Long Sixties (New York: Verso, 2016), 73. The photo credit lists the image as coming 
from a 1971 rally in Harlem and that Furutani shares the stage with representatives from El Comite and 




viewed the second generation as self-segregating. “They didn’t intermingle! And that 
really pissed us off. We created this curriculum and now we’re bringing in two, three 
times more third world students, but what happened, like immediately is that they 
started to segregate themselves. Asians over here, blacks here, Chicanos here and never 
the twain to meet.”  
For Maeda, the crossing between each other’s communities was “what made it 
so special.” The friendship and crossings with Wendell Handy he speaks about the most. 
Everyone who mentions Handy remembers that his father was a black republican from 
Compton and that the first year Muccers went to Compton to film the Handy family as 
part of Wendell’s Project One. 
So, our groups would go to different neighborhoods. Most of us, we’d 
never been in each other’s neighborhoods. We went to film Wendell’s 
dad, to Wendell’s parent’s house, in the patio, it was a Saturday 
afternoon, really hot. His dad had a suit and tie on, and there were these 
black women all dressed up, dresses and high heels. And he gave his 
pitch, I remember the pitch so clearly, he goes, ‘You know, I’ve been up 
and down this great state of California and I must say, Compton is the 
place to be. I love Compton!” They owned a liquor store, which was kind 
of unusual I think and also the fact that he was republican…. 
 
Maeda remembers Handy also visiting the Japanese community on the West side, “He 
kinda gravitated to me and would come over to my house and my mother was still alive 
and active. My father died when I was 15, but Wendell would always call her ‘Mama 
Maeda,’ ‘Mama Maeda how are you today?’ Handy…he became one of my best 
friends.” Maeda mentions that a number of the Muccers were heavily involved in 
martial arts; he and Cliff Stewart were both black belts and Luis Garza he tells me was a 
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brown belt. He also remembered that Luis Garza and Danny Kwan became “best 
buddies,” so a movement toward what Maeda saw as self-segregation in the second 
group was a severe departure from the first generation which he describes as 
“completely cohesive.” Maeda seems to grieve the loss of this multiracial cohesion in 
the shift from the first to second group of the UCLA program and in his own shift to the 
unapologetically racist world of the Hollywood studio system: “I had to listen to the new 
‘Jap’ joke every day from an Irish dolly grip…to go from such a relevant situation and 
then to go to Universal Studios which we affectionately called East Berlin,” was trying at 
best. 
 In my follow up meeting with Luis Garza this time joined by Danny Kwan, we 
revisit some of these themes of the difference between the first and second group. 
Kwan says the multiracial make-up and bonding of the first group, “led to an exposure 
that would not have happened otherwise…it led to a much broader diversity of real 
involvement for me.” And regarding the self-segregating impulse of the second 
generation, Kwan remembered, “I think the Asians dealt with the Asians…like I said, I 
found it much more interesting to hang out with the blacks than to hang out with the 
Asians. We (the first class) were different. We embraced each other, we pursued that 
embrace. So, it led to, like I would never have otherwise gone to the Chicano 
moratorium. I think to this day, partly because of Media Urban Crisis, I seem to be much 
more involved with the Mexican American community than I do with the Asian 
community.” At another moment in the conversation when we are going over the lists 
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of various filmmakers of color at UCLA, names like Betty Chen and Sylvia Morales, and 
whether or not they were in the MUC program or Ethno or folded in unofficially, Kwan 
gave me a sense that whether they were officially Muccers or not the students of color 
gravitated toward each other and worked on each other’s projects: “At some point 
there was this sense that we were creating something, so all the minority students all 
banded together.” Garza chimes in, “What Danny was just saying, I think everybody that 
was recruited comes in from a different trajectory, we’re all unknown to each other for 
the most part…and there had to be some form of camaraderie in order to exist.” Danny 
affirms, “We did have the camaraderie.” He gives Elyseo Taylor credit in large part for 
this: “I think it was his vision. He actually had a class called ‘Film and Social Change,’ so, 
he had really felt that films were not addressing social problems. I really give credit to 
Elyseo.” He says that while he and Garza are not currently working in the film industry, 
“we’re to this day still involved in social change, so our theme is always about social 
change, social justice, social injustice.”  
 Reviewing my conversations with the five Muccers I was able to interview in 
person, I notice that the two who make the most of the difference between the first and 
second groups were Brian Maeda and Danny Kwan. Their comments further revealed 
some tension between what they called “community” film and media and the film work 
that they were more drawn to both in school and after UCLA. In Maeda’s case while 
there seems to be sincere disappointment that the “second generation” did not in his 
view demonstrate more multiracial solidarity or “cohesion,” he directs his frustration 
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specifically toward members of the second class who became the founders of Visual 
Communications. Early in our conversation when he mentions being born in Manzanar 
and currently being a member of the Manzanar Committee that holds annual 
pilgrimages to the concentration camp, I tell him that I’d recently seen Tadashi 
Nakamura’s film called, Pilgrimage. Tadashi Nakamura is Robert Nakamura’s son, and 
his film, Pilgrimage, was produced by his father and features footage of a number of 
Visual Communications’ early projects. As soon as I mention the name Tadashi 
Nakamura, Maeda says, “He kind of ripped off the title of my student film. The film that 
I did when I was in Ethno, it was called, Yellow Brotherhood.” Maeda’s 1970 student 
film, Yellow Brotherhood, is a short experimental documentary that collages shots of 
cruising Asian American motorcycle gangs and rowdy pool hall fights, edited to rock 
anthems like “Magic Carpet Ride” and the rhythms of heated, off-camera political rap 
sessions. David James describes both Maeda’s and Danny Kwan’s student film, 
Homecoming Game, as “low-budget documentaries that reflected the initial shaping of a 
multiethnic coalition on the model of black civil rights militancy and black culture 
generally.” Though not explicitly spelled out in Maeda’s film, the Yellow Brotherhood 
organization in Los Angeles was founded in 1969 to address the drug crisis occurring in 
the Asian American community. This organization along with Asian American Hardcore 
(the organization that Kwan focused on in Homecoming Game) were two groups 
working not only to help “drug users become sober and rebuild their lives,” but also, 
writes Laura Pulido, “they became sites of political discussion and one of the launching 
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pads for the community-based left.”240 Scott Kurashige also writes of the Yellow 
Brotherhood that it drew on Black Panthers’ urban survival programs, fostering 
“political consciousness and cultural awareness,” focused especially, “on Sansei from 
the working-class Avenues section of Crenshaw.” Eventually they opened a house on 
Crenshaw, Kurashige continues, “where youth could conduct rap sessions, engage in 
physical fitness activities, and peruse bookshelves stocked with contemporary classes 
like Mao’s Red Book and The Autobiography of Malcolm X.”241 Many years later Tadashi 
Nakamura’s film addressed both the original drug prevention group as well as its 
evolution to a community basketball team. Still there is confusion having two short 
Asian American movement documentaries with the same title, which was part of 
Maeda’s beef: “He (Tadashi Nakamura) then made a film later that was called Yellow 
Brotherhood. And his dad, Bob, knew that, he knew that.” 
 Later Maeda mentions again that he felt the second-generation Asian American 
filmmakers who founded Visual Communications, “poo pooed us who went into the 
industry. They didn’t want any advice, they didn’t want any of us working on their 
‘community’ films. I guess maybe they felt that we had sold out to Hollywood or 
something.” On some level Maeda’s greatest contention is that he doesn’t feel like the 
Muccers get enough credit for what they started: “My own personal thing with VC is I 
feel—we never got any credit. The 13 Mother Muccers, the original group that created 
                                                           
240 Laura Pulido, Black, Brown, Yellow, and Left: Radical Activism in Los Angeles (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 2006), 110. 
241 Scott Kurashige, The Shifting Grounds of Race: Black and Japanese Americans in the Making of 
Multiethnic Los Angeles (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2008), 283. 
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it…if we weren’t here they never would have happened.” Then almost directly after this 
statement he says, “I really had no interest in being a ‘community’ filmmaker.” And he 
ends our conversation reminding me that he was one of the first Japanese Americans 
admitted to the International Cinematographer’s Guild, “I can’t claim to be the first 
Asian American because James Wong Howe was, (but) I know I was one of the first.” 
 While Danny Kwan describes different tensions between the first and later 
groups, there are still issues of community and identity and also aesthetics that seemed 
to separate him from the other Asian Americans in the group. At one point in the 
conversation he raises an age-old argument about art vs politics. Mentioning 
community arts organizations in Los Angeles at the time of Ethno, he says that while he 
believes it is necessary for art to be made available to the “people” he said it also, 
“takes away from a standard that is necessary for us to pursue…. I know what good art is 
and you cannot say it’s in the eye of the beholder, that’s nonsense. Good art is good art, 
bad art is bad art.” He followed this line by insisting that he was a serious student of film 
history, “Until this day I can tell you about the history of cinema,” whereas he assumed, 
“most of the Ethno people…I don’t think they have any concern about it.” Eventually 
where he went with this came down to some tension he felt about the Asian American 
movement and Asian American identity in general. He told me that being involved at 
UCLA with the Asian American Studies center “created an identity and an involvement 
with that identity for a number of years that I more or less found unfulfilling.” He 
explained that the Asian American movement for him “created a false identity,” and, 
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“nowadays I say I’m not Asian American, I’m Chinese American. I had more in common 
with Luis and his mother than I have with Brian Maeda, a Japanese.” He felt that things 
he was “trying to pursue as an artist were not seen or tolerated by that Asian 
American…the consciousness to accept another way of thinking, it wasn’t there. The 
second generation of Ethno, except for a few people who were involved with Visual 
Communications, like Duane, were pretty square. Really square people. Like Hillary 
Clinton supporters.” He laughs as we are speaking in the midst of the democratic 
primary season, June 2016. He makes a final statement on this issue by saying that he 
believed the second generation thought about community involvement in a different 
way, “The second generation was all school boys who, I think, think about involvement 
in a much more academic way.”  
 Considering Kwan’s statement causes me to rethink the focus of his student film, 
Homecoming Game, which features the Asian American Hardcore. The visual of seeing 
Asian American men with tattoos and long hair (one slightly elder hipster does his best 
to rock an Afro) and hearing youth interviewed describing how they started smoking 
weed at age 13 or 14, then progressed to “Bennies and reds” and didn’t start dropping 
acid “heavy” until 15--well this is not your model minority. Kwan’s film swings from 
partying to profound introspection. At one moment we see a group of clearly stoned 
friends playing Scrabble, where someone gets up to call “information” to find out if 
“ting” is a word, “you better call someone with a dictionary!” Laughs turn to abstract 
reflections on self-hatred. We see a woman with false eyelashes and heavy, clownish 
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make up. She blinks her eyes in slow motion, while a voice over monologue of a 
woman’s voice tells of how many Asian American women scotch tape their eyes, 
“because guys like the white chicks with their pretty eyes.” The story teller says this 
strategy would get messed up in high school in gym class because they had to take 
swimming classes and the scotch tape would come off. The scene is also carefully 
balanced with a ballad sung by Nobuko Miyamoto with Chris Iijima, “Something About 
Me Today.” Nobuko offers these empowering lines that counter the mask and self-
hatred reflected in the image and monologue: 
  I looked in the mirror, and I saw me  
  And I didn’t wanna be any other way  
  Then I looked around and I saw you  
  And it was the first time I knew  
  Who we really were…242 
 
The film has quite a bit of alpha male party and politics energy, and this moment is the 
film’s most quiet, layered and quite possibly its most radical.  
 In an interview with Ethno student, Mary Uyematsu Kao, she mentions that 
another filmmaker who was in Ethno, cinematographer Geraldine Kudaka ended up 
marrying one of the founders of Asian American Hardcore, Ray Tasaki. This gets us 
talking about Kwan’s film. Kao remembered Kwan as “the oddball among the Asians,” 
but, “I love the Homecoming film. I was so glad (Kwan) got the Asian American hardcore, 
that was just really special. I really like that film.” She remembered the scene I describe 
                                                           
242 Nobuko Miyamoto and Chris Iijima were part of an early Asian American movement musical group with 
Charlie Chin sometimes called, Yellow Pearl. This is yet another example of musician activists in the 
community scoring or providing soundtracks for Ethno films. Nobuko is often referred to by just her first 
name like Madonna or Cher. 
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above in great detail particularly because she knew the woman in the scene and tells me 
that she was someone who struggled with drugs and mental illness well beyond the 
time of the film, and she ultimately died from an overdose. About the scene Kao says, 
“That was just so packed with stuff because that’s such an Asian woman thing, you 
know, the eyes.”243 Hearing Kao’s memories of the film, which again were crystal clear 
in 2017, almost 50 years after it was made, tells me that the film clearly mattered to the 
community, the “community” that Kwan seemed to struggle with yet serve. Still in such 
polarized times, Homecoming Game stands out for its messiness. There is humor and 
shame, intoxication and recovery, confusion and empowerment, and the revolutionary 
politics of the time tended to not allow this much space for uncertainty. 
 Richard Wells’s short film, Teddy, in a similar manner shows a young African 
American man searching for his path as an activist. Wells shows us the high school aged 
Teddy in choir practice, at home playing Dominoes with his brother and friends, at a 
community rap session with other high school aged boys and young adult counselors. 
While we hear bits of diegetic sound, song, and conversations in these scenes, it is 
Teddy’s meditative voice over monologue that gives the film its depth. Teddy’s stream 
of introspection moves from his experience being kicked out of numerous high schools 
for organizing a walkout to demand updated books and to protest “teachers who aren’t 
                                                           
243 Mary Uyematsu Kao, personal interview, June 27, 2017. In contrast to this scene and its powerful and 
positive impact, Kao also remembered a different film that Kwan made that featured his white girlfriend 
giving herself a self-examination. “White women were really into the self-examination thing…with a 
speculum and everything…it was horrible.” Kao remembers that film, “totally turned a lot of the Asians 
off.” I have not as of yet followed up with Kwan on this matter. 
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teaching.” We hear his thoughts on drug use among his peers, the violence in Vietnam 
and violence at home, and whether or not a revolutionary is better off using violence or 
not. In the case of the Watts rebellion he offers:  
  They have more out in Watts than they had before that riot. I noticed  
  white people were beginning to focus on Watts, wanting to find out  
  what’s going on…what’s the problem…what do these people want over  
  there? And they was beginning to do something because they were  
  scared. They didn’t want it to happen again. That’s why I believe violence  
  worked there. 
 
But after witnessing the overwhelming violence perpetrated against the Black Panther 
Party headquarters by the LAPD, he says: “From that incident I realized we can’t use the 
gun. If we pick up the .45 they gonna pick up a rifle. We pick up a rifle, they’re gonna 
pick up a tank.” Where Wells ends the piece is with Teddy realizing that while a lot of 
young black men want to be like the Panthers or to be like Malcolm X, Teddy concludes: 
“I want to be myself, be somebody new.” And he moves visually from stark archival 
footage of the shooting victims being pulled out of the Panther headquarters, bloody 
and handcuffed, back to the original scene in church with a soloist singing a hymn about 
the “Lamb of God.” We see Teddy again amongst the boys’ side of the choir, singing, not 
passionately but in unison. The film closes on a pastor praying about the grace of God 
and offering a blessing “for each and everyone in the building.” What may sound heavy 
handed is still rendered with such quiet it comes off as neither evangelizing nor 
mocking, nor, sadly for the protagonist, ultimately satisfying. We sense that the path to 
the “somebody new” that Teddy wants to become is not at all clear. This is not the 
certainty of say the Black Panther Party’s ten-point program, so perhaps the film might 
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seem less radical than later work by the black filmmakers associated with the “L.A. 
Rebellion.” Still, the “more Hollywood” label given to the black filmmakers of MUC does 
not quite ring true. 
 Did the nuance, the political ambiguity of these Muccer projects contribute to 
the later Ethno/Rebellion students’ sense that these filmmakers were “more 
Hollywood,” and somehow less rebellious, or worse, less “community” focused? This is 
an interesting tension especially considering that is seemed to happen not just with the 
black Muccers but the Asian American Muccers too. Maeda complains that this first 
class did not get enough credit for laying the foundation. I wonder if part of what that 
foundation included was the space for discovery and ambiguity that was a necessary 
preamble for the bolder statements, the more radical films of the next groups of Ethno 
filmmakers. 
 Before moving on to this group, I want to bring in Sandy Johnson and Yasu 
Osawa, who were active participants in the first class of the MUC program, and if it had 
not been for an equipment glitch, they might have stayed on and joined the new 
recruits of the second generation. They’d hoped to have access to a camera over the 
summer of 1970 to continue working on projects, but their memory is that the one 
camera they thought they’d have access too was not available. “Professor Taylor took 
the camera to Europe for his own film project—this was the word with all the students,” 
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the Osawas wrote in an email to me. “This actually led to Yasu and I dropping out and 
not returning so we could make films (and) we did just that.”244  
 Sandy Johnson, like many other Muccers, came to the program with a 
background in activism. Most immediately before she entered the MUC program she 
taught English in the High Potential Program at UCLA, but long before in her Makah 
community of Washington, she worked with earlier Great Society poverty programs 
such as the Neighborhood Youth Corps and Head Start.  Historian Daniel Cobb writes 
that in her tribal community of Neah Bay on the Olympic Peninsula, as director of the 
Community Action Program, “she inaugurated what amounted to revolutionary 
changes. This included providing incentives for K-12 students to learn Makah language 
and culture in the context of summer programs and to pay elders to serve as teachers in 
the Head Start preschool program.”245 Sandy Osawa later remembered, “There was 
never anything to do on the reservation. I tried to have a movie night, but it was difficult 
with no films about us and particularly nothing about Northwest tribes.”246  
While Yasu Osawa was listed as a member of the original 13 Muccers, Sandra 
points out that he was actually a T.A. of the first group, “He had already won some 
super 8 filmmaking contests.”247 She also wrote in an early email to me of concern that 
                                                           
244 Sandra Osawa, email correspondence, June 28, 2016. 
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Yasu’s name is “somewhat forgotten.” She described to me the commitment he made 
as far back as the UCLA days to work on projects with her about American Indian issues. 
According to her, he thought her community needed more urgent attention than his at 
the time. In an essay their daughter, attorney Saza Osawa wrote about her parents for 
the collection, Native Americans on Film: Conversation, Teaching and Theory, she 
describes their creative partnership:  
  Sandra Osawa has been working as a filmmaker longer than any other  
  American Indian in the country. She is also my mother and I have been  
  lucky enough to travel with her and my father, Yasu Osawa, to many  
  parts of Indian country since I was eight years old. At a young age, I never 
  thought the work my parents did was special. It was not until later that I  
  realized my mother, and really both of my parents, had unique gifts that  
  they cultivated all of their lives to make them into master story tellers:  
  my mother shaped the stories through words and thematic concepts  
  while my father followed those concepts by finding ways to bring them  
  out visually.248 
 Yasu shot much of the first student film that Sandy made in the MUC program, a 
one-minute super 8 film called, Curios. In this project the camera feels as though it is 
flying through a museum, a literal fly not on the wall but buzzing around the walls 
watching white people stare at Indian curios and even one Indian mummy. Adding to 
the pace and frenzy, the piece is cut to what feels like a traditional nursery rhyme on 
crack, a menacing rendition of, “One little, two little, three little Indians” complete with 
what sounds like white children mocking Indian war cries. Near the end of the song, to 
                                                                                                                                                                             
memory of Yasu as T.A. goes along with Brian Maeda’s memory that Yasu organized a trip for the Muccers 
to Manzanar, and seemed to be in a leadership position.  
248 Saza Osawa, “An Upstream Journey: An Interview with Sandra Osawa,” Native Americans on Film: 
Conversations, Teaching, and Theory, eds M. Elise Marubbio and Eric L. Buffalohead (Lexington Kentucky, 
University Press of Kentucky, 2013). 
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the soundscape is added a brief and sharp voice over of a female patron’s voice. 
Responding to the image of the mummy behind the glass, she shrieks with disgust, 
“What is that!? Ahh!” Then with what feels like short ends of 8 to 10 seconds left of film, 
we see quick cuts of contemporary 1970s American Indian youth living their lives, going 
to basketball games, eating breakfast cereal, seen at last by eyes, by a camera that 
wants to see them upright, breathing, not curios nor curiosities, but whole and out from 
behind the glass. Considering that the two quarters of the MUC program, the Winter 
and Spring quarters of 1970 correspond with the occupation of Alcatraz, with a large 
percentage of the occupiers being recently admitted UCLA High Potential Program 
students, it is noteworthy that when Curios does turn to contemporary images of 
American Indians there is no obvious gesture toward that historic rebellion. It is hard to 
know what student films Sandy and Yasu might have made had they stayed in the 
program, but what we do know is within a few years of leaving UCLA, Sandra Osawa is 
hired by NBC to create and produce, The Native American Series, a ten-episode series 
that blended the public affairs news format with elements of a variety show, with 
occasional skits and musical guest performances all written and performed by American 
Indians. Yasu shoots much of the footage used in these episodes and will continue to 
partner with her on award winning documentaries for the next forty years. 
I wish to take a moment here to address the lack of other Native American Ethno 
students discussed in this dissertation. Again, Sandra Osawa is the only Native 
filmmaker mentioned in the earliest work about Ethno in Tajima’s essays. A number of 
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the Ethno filmmakers I spoke with, including Sandra remembered a woman named 
Bunny Lindquist, who Sandra remembered lived in Malibu and was definitely part of the 
first class. I found no film for her and no mention of her anywhere on-line other than as 
a research assistant for a study by Joan Weibel-Orlando (who received her PhD in 
Anthropology at UCLA in 1977) on Indians and Alcohol.249 In a footnote in this essay 
Bunny is listed as Bernadine “Bunny” Lindquist (Seneca). Larry Clark also had strong 
memories of an older woman named Rita Keshena (she died in 2008 at the age of 87, so 
she would have been in her 50s at the time Clark was in film school) who did not make 
films but was at UCLA in some capacity and wrote an essay called, “The Role of 
American Indians in Motion Pictures.” Her obituary says she did get a degree in cinema 
from UCLA, and at 57 she went to Law School, becoming the first Menominee woman to 
receive a law degree and she was the Menominee Tribe chief justice when she died.250 
Haile Gerima always says he remembers seeing films by Native American classmates, 
but he doesn’t have the specific names, so this is truly a loss. Osawa went on to become 
so prolific and because she controlled her own production and distribution company her 
work is thankfully well preserved and much more readily available than many of her 
fellow Ethno filmmakers; still this dissertation and the archive are sorely missing other 
American Indian cinematic voices from this period. 
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Contrasting Cultural Perspectives (New York: Plenum Press, 1985). 
250 Rita Keshena’s essay, “The Role of American Indians in Motion Pictures,” was published in 1974 in 
American Indian Culture and Research Journal 1, No 2. Her obituary was printed in the Wisconsin paper, 




 Did the cross racial collaborations, friendships--and in one case a marriage--
continue into the next generations of the Ethno-Communications program? While some 
of the Muccers state their disappointment that later generations seemed to self-
segregate, there is plenty of evidence just looking at the credits of student films by 
Rebellion filmmakers Gerima, Larry Clark, and later Carroll Parrott Blue, Don Amis, 
Bernard Nicolas, and O. Funmilayo Makarah that their Asian American and Latina/o 
UCLA classmates from Danny Kwan and Eddie Wong to Francisco Martinez, Luis Ospina, 
Geraldine Kudaka and John Esaki collaborated as crew on a number of their projects. 
Perhaps more important than the fact of this cross racial crewing is the evidence of the 
broader impact that coming together in the Ethno program had on the content of the 
films produced. I began the chapter with the example of Gerima’s Bush Mama, and I will 
close with an example that comes directly out of the exchanges and sharing that started 




 In the photo above by Robert Nakamura we see from left to right, Steve 
Taksukawa, Rufus Howard, Eddie Wong (behind camera) and Larry Clark on a location 
shooting class trip in 1971. All but Howard, including Nakamura, had come into the 
Ethno program in its second year. Though this was the first year it was called “Ethno-
Communications,” the Muccers refer to this group as the “second generation.” The Los 
Angeles Times marked the launch of the Ethno program with an article in September of 
1970, “New Curriculum Will Develop Ethnic Media: Ethnocommunications at UCLA 
Intended as a Permanent 2-Year Degree Program.” The author of the article is not 
named, but the principal student voice in the piece is Danny Kwan, listed here as Danny 
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Chung Yen Kwan and described as, “a student representative on the 
Ethnocommunications Committee.” The article mentions that the curriculum was 
developed by students from “Media Urban Crisis (MUC)” which is defined here as a two 
quarter, “experimental program,” that Kwan found frustrating in its initial short-term 
stage: “On paper the program was very stimulating, but programs never solve anything 
because they are short range.” The program, designed to stress, “minority group 
management of their media image,” according to Kwan will only be effective if it 
becomes, “a functional and integral part of the Theater Arts Department.” For the fall 
quarter, the article reports, 24 new first year students will join the 13 continuing MUC 
participants. Larry Clark comes in at that time, along with Robert Nakamura, Steve 
Taksukawa, Duane Kubo, and Eddie Wong all of whom will become instrumental in 
creating the Asian American community media organization, Visual Communications. 
 Like his earlier MUC classmates, Larry Clark arrives at UCLA with a background in 
activism. Born in Cleveland, Ohio, Clark spent some of his youth living with his father in 
Los Angeles. He remembers of his first day at Mount Vernon Junior High School near the 
Crenshaw district the surprise of seeing such a diverse student body in Los Angeles in 
contrast to his experience in Cleveland: “It was the first time I had seen white people, 
my whole world was black, elementary to junior high was just black, the street I lived on 
was black. Although the teachers were white, and some of the merchants were 
white…now I was in a class, I think a third of the class were Japanese Americans, a third 
of the class were African American, and the other third were white or Latino. It was a 
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whole different world.”252 Clark returned to Cleveland to finish high school and he 
received his B.A. from Miami University of Ohio, but he returned to L.A. to pursue his 
interests in photography and film. He had been the president of the Black Student Union 
at Miami and also began taking photos in the community of black militant organizations 
such as Afro-Set and the Republic of New Libya, “These guys were so tough, they 
wouldn’t allow the Panthers to come to Cleveland, that’s how tough they were. I knew 
them, so I took photographs of them. A lot of social commentary; in fact, those 
photographs are what got me into UCLA.”253 His impulse as a former BSU president to 
make his first stop on UCLA’s campus the newly formed Center for Afro-American 
studies served him well as he immediately met the center’s first permanent director, Dr. 
Art Smith (later known as Molefi Asante). Dr. Smith directed Clark to speak with Elyseo 
Taylor in the Film department and according to Clark by the end of the day he was not 
only accepted into Ethno-Communications but between Professors Smith and Taylor he 
received full funding for the program.  
 What Clark explains to me when we speak by phone is that as pleased as he was 
to be entering the program at UCLA, he was determined to keep one foot in the 
community and one foot on campus. The community foot landed at the Performing Arts 
Society of Los Angeles (PASLA), founded by another early African American graduate of 
UCLA’s film school, Vantile Whitfield. According to theater scholar, Margaret Wilkerson, 
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after graduating with his MA from UCLA, PASLA founder Whitfield, “set out quite 
consciously to create a mass communication arts center that would reflect the spirit and 
soul of Black people.” Wilkerson explains that the vision of PASLA included an 
understanding that geographic location (“in a ghetto”) or the fact of the company being 
run by black people did not make a Black theatre, “According to Whitfield, PASLA 
became ‘Black’ when it committed its energies to the development and expression of 
Black art or culture for the liberation of Black people.”254 While taking classes at UCLA 
he also taught film workshops at PASLA, and his student film, As Above So Below is billed 
as a “Performing Arts Society of Los Angeles Film Workshop Production” featuring many 
of the PASLA acting ensemble’s strongest talents, including Nathaniel Taylor in the role 
of the film’s protagonist, Jita Hadi.255 It is in the context of this film we see for Clark an 
example of where the foot he had in the community and the foot he had on campus--
came together. 
                                                           
254 Margaret B. Wilkerson, “The Black Theatre Experience: PASLA (Performing Arts Society of Los Angeles)” 
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Larry Clark, top/right corner, is seen in this photo taken by classmate, Robert 
Nakamura, listening intently to his instructor, David Garcia (center). Though Garcia was 
a pre-Ethno, graduate student himself at the time and teaching assistant to the grey 
haired, dark glasses wearing professor, John Young (partially visible on the left), many of 
the members of this second-year class mentioned Garcia’s important leadership role, to 
the point where a number of the filmmakers I interviewed were certain he was a 
professor and not a T.A. Many also remember Garcia’s pivotal position organizing the 
filming of Requiem 29, the class film shot between the first and second year of the 
program of the Chicano moratorium, August 29, 1970 (a film he is credited as directing 
with Moctesuma Esparza credited as producer), and later along with Luis Garza, Sylvia 
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Morales, Jose Luis Ruiz and Susan Racho, Garcia becomes a producer on many Latino 
public affairs programs, including Reflecciones. 





Robert Nakamura remembers this location shooting class trip as an especially 
important bonding time: “Essentially we experienced every position on a small 
documentary crew. But what was really fun was going into different communities,” and 
the photos above were taken in a place called, Locke, a Chinese immigrant community 
in the Sacramento Valley on a day where Eddie Wong, seen in the grey hoodie, took the 
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lead.258 Nakamura continued, “It was good training, but it was a great opportunity to 
exchange ideas and learn about other people’s communities and some of the issues…. I 
think that was the strongest, or one of the strengths of the program. Because we 
weren’t paying lip service to becoming multi-ethnic and learning from each other, we 
really did! There was some bonding and there were some fights too. But generally, it 
was a bonding experience.”259 Steve Taksukawa remembered that the group traveled to 
and filmed the Black Panthers in the Bay area, agricultural workers in Locke, the Chicano 
Studies program at UC Berkeley, as well as the Bay Area Native American Center.260  
In an early sequence in Larry Clark’s film, As Above, So Below, we see direct 
evidence of the kinds of exchanges and listening across communities and issues that 
Nakamura described. Clark’s film, described by Allyson Field as “one of the more 
politically radical films of the L.A. Rebellion,” about a group of underground black 
militants plotting revolution in post rebellion Los Angeles, gives an unexpected and 
underexplored nod to the struggles of his Asian American classmates. Everything, as the 
title suggests, is turned upside down in this film. The opening credit sequence is shot in 
black and white, and we meet our comrade protagonist, Jita Hadi (played by PASLA’s 
Nathaniel Taylor), holding a rifle in the woods, in the snow--black insurgents with berets 
                                                           
258 Though Nakamura is the photographer of these shots, Eddie Wong sent them to me via email and 
named the participants. In the top photo we see David Garcia with still camera around his neck, Willie 
Hernandez with striped pants, next to him Jose Luis Ruiz, and Steve Taksukawa with glasses. Working on 
the Éclair are Eddie and Rufus Howard. Seen in the second photo with black hat is an Iranian classmate, 
Davoud Ismaili.  
259 Robert Nakamura, personal interview, June 1, 2016. 
260 Reported by Taksukawa (1949-1984) in Renee Tajima, “Ethno-Communications: The Film Program that 
Changed the Color of Independent Filmmaking,” in The Anthology of Asian Pacific American Film and 
Video (New York: Third World Newsreel, 1985). 
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in the snowy woods? Jita Hadi seems to be advancing toward some enemy, though who 
the enemy is is not entirely clear. Very quickly the film cuts to a title card which reads 
“1945,” and we see a shot, in color now, of a radio announcing the release of 110,000 
Japanese Americans who have just received permission from the war relocation 
authority to leave all concentration camps. We see a black woman sweeping the kitchen 
floor and a young Jita Hadi, eyes closed, holding his head in his hands at the kitchen 
table. It is unclear if he has fallen asleep or if the report has saddened the child. When 
we finally see his eyes they are wet…from sleep or tears? The radio continues: “All tolled 
some 110,000 Japanese men, women and children were sent inland to relocation 
centers. There was no recourse to the courts, guilt was assumed, the charge being: they 
looked like the enemy.” The audio track allows us to hear that entire statement before 
Jita Hadi’s mother calls for him to hurry along and get to school. Clark then shows us the 
child walk out of the dilapidated house and onto run down streets. He’s wearing a 
stained, holey t-shirt. As he plays with an abandoned tire, and throes a few rocks, we 
hear presumably another radio commentator, now talking about the Negro ghetto. It’s 
unclear if we are above or below. Is he speaking till about 1945 or 1965? These are 
some of the lines we hear:  
Fear plus overcrowding produces panic, thus creating an explosive 
awareness of their need for more land. We cannot allow this to happen, 
land will not be allowed them. That as we all know is the most precious of 
all values. Our wisest and most urgent move now is to put them in small 
ghettos and let them think they have community control, so they will have 
a false feeling of security—thus creating self-containment and most 
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importantly pacification once this is done, our problems will be solved, 
and the negro will remain in his place. 
A fictional riff by screenwriter Clark? No, real lines from a 1968 report to House Un-
American Activities Committee called “Guerrilla Warfare Advocates in US.” When I 
asked Clark about this section of the film, he described what an impact Robert 
Nakamura’s student film, Manzanar, shot a year or two prior to the shooting of As 
Above, So Below, had on him. Manzanar, a personal narrative about the Nakamura 
family’s relocation to the Manzanar concentration camp when he was six years old, is 
considered one of the first independent films to address the internment of Japanese 
Americans during World War II. Clark had not been aware of that history until seeing his 
Ethno classmate’s film. Clark also remembered in the early Ethno days that Nakamura 
and other classmates were organizing to repeal Title II of the “Internal security act of 
1950,” dubbed “concentration camp law” which granted the government in times of 
“emergency” the power of “preventive detention.” Discussing the impact of this film 
and his classmates’ participation in the anti-Title II campaign, Clark made the point of 
reminding me that this was the time of Nixon and Hoover, so for him the precedent of 
what had happened to Japanese Americans 30 years earlier drew urgent parallels to 
threats against Black insurgents of the 1960s and early 70s. The short “1945” section of 
As Above, So Below, is so visually striking--flashing back to color from black and white--it 
might be possible to not hear or fully absorb the radio broadcasts. But having more of a 
sense of the breadth of the projects, classmates, and activism surrounding Clark during 
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his film school training can empower our eyes and ears, borrowing from Toni Cade 
Bambara, to see and hear these signs.  
Speaking of our ears, As Above, So Below is scored by Horace Tapscott, the 
avant-garde composer, community activist and founder of the Pan Afrikan People’s 
Arkestra. Tapscott would later score, perform in, and be the principal inspiration for 
Larry Clark’s narrative feature, Passing Through. And in 2017 Barbara McCullough 
released her long-awaited documentary feature, Horace Tapscott, Musical Griot. Much 
has been written about Tapscott’s connection to the Rebellion filmmakers261, yet once 
again, considering the wider range of filmmakers who were part of the Ethno program, 
allows us to look at how this practice of community based musicians scoring and later 
appearing within the films of the Ethno filmmakers was neither rare nor the exclusive 
domain of the black filmmakers at UCLA.262 I will look more closely at these relational 
filmographies in the next and final chapter. Whereas this chapter largely charted the 
trajectory of activists of color becoming filmmakers, the next will concentrate on the 
activist work that their films went on to offer. Beyond Rebellion films like Bush Mama 
and As Above, So Below that demonstrate quite explicit themes of third world solidarity, 
                                                           
261 See David James and Morgan Woolsey’s essays in L.A. Rebellion: Creating a New Black Cinema, eds 
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262 This happens again most notably with June and Dan Kuramoto first scoring early Visual 
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Bryant scores Zeinabu irene Davis’ Cycles and is the subject of her feature length documentary, 
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Song,” Carmen Moreno wrote jazz-tinged original music for Sylvia Morales’ Chicana, and Moreno also 




if we look comparatively at the wider body of work created by Ethno filmmakers we see 
even more relational themes that tell us important and still too frequently ignored 
stories of race, class and gender, of art and activism in Los Angeles and in America, in 
























Relational Filmographies of Rebellion 
 
In her critical essay, “Reading the Signs, Empowering the Eye: Daughters of the 
Dust and the Black Independent Cinema Movement,” Toni Cade Bambara swings across 
two decades of the repertoire of the “Black insurgent” filmmakers of UCLA with the 
virtuosity of the greatest improvising musician. From Haile Gerima’s, Child of Resistance 
(1972) to Julie Dash’s Daughters of the Dust (1991), Bambara synthesizes and signifies 
on shared themes, shared casts and overlapping political concerns that gather the L.A. 
Rebellion filmmakers if not as an intentional collective, certainly as a prolific and 
creatively cohesive cohort. She argues that by 1977, “the insurgents’ thematic foci 
became discernible: family, women, history, and folklore.”263 For Bambara, writing in 
the early 1990s just after the release of Daughters, Dash’s feature embodies all of these 
themes, which qualifies the film in Bambara’s view as, “the maturation of the LA 
rebellion agenda,” and “a historical marker (which) demands an appraisal of ground 
covered in the past twenty years.”264 As mentioned earlier, Bambara insists that 
Daughters, “demands some work on the part of the spectator whose ear and eye have 
been conditioned by habits of viewing industry fare.” It is a film that asks us to honor 
multiple perspectives rather than depending on the “official” story offered by an 
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individual hero. The spectator who takes on this work, according to Bambara, is 
rewarded with, “an empowered eye.”265  
 In this chapter I again take the charge from Bambara to honor the multiple 
perspectives of the wider multiracial cohort of insurgent film students who trained 
together at UCLA with the Rebellion filmmakers in the early 1970s. This process that has 
empowered my eyes and ears to read and listen for “intertextual echoes” and relational 
thematic foci of this larger Ethno filmography. The thematic foci that Bambara originally 
laid out (women, family, history and folklore) carry over in the larger filmography and 
serve as useful points of departure for my analysis, with some slight adjustments. I too 
focused immediately on the theme of women in the wider filmography, and three films 
whose intertextual echoes rang loudest in this area, featuring powerful matriarchs and 
their relationship to the land, were Haile Gerima’s Ashes and Embers (1982), Esperanza 
Vasquez and Moctesuma Esparza’s documentary, Agueda Martinez: Our People, Our 
Country (1977), and Sandra Osawa’s documentary, In the Heart of Big Mountain (1988). 
As a kind of call and response to these three portraits of women laboring on the land, I 
then consider the theme of family by way of three portraits that humanize fathers of 
color in dehumanizing workplaces. If we could call this a genre--humanizing fathers in 
the face of dehumanizing work--certainly Charles Burnett’s Killer of Sheep (1977) would 
be its signature film, but here I’d like to look at Burnett’s earlier student film, The Horse 
(1973) in relation to two even earlier films by Ethno filmmakers, Eddie Wong’s, Wong 
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Sinsaang (1971) and Jeff Furumura’s, I Don’t Think I Said Much (1971). Related to the 
theme of folklore and the realm of expressive cultures by people of color in California, 
there are vast numbers of Ethno works in praise of the culture workers. Within this 
enormous grouping of narrative and documentary films by Ethno and Rebellion 
filmmakers on visual artists, storytellers, poets, dancers, musicians and even the 
filmmakers themselves266, I will focus here on how jazz and improvisation work across 
this filmography, giving special attention to a Visual Communications production 
featuring the music of members of the jazz fusion band, Hiroshima and the jazz inspired 
poetry of Lawson Inada. I frame the final thematic focus on history to consider protest 
movements of the 1960s and 70s and the personal and political cost of rebellion as 
framed in two early short films by Ethno filmmakers, Betty Chen’s, Portraits of a Young 
Girl (1970?) and David Garcia’s, Requiem 29 (1971), and closing with Sylvia Morales’ 
most recent feature documentary, A Crushing Love: Chicanas, Motherhood and Activism 
(2009). Throughout this comparative work, it is my aim to suggest that the intertextual 
echoes in this filmography tell us both something about the kinds of deep listening and 
solidarities that were alive among this specific group of UCLA filmmakers then and that 
the echoes once identified, seen and heard with empowered eyes and ears, might guide 
us to the possibility of new multiracial coalitions and solidarities even now. 
                                                           
266 See especially Jacqueline Najuma Stewart’s essay, “The L.A. Rebellion Plays Itself,” in L.A. Rebellion: 
Creating a New Black Cinema, on the Rebellion figures who show up, on camera, in their own work. Sylvia 
Morales as I will indicate later in this chapter includes herself and her children in A Crushing Love.  
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 When Haile Gerima set out to do a film on the Wilmington 10 case, he told Elvis 
Mitchell in a 2016 interview, he didn’t go out to report or prove their case with a 
Nightline or 60 Minutes approach, instead he said, “I want to know who raised them? 
Who raised them, because often black people are orphaned by the official literature and 
cinema. They’re orphaned, they don’t come from nowhere.” In line with Teshome 
Gabriel’s notion that black independent cinema is “not oppositional but pro-active,” 
incorporating, “long-term memories and heritages,”267 Gerima’s creative process 
included seeking out the mothers and grandmothers of the nine black men in 
Wilmington, North Carolina, including Ben Chavis, who with one white woman were 
falsely charged with arson and conspiracy and jailed for nearly a decade. At a rare 
screening of the mostly underground documentary at Philadelphia’s 2017 Black Star 
Film Festival, I was struck by the opening sequences of elderly African American women 
on their front porches in rocking chairs or swings, telling detailed tales of defiance in the 
face of Southern racial terror. I was struck by how much these women reminded me of 
the Grandmother character in Gerima’s later narrative film, Ashes and Embers. In this 
interview with Elvis Mitchell, Gerima confirms that he was developing the script for 
Ashes while filming these elder women in Wilmington, and he attempted to collapse 
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them into this one character, who like the women he’d interviewed, held, “the history 
of resistance,” and wanted to pass it down to the younger generations.268  
  Though we meet the protagonist of Haile Gerima’s Ashes and Embers, a 
Vietnam War veteran named Nay Charles, in Los Angeles, within the first nine minutes 
of the film, Nay Charles travels back to rural Virginia to see his grandmother. Called 
simply, Grandma, and played exquisitely by Evelyn A. Blackwell, this matriarch works the 
land, passes on the history of resistance to Nay Charles and Liza Jane (Nay’s sometimes 
lover/comrade), and fulfills Gerima’s agenda to ground his lead character with 
ancestors, there are no orphans here. This point could not be made more explicit than in 
the sequence where we are introduced to Grandma. The shots of Nay Charles charging 
down an unpaved country backroad are scored by a haunting ballad sung by Zulema 
Casseaux called, “American Fruit.” When he arrives within earshot of his ancestral 
home, we hear Casseaux sing: now that we are aware of our African roots. The 
nondiegetic soundtrack continues while diegetic sounds of birds tweeting and dogs 
barking rise and meet Nay Charles’s own voice, shouting, “Grandma! Grandma!” We 
move inside to what we presume to be Grandma’s bedroom, though the camera first 
shows us only the top of a bedframe and a sepia tone, early 20th century photo of a 
black man and black woman, likely Grandma’s parents, possibly even a younger picture 
of Grandma with Grandpa. As we now hear Nay Charles’ shouts through the window of 
this bedroom, we see a grey-haired woman’s head and torso rise to a seated position in 
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her bed, smiling from the familiar call, becoming a trio with the couple in the image, 
waiting on the fourth. There are no orphans here. 
    
 269 
Grandma then proceeds to make Nay Charles a ten course-and-counting meal, including 
lima beans, cabbage, collard greens, fresh apple juice, “Everything you eatin’ came from 
our garden. Home grown.” She moves back and forth from the kitchen, serving new 
dishes, telling Nay about the nutritional properties, vitamins inside these dishes made 
from the land, the family land. In subsequent scenes we see Grandma, Nay Charles, Liza 
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Jane and her son, Kimathi all working the land together. We also see and hear 
Grandma’s grief about having to sell so much of the land to pay the taxes and her rage 
at the constant harassment from real estate developers: “Vultures! Waiting for me to 
die, trying to uproot me!” It is clear that she wants Nay Charles to remain with her on 
the land to help out, but it is also clear that (a) he is too traumatized still from the war to 
be of much help to anyone, and (b) staying with Grandma comes with the cost of 
pressure from her to attend her church and believe as she does. Though we witness Nay 
Charles struggle throughout the film with post-traumatic stress, exacerbating his sense 
of being misunderstood and alone, Gerima ultimately, returns the harried vet to 
Grandma’s porch and arms by the end of the film. 
 These intergenerational transmissions and tensions exist in two resonant 
documentary projects by Chicana/o and Native American Ethno filmmakers. The visual 
symmetry between images of Gerima’s Grandma character and the farmer/weaver from 
Esperanza Vasquez and Moctesuma Esparza’s Agueda Martinez was so striking, I 




270    
 Agueda Martinez (1977) is a short documentary produced by Moctesuma 
Esparza and directed and edited by Esperanza Vasquez. Vasquez was not an Ethno-
Communications student; however, she had been part of an earlier film trainee program 
in Los Angeles called the New Communicators run by USC Professor Mel Sloan, Jack 
Dunbar and Mae Churchill (who secured the U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity grant 
that funded the initiative).271 Vasquez was one of two women and sixteen men who 
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Vasquez, producer Moctesuma Esparza. 
271 Volumes could be written on Mae Huettig Churchill and her activism which included raising funds for 
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were being trained for employment in the film industry. The program which started in 
the summer of 1968 lasted less than eight months and by the following year at least two 
of its Chicana/o recruits, Vasquez and Francisco Martinez wound up at UCLA.272 Vasquez 
worked as a director and editor with Esparza on a six-episode public affairs series for the 
McGraw Hill Company called, La Raza (1974). For an episode called, “Survival,” Esparza 
tells me he wanted to do something about a great-grandmother, “who lives on the land, 
who is an artisan and is transmitting culture and is part of New Mexico before the 
conquest. So, her people go back.” Through activist comrades Esparza had known in 
New Mexico through his work with Reies López Tijerina, he and Vasquez ultimately 
found Agueda, who was well known for her weaving. Agueda Martinez was so 
captivating to the filmmakers, they decided to use the outtakes they shot of her for the 
“Survival,” episode and create a stand-alone 16 minute documentary, Agueda Martinez: 
Our People, Our Country, which was nominated for a 1978 Academy Award for short 
subject documentary. 
Like Grandma in Ashes, we experience Agueda’s intimacy with the land with both 
visual footage of the 80-year-old woman plowing and harvesting (sometimes by herself 
                                                                                                                                                                             
from the University of Pennsylvania, her 1942 dissertation was called, “Economic Control of the Motion 
Picture Industry: A Study in Industrial Organization.” She was also the wife of Robert Churchill of the 
educational film company, Churchill Films, and mother to director/cinematographer, Joan Churchill. See, 
W.D. Phillips, “A Maze of Intricate Relationships: Mae D. Huettig and Early Forays into Film Industry 
Studies,” Film History; Sydney Vol 27, Iss.1 (2015). 
272 See, Jesús Salvador Treviño, Eyewitness: A Filmmaker’s Memoir of the Chicano Movement (Houston: 
Arte Público Press, 2001) for his descriptions of the New Communicators. See also Chon Noriega, Shot in 
America: Television, the State and the Rise of Chicano Cinema, where he describes Esperanza Vasquez and 
Francisco Martinez as former New Communicators who joined the UCLA filmmakers “whose work 
would…define Chicano Cinema”(104). Esparza explained to me in our interview that Vasquez was not in 
Ethno, that she was an art student at UCLA. 
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and other times with her daughter’s children) as well as her verbal reflection, in this 
case given to us as a voice over monologue. Whereas Gerima scores the scene where 
we meet Grandma with a song about African roots and American fruit, in Agueda, we 
meet our protagonist explaining her roots, that her grandparents on both sides are 
Navajo. Like Ashes, Vasquez and Esparza insert family photos early on to ground their 
protagonist to her distinct lineage. 
    
273 
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 Later in the film when Agueda, like Grandma, discusses the healing herbs she 
uses for her family, she again nods to these roots: “I give herbs to everyone…all this 
comes from my great grandfather. Indians were better experts with herbs,” and later 
still in the film she emphasizes, “We may consider ourselves Mexicans or we may 
consider ourselves Hispanics…but we are more Indian.” While the portrait of Agueda is 
mostly lush and somewhat idyllic--we watch her pull water from the well, chop fire 
wood, till the land and feed her family from its harvest, sing in church, work late into the 
night on her loom weaving original patterned serapes—Agueda describes at least one 
generational tension that is similar to Gerima’s Grandma, her disappointment with the 
younger generation not attending church. “All the children today seldom go near a 
church;” she explains how this would never have been accepted in her youth. As 
connected as we sense that Agueda is to her church community, the deepest spiritual 
connection we witness and hear about is her connection with the land: “The land is a 
blessed thing because it is what produces our food, it produces the clothes that I have 
because it produces the cotton, it maintains the sheep that produce the wool, it 
supports the cow that is the meat and the milk. How can the land not be blessed?”   
While there is no mention of greedy land developers waiting in the wings to 
poach the Martinez land, at least twice we hear Agueda insist, “I shall never sell my 
ranch in my lifetime…not in my lifetime will I sell my ranch.” In a follow up email 
exchange with Esparza I asked him about these lines, and he confirmed my hunch: 
“Agueda’s words are a reference to the historical forces that caused many to either be 
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pushed off their land or to sell to pay arbitrary taxes created by the European American 
victors of the U.S. Mexican War of 1848.”274 This response immediately resonates with 
Gerima’s film, when Grandma responds to Nay Charles who asks why she had to sell so 
much of their family land: “What? Taxes!” By asking the question, Nay Charles has 
angered Grandma so powerfully that she says she has to go talk to Grandpa. We see 
Grandma move through the woods to where her late husband was buried and she 
squats low, still wearing her wide brim sun hat, shrunk now in grief. Gerima cuts here to 
a newsreel image of a Vietnamese widow squatting and wearing a wide brim sun hat. 
She is also looking down in what must be grief. 
                                                           





The visual of his grandmother is connected in Nay Charles’s mind with the grieving wives 
and grandmothers he witnessed in Vietnam, bent over dead sons, grandsons, and over 
land decimated and dispossessed.  While Gerima connects this black Virginia 
grandmother to the grieving Vietnamese woman, by including Agueda Martinez in this 
comparison, I am suggesting that the threat and fact of land dispossession and its global 
impact on women of color across racial communities in the U.S. and beyond is evident in 
                                                           
275 Screenshots from Ashes and Embers. The image of the Vietnamese woman is from archival war footage 
intercut within Gerima’s fictional narrative film. 
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this Ethno filmography. I will now turn to a third film by Sandra Osawa that focuses on 
land disputes on the Arizona side of Navajo Nation. 
In Sandra Osawa’s 1988 documentary short, In the Heart of Big Mountain, we 
meet Katherine Smith, a Navajo elder who has resisted government orders to move 
from her land on a disputed, some say artificial, Navajo/Hopi borderline for over 15 
years.  
                 276                                                        
Katherine’s family has lived in this location, at the heart of Arizona’s Big Mountain, for 
four generations. The site is a sacred place in Navajo creation stories; we hear Katherine 
refer to the mountain itself as her mother. One of her daughters further explains, “Our 
religion revolves around the land. Our prayers are tied with the earth here.” Like 
Agueda, we hear from Katherine about the healing properties of the plants and herbs 
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growing on her land. We also hear about her determination to never leave the land, 
“My spirit’s going to be here forever.” While we see some of Katherine’s grown children 
return to the land to visit and keep religious traditions alive (one grown son, a Vietnam 
vet like the fictional Nay Charles even goes home to live with Katherine), the final 
section of the documentary takes us into Tuba City, to focus on one of Katherine’s 
daughters, Nancy, who has obeyed relocation orders by moving there with her family. 
While we have experienced Katherine in exclusively exterior shots, tending to her land, 
her sheep, even washing and grooming herself outside, Osawa films Nancy in direct 
address interview clips from inside her home. The resulting contrast feels effectively 
claustrophobic. Though Nancy and her family were offered a large home through the 
relocation program, and she claims there are many conveniences to living in the city, 





Nancy describes her work as a translator for Navajo relocators who do not speak 
English, and she shares details about her pain and tears in hearing their stories of loss 
and heartache. Finally, she admits her own depression, describing how, “Public law 93- 
531,” the 1974 Navajo/Hopi land settlement act, “has ruined me…. I notice that I’m 
losing my memory…I can’t sleep at night.” She says she doesn’t think anything can help. 
Sandra Osawa who has provided voice over narration then tells us that not long after 
they filmed Nancy, she died of a massive brain hemorrhage, which was brought on by 
“massive heartache.” Osawa’s film which is already devastating, becomes much more so 
in relation to Ashes and Embers and Agueda Martinez, primarily due to the story of 
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Nancy. While we are invited to dwell in the strength of these elder matriarchs like the 
fictional Grandma in Ashes, the real Agueda and Katherine, we are forced to consider 
with Nancy’s stories that those other women are one late tax payment, one new 
arbitrary borderline or forced removal away from Nancy’s lethal broken heart. The 
power and cultural legacy of these three matriarchs are drawn with a force that also 
makes us consider their utter vulnerability and the ongoing alertness and resistance 
necessary to support and protect them, their homes and their land. This message 
becomes much stronger by placing these films in conversation versus the experience of 
any one of these films by itself.  
 Shifting now to three films about fathers within the Ethno filmography, I look 
here at three early student works by Charles Burnett, Eddie Wong and Jeff Furumura. 
Before carefully studying the films of this wider Ethno filmography and keeping close 
accounts of the timeline or dates of the various films, I admit when I first saw clips from 
Eddie Wong’s film, Wong Sinsaang in Arthur Dong’s documentary about Visual 
Communications, I figured the grainy black and white documentary footage about a 
father’s workplace humiliation must have been inspired by Charles Burnett’s Killer of 
Sheep. I was surprised to find that even if we consider production on Killer of Sheep as 
having started as early as 1972, Wong’s student film was still made before Burnett’s 
feature. Though stylistically very different than either Killer of Sheep or Wong Sinsaang, 
it is Burnett’s short film, The Horse, completed in 1973 (on a hiatus from work on Killer 
of Sheep) that I wish to place in conversation with Wong’s short and also Wong’s Ethno-
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Communications classmate, Jeff Furumura’s student film, I Don’t Think I Said Much. 
Similar to the earlier trio of films, these shorts all focus in some way on labor, this time 
by men of color working jobs where they must suffer indignities from white bosses or 
patrons at times in view or earshot of their children. 
 Far outside the realm of Watts and looking initially more like a landscape that 
might belong to the earlier grouping of films described above, The Horse, based on an 
unpublished short story of Burnett’s, takes place on a sprawling mountain range in 
California. We enter a tense, disorienting landscape where three impatient adult white 
men are waiting on the dilapidated porch of an unkempt ranch house for something. 
We wonder if the something they are waiting for has anything to do with the pre-teen 
black child twenty yards or so out from the porch steadily stroking the mane of a dark 
brown horse. We come to understand that the men are impatiently waiting for the 
boy’s father who has been called to kill the horse. Within ear shot of the son, we hear 
the father referred to as, “some damn nigger,” and we see how the sound of that verbal 
assault causes the child’s already lowered head to sink even lower. In need of comfort 
himself, the child continues to comfort the horse. 
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 When Ray, the boy’s father, does arrive (played by Larry Clark), he is wearing a 
white hat, more Kangol cap than cowboy hat, nevertheless he wears a white hat. He 
then extends his heroic stance by actually squatting to greet his son, to be on his level in 
order to swoop the child up into his arms in a moment of unexpected jubilance. The 
tenderness is cut short when the head rancher/owner approaches Ray’s car to see that 
Ray has brought a gun, and now the father must complete his day’s work. The actual 
killing of the horse is done off camera, so we hear but we do not see how shooting the 
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horse affects Ray (or the horse). Instead Burnett keeps the camera on the wincing son. 
James Naremore connects this moment to the harrowing work of the father in Killer of 
Sheep, work he describes as “the cruelest, most psychologically damaging 
work…assigned to the poorest and least powerful,” but differentiated in one crucial 
way: “(Ray) is hired to kill a single animal at a moment when his son happens to be 
present, but the father (in Killer of Sheep) is hired to kill many animals on an almost daily 
basis, always out of sight of his family.” This distinction is why I choose The Horse to put 
in conversation with the films by Wong and Furumura because all of these films and 
filmmakers have something to say about the impact of bearing direct witness to the 
dehumanizing behavior their fathers and/or men of their father’s generation had to 
endure from white employers and patrons. 
 Jeff Furumura, who entered the Ethno-Communications program in the same 
class as Larry Clark and Eddie Wong, straddles the realm of documentary and fiction in 
his short film about Japanese American gardener, Elmer Uchida, called, I Don’t Think I 
Said Much (1971). In an email interview with Furumura, I learned that Uchida was not 
Furumura’s father but at the time of filming, Furumura’s sister was the girlfriend of 
Uchida’s son, Randy. Also, Furumura tells me he worked for Uchida, on his gardening 
route for the summer of ’71, “I spent the better part of that summer working alongside 
Elmer on his route through the Brentwood area, including Debbie Reynold’s house!” The 
film begins in black and we only hear voices, young people’s voices daring one another 
to do what sounds like a man-on-the-street interview. The man that they select is asked 
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by the Interviewer: “Do you see that guy over there? Well what do you think of him?” 
Man: “What do you mean what do I think of him?” Interviewer: “What do you think he 
is?” Man: “I don’t kn--just a gardener.” Up from black now we see still, color photos of 
Elmer around his work van. Furumura cuts from one photo to the next to the sound of a 
percussive metal rake dragging across concrete. When the camera goes to live action we 
are in slow motion, as Elmer pulls his rubber garden shoes from the back of his van. 
They gracefully fall to the sidewalk and bounce before Elmer wiggles his work shoes into 
them. Slowing this action down already sets this mundane daily task apart, cueing us to 
be alert to other poetic aspects of his labor and his life.  
We hear the beginning of a voice over monologue from one of the homeowners 
for whom Elmer gardens. The homeowner’s sentiments sound innocent enough initially, 
with the man saying how lucky he feels to have had Elmer working for him for fifteen 
years or more, that Elmer works hard, is very quiet, and keeps to himself. But before this 
verbal portrait gets too offensive and paternalistic, Furumura fades back to black, then 
switches gears visually and sonically. We now see black and white photos of Elmer’s 
family on a Sacramento farm, and hear a Japanese woman’s voice, presumably Elmer’s 
mother tell us in Japanese about Elmer’s childhood on the farm in the 1920s, this voice 
is blended with the sound of a classical Japanese stringed instrument and a low 
mournful singing voice. We see family portraits of a very large family wearing Sunday 
best, the men in suits look especially proud, while we hear about how hard all the 
family, children and adults had to work on the land. Then we hear about his family’s 
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relocation to a concentration camp during WWII and see archival footage of the 
relocation announcement. We learn that Elmer met his wife “in camp,” and that his 
family had nothing to offer the bride after their marriage, “but love.” This section ends 
with Elmer’s mother saying how proud she is of the man he has become. Furumura then 
brings us back to present and the story of Elmer as gardener, but also as family man and 
a practitioner of the Japanese art of Suiseki. 
   
279 
 When Elmer’s customers talk about their summer vacation plans, Elmer tells us 
in his own voice over monologue, “I quite often get,” long pause, “discouraged, because 
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it’s the time of the year when gardening gets long and very tiring.” Furumura shoots this 
section of Elmer’s monologue showing Elmer work around one particular patron’s 
enormous Rolls Royce.  On the screen shots above, you see the hood ornament of the 
Rolls and then see Elmer beyond the ornament, looking as though he is only twice the 
height of the ornament which ought to fit in his hand. Furumura also shoots Elmer’s 
reflection off the wide, mirror-like front grill of the vehicle. When I asked Furumura 
about the monologue of the “white man,” telling us about Elmer (these days we might 
say, “mansplaining”), that he intercuts with Elmer’s story of himself, Furumura says it 
was a monologue he scripted, “paraphrased from a conversation with the attorney who 
owned the Rolls Royce.” Here are the final lines we hear from the attorney’s monologue 
in the film: 
(Elmer) never misses a cheerful, “Hi,”… he’s always smiling. There must be 
something in the Japanese nature or character that allow them to do this 
kind of work without complaint. Most of my friends have oriental 
gardeners and they’re all pretty much alike, hardworking, quiet, very 
simple people. 
From these words the film shifts a final time to an exploration of Elmer’s “hobby” as he 
calls it, the Japanese art of rock appreciation called, Suiseki. We see Elmer now working 
the land for his own purposes, on his own time, digging out large rocks, and holding 
them in his gloved hands, considering their shape, color, form. Elmer, still in voice over 
searches for the language to explain his pleasure in this pursuit: “My satisfaction really 
goes much deeper than looking at rocks. It,” long pause, “gives me,” pause, “peace, and, 
uh, relaxation…in addition to what you really enjoy in looking at that particular stone.” 
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And after another long pause, he offers his humble self-assessment that became the 
film’s title: “I don’t think I said much.” Furumura moves to Elmer’s son and wife and 
their humorous reaction to Elmer’s hobby. And then we see Elmer, home now, remove 
his eye glasses and in slow motion once again, observe and touch the rocks as in a 
meditation. The film closes by cycling back to the opening teaser of voices on the street, 
“What do you think he is?” Now when we hear the Man on the Street say, “Just a 
gardener,” we understand the lie, the erasure of Elmer. In a film just shy of 16 minutes, 
Elmer and Furumura say so much about this full man. Furumura explained to me, “I 
made the film hoping to show that individuals like Elmer, who are so easily written off as 
the help or the Yard Guy, have lives that are full of meaning and beauty even if they 
themselves don’t even recognize it…. He remains one of my heroes.” 
 Eddie Wong’s short film, Wong Sinsaang, the only one of the three in this 
discussion where the filmmaker literally takes direct aim at his own father, is much more 
conflicted about the man at the center of his film. In a 1990 interview, Eddie Wong 
discusses his first student film as one he “needed to do…to try to reconcile my own 
feelings about my father, who is a, was a Chinese laundryman.” He explains that at the 
time of making the film, he had just finished reading the Autobiography of Malcolm X 
and from it gained insight about “colonial relations” and how, “people who are 
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colonized related to their parents in a very stilted manner. They see them through the 
eyes of their oppressors.”280  
 Structured similarly to Furumura’s short—the stereotype you think you know to 
the nuanced man and father you get to finally meet—the 12-minute piece moves from 
shots of Eddie Wong’s father in his store front laundry, complete with the harsh sounds 
of heavy steam machines and industrial irons to the harsh and patronizing sounds of 
white customer’s chatter. 
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And then we are taken to this other realm, where we see the inner life of Mr. Wong and 
his hobbies, his calligraphy, his reading, his parking lot martial arts practice, and his 
history, given to us in photographs and newspaper clippings. What differentiates this 
film though is the grappling that his filmmaker son invites us into with his own voice 
over monologue. Eddie Wong’s young and urgent voice explains that he couldn’t see 
past the “chink” mask or stereotypical docile courteous Chinaman he revealed to his 
customers, “I never understood how a man could put up with the daily humiliations 
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from the obnoxious white customers or the deadliness of the twelve hour grind.” Then 
reflecting even deeper he admits, “I loved him as son to father, as much as I held him in 
contempt as brother to brother, man to man. But…I really didn’t know him.” Then for 
the duration of the film we move with the son and his camera as he begins the work of 
getting to know his father on a deeper level. Empowering his own eyes, the son 
empowers ours as we watch the elder Mr. Wong painting, reading poetry, moving 
through an elegant martial arts sequence as if his laundry parking lot were an Olympic 
auditorium. Finally, so we understand this is only the beginning, Wong ends the film 
with what sounds like the start of an interview between son and father: 
  Son: How long have you been in the laundry business? 
  Father: Oh about 21 years. 
  Son: What do you think about it? 
  Father: Can’t think about it, just make living…. 
 
Though only the start, this conversation, when we consider all three films, causes 
one to wonder what kinds of questions the child in Burnett’s short might one day ask of 
his father, a killer of horses, who endures his work with racist white men and still 
manages to show up to that work with a white hat and a tender embrace for his son. 
How different, how quiet and spare are Ray’s gun and killing compared to the 
Hollywood portraits of black men with guns flooding the cinemas at that early 1970’s 
moment via the rage of Blaxploitation. And what did it mean for this first generation of 
independent Asian American filmmakers, for these young Asian American UCLA 
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students to finally reconsider for themselves on film the one note Japanese gardener 
and Chinese laundryman stereotypes that had overwhelmed their fathers’ generation? 
These father songs join the earlier set of films to announce the humanity of both 
mothers/grandmothers and fathers of color in ways independent cinema, both narrative 
and documentary, had seldom achieved. Images that were even more rare in 
mainstream media. 
 Much has been written and theorized about the use of music, especially the 
work of jazz artists from Nina Simone and Archie Shepp to original scores by Horace 
Tapscott and Clora Bryant throughout the student and post UCLA work of the L.A. 
Rebellion filmmakers.282 Eddie Wong’s choice of Miles Davis’ In a Silent Way to score the 
early sequences of Wong Sinsaang in 1971, connects the film to others of the first 
generation of Ethno-Communications projects to feature jazz in a significant way. I 
asked Wong about this choice for this film, and he explained: “I had just started listening 
to Miles through that album. Then I had to go backwards and listen to Kind of Blue, then 
into his Prestige and Riverside stuff. (In a Silent Way) really fit what I wanted to convey 
as far as mood…and that whole film was all about mood.  The two sides of this man...the 
face of the one man and the inner life of the painter, poet, calligrapher kind of thing.” 
Later in a follow up email exchange he said more explicitly about the composition, 
“(The) Miles & Joe Zawinul's piece provided a great counterpoint to my father's dreamy 
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state of mind, while the reality of a percussive pressing machine dominated his 
existence” (email from Wong, May 12, 2016). Thinking here about Guthrie Ramsey’s 
Race Music, and how his research and teaching have been impacted by the late 
musicologist, Christopher Small’s generative question: “What does it mean when this 
performance (of this work) takes place at this time, in this place, with these 
participants,” I am inspired here to wonder about Eddie Wong and his choice in 1970 to 
start listening to Miles Davis and to begin that listening adventure with In A Silent Way, 
at that time, in that place.283 In his description of “community theaters” or “sites of 
cultural memory,” Ramsey describes how ones “window of interpretation” is impacted 
by the communal spaces where music is shared, and that these spaces swing from 
houses of worship to house parties, certainly cinemas, dances, the skating rink and any 
other place where “intergenerational exchange of musical habits and appreciation” 
happen.284 We could easily add college campuses to the list of community theaters, but 
even more specifically one must wonder what kinds of musical exchanges were possible 
between classmates who were crewing on each other’s film sets. How did the radio dial 
slide on trips across Los Angeles to pick up lenses or props or up and down the coast to 
set up location shoots? The Project One films by Larry Clark (Tamu, 1970), Eddie Wong, 
(Wong Sinsaang, 1971), Haile Gerima (Hour Glass, 1971) and even faculty member 
Elyseo Taylor’s 1971 film Black Art and Black Artists all use artists such as Pharoah 
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Sanders, Miles Davis, Herbie Hancock, Elaine Brown with Horace Tapscott; so from the 
editing room hallways to the student screenings, this group of students were surely 
engaged in interracial, interethnic exchanges of musical habits and appreciation, in all 
directions.285  
 These exchanges conjure the practice of call and response and other elements of 
improvisation that are at work in the films themselves. Before getting back into the 
Ethno films themselves, I want to extend this jazz studies interlude to include some 
ideas from Daniel Fischlin, Ajay Heble and George Lipsitz’s collaborative study on 
improvisation, The Fierce Urgency of Now: Improvisation, Rights, and the Ethics of 
Cocreation. Two elements of improvisation they highlight that influence my thinking 
about the exchanges between the films and filmmakers at UCLA are listening and 
accompaniment. Speaking of improvising musicians such as John Coltrane, Sun Ra, and 
Horace Tapscott, Fischlin et al suggest that these artists created and shared music in a 
way that urged “curious, ear-opening, dialogic, and responsible listening,” a kind of 
listening they view as a form of agency. This is the kind of listening, they write, that is 
“founded on the capacity to hear the other in ways that change one’s own contribution 
to the collective narrative.”286 In a related way they write about accompaniment as both 
a musical practice and an organizing principal, “the idea of accompaniment envisions 
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political action as a journey taken together, an excursion in which people from different 
backgrounds and experiences can work together as equals.” They write of 
accompaniment as an undervalued and underestimated musical practice, and that our 
society privileges, “the created object over the creative act,” and elevates, “individual 
virtuosity over accompaniment…at the expense of broader conceptions of musical 
community and social practice.”287 While we have overt examples of the kind of 
listening that transforms one’s contribution to the collective, such as Larry Clark’s 
listening in his As Above, So Below nod to Robert Nakamura’s Manzanar, I want to 
wonder how the intertextual echoes we see and hear throughout the Ethno filmography 
as explored above and below may not also be manifestations, in a silent way, of the kind 
of deep listening that occurred as these filmmakers’ accompanied one another through 
film school. 
 Haile Gerima’s use of Elaine Brown’s “Seize the Time,” in his 1971 Project One 
film, Hour Glass, may be the first appearance of Horace Tapscott’s music in the L.A. 
Rebellion filmography. Horace Tapscott and his Pan Afrikan People’s Arkestra recorded 
two projects with Elaine Brown and supported many other Panther endeavors, to the 
point where one musician said that they became “like the musical arm” of the 
Panthers.288 One could argue that Tapscott and his musicians became a musical arm of 
the L.A. Rebellion filmography as well, moving to the role of film composer for Larry 
Clark’s As Above, So Below, and then the inspiration for Clark’s feature film, Passing 
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Through (1977), for which Tapscott also performed on and off screen. He is also the 
subject of Barbara McCullough’s feature length biographical documentary, Horace 
Tapscott: Musical Griot conceived as early as 1976 and finally released in 2017.289 One 
of the most critical historical figures in Los Angeles jazz history, music educator, Samuel 
Browne appears in McCullough’s documentary in a scene with his famous high school 
student alums, Tapscott and trumpet icon, Don Cherry. Why this is significant to the 
wider Ethno filmography is that Browne taught not only some of the most famous 
African American jazz musicians but also trained generations of Mexican American 
musicians and future music educators at Jefferson, musicians who changed the 
landscape of jazz and Latin Jazz in Los Angeles for the next four decades.290 In line then 
with Haile Gerima, who in preparation to film a story about the Wilmington 10 said he 
wanted to know who raised these activists so that they would not appear as orphans, 
Barbara McCullough, by pointing her camera on a figure like Samuel Browne provides a 
kind of answer to who raised these improvisers? From this rooted place one can 
reconsider the extensive and multiracial West Coast jazz history archive contained in the 
footage produced by Ethno-Communications filmmakers, from Horace Tapscott and this 
Arkestra, to jazz trumpetist, Clora Bryant, Latin jazz pianist, Eddie Cano, Kaw/Creek 
saxophonist, Jim Pepper, to Japanese Koto player, June Kuramoto, all footage shot well 
                                                           
289 Pan Afrikan People’s Arkestra member, bassist Roberto Miranda also performs on the score for Haile 
Gerima’s Child of Resistance (1973). 
290 See Anthony Macias, Mexican American Mojo: Popular Music, Dance, and Urban Culture in Los Angeles, 
1935-1968 (Durham: Duke University Press: 2008), also Matthew Duersten, “Samuel Rodney Browne: The 




before Ken Burns’ Jazz was produced, yet not one frame from this Ethno archive was 
included.291 
 A few miles west of where Samuel Browne taught at Jefferson High, June 
Kuramoto grew up in L.A.’s predominantly African American Crenshaw district. She is 
considered one of the world’s greatest Kotoist as well as one of the first if not the first 
to dare to improvise on the classical Japanese instrument. We learn more about the 
moment Dan Kuramoto and other members of the band that would become Hiroshima 
invited her to “jam” for the first time in the Visual Communications documentary about 
the band, directed by Duane Kubo, Cruisin’ J-Town. But I want to conclude this jazz and 
the Ethno filmography section on the first VC film that incorporated June and Dan 
Kuramoto’s music, a short biographical documentary on the Japanese American poet, 
Lawson Fusuo Inada, called, I Told You So. I Told You So reflects the innerworkings of 
accompaniment and improvisation of V.C.’s creative players; it also reflects a wider 
California-style sonic and visual stirring of black, Chicana/o and Asian American cultural 
practices. In the film we learn about Lawson Inada’s life growing up in a Chicana/o 
neighborhood in Fresno, inspired deeply by African American music, especially jazz and 
blues, and working part time and his uncle’s fish market.292 We also hear him read 
                                                           
291 Clora Bryant is subject of Zeinabu irene Davis’s feature documentary, Trumpetistically Clora Bryant 
(1989), and she also provided original music for Davis’ short, Cycles (1989). Eddie Cano appears in the 
Moctesuma Esparza produced, Jim Estrada and Esperanza Vasquez directed episode, “Celebrations” from 
the McGraw Hill series, La Raza (1974). Jim Pepper is the focus of Sandra Osawa’s feature documentary, 
Pepper’s Pow Wow. This film also includes footage of Don Cherry who was a collaborator of Pepper’s. 
June Kuramoto is featured in Duane Kubo’s UCLA thesis film, Cruisin’ J Town (1975). 
292 For more about the roots of Inada’s connection to jazz, see the section of his Legends from Camp 
called, “Jazz,” (Minneapolis: Coffee House Press, 1993), 55-91. 
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poetry, Afro-Latin-tinged percussive poetry, poetry about his family’s internment, 
poetry about his writing elder, Jon Okada, and we see him situated among his Latino 
neighbors, his family, his community of Asian American writers as they prepare the Pan-
Asian literary anthology, Aiiieee! An Anthology of Asian-American Writers (edited by 
Inada, Frank Chin, Jeffery Paul Chan and Shawn Wong, and published by Howard 
University Press, 1974). 
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 293 
Early in the film, we see Inada walk through the streets of downtown Fresno, clicking his 
heels to the funky cut of June and Dan’s original score, reciting the film’s namesake 
                                                           
293 Screenshots from VC’s I Told You So of poet Lawson Inada. 
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poem, “I Told You So.” Repeating clave rhythms dance against Inada’s own repeated 
refrain: oh yes, I told you so, oh yes. While our eyes and ears are fixed on the virtuosic 
poet, there is no way to not consider his accompaniment, how the score, the shots, the 
strutting and the cutting, impact our engagement with the poem. That funky bassline 
and saxophone are themselves a mix of June Kuramoto’s Crenshaw and Dan Kuramoto’s 
Boyle Heights East L.A. musical inheritance.294 Then you have the percussive recitation 
of Inada’s poem (not to mention his percussive, vato strut). And Alan Kondo is cutting 
the hell out of that downtown Fresno footage.295 When I interviewed Dan Kuramoto, he 
described his and June’s excitement and anxiety scoring their first film project: 
Kondo said don’t worry about it—it’s all about Lawson’s poetry that has 
its own rhythm. It was like jamming. There was not a lot of time…so you 
can’t overthink it. Lawson has his own cadence. Kondo’s a really good 
editor, so the way it’s cut has its own cadence…. I give all the credit to 
Kondo cause that was his vision. And he was very supportive considering 
June and I sat there [exasperated/ confused look]. June said, “why’d you 
agree to do this?!” Because her thing is the standard…if you don’t feel 
like your standard is going to be here [gestures high] you have no 
business. Cause that’s how June does everything. She don’t play a note 
‘til it’s cold blooded. 
 Speaking with Alan Kondo about the collaboration with Dan and June on several 
films, he said: “We understood each other, and we had the same goal. And each one 
(project) we were working on became stronger from the collaboration. That was a 
                                                           
294 See Scott Kurashige, The Shifting Grounds of Race: Black and Japanese Americans in the Making of 
Multiethnic Los Angeles, for more on post war relocation of Japanese Americans leaving concentration 
camps and settling in Black and Chicano neighborhoods around the L.A. area. 
295 Alan Kondo was a lone Japanese Canadian member of Visual Communications. Again, when the film 
was first made in 1973, VC did not list their individual names or credits. I consider this part of the Ethno 
filmography even with Kondo, who did not attend UCLA, as director, because the other UCLA Ethno/VC 
filmmakers cocreated this project with Kondo. 
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wonderful thing.”296 Kondo also said that the choice to feature Inada was important, not 
just because he was a “first,” but because of the fact that he was deeply connected to 
other communities of color.297 I asked Lawson Inada about these solidarities with other 
communities of color, and he reflected: 
Hard to imagine now, but about the time of VC, most younger writers of 
color worked together in affiliation, staging gatherings, readings, 
publications, so much so, it looked like the coalition/solidarity would last 
forever…. Man those were some heavy, heady times; male/female, many 
of us became “firsts” most became “names” won awards, and besides 
our bonafide “degrees” of authenticity (barrio/ghetto/’hood/reservation) 
we had also begun to infiltrate arts agencies, cultural institutions, 
campuses…looking back, those decades seem like a “phase” because 
although there were achievements, changes, developments, 
establishment—things seem to have become static, or diluted, and we’ve 
gone our separate ways….298 
 
One hears in Inada’s meditation a kind of dissolution of accompaniment, as described by 
Fischlin, Heble and Lipsitz, the abandonment of the sense that political action, that 
rebellion, is a journey taken together as it seemed to be in those “heavy, heady times.” 
                                                           
296 Alan Kondo, personal interview with author, August 11, 2016. 
297In 1971, Inada was the first Asian American poet to publish a sole author collection at a major New York 
house: Before the War: Poems as They Happened (New York: Morrow, 1971). Kondo speaks about Inada’s 
connection to the Chicana/o and African American community also in Arthur Dong’s VC documentary, 
Claiming a Voice. 
298 Lawson Inada, letter to author May 23, 2016. (Inada does not “do” email, so he types letters and we 
have become old fashioned US postal service pen pals since this research began.) 
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        299 
When Inada writes, “the time of VC,” I suspect he meant the time of the formation of 
Visual Communications and their first group of short films of which I Told You So was 
one. Still, it could be easily or casually read as in the time of the Viet Cong, considering 
we are talking about the early 1970s. As I move to the final thematic focus of rebellion, I 
begin with two films that directly address Vietnam war, more precisely the cost of 
protesting the war.  
The first comes from Betty Chen, who was, like Charles Burnett and David Garcia, 
a pre-Ethno admit to the film school and became a T.A. for the first classes of the Ethno-
Communications program.  
                                                           
299 In this production still from the VC archive we see Inada in the back with black hat. Robert Nakamura is 
seen with cigarette and Duane Kubo is behind the camera. With their backs to us are Alan Kondo, left and 
Alan Ohashi, right. 
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                     300 
She is subsequently thanked in the credits of many films by Ethno students such as 
Sylvia Morales (Chicana), Jeff Furumura (I Don’t Think I Said Much), Eddie Wong (Wong 
Sinsaang) and she is seen above recording a voice over narration for one of Mary 
Uyematsu Kao’s student projects about women in the Asian American movement. Chen 
collaborated with a wide variety of people including projects with white feminist 
classmates such as Judith Dancoff (she has a credit on the important feminist art 
movement documentary: Judy Chicago and the California Girls). Her only IMDB credit as 
director is for a short film of her illustrations with an accompanying text by Nancy Dowd 
                                                           
300 Photo of Betty Chen by Mary Uyematsu Kao, early 1970s. 
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called, Marguerite (1971), and she also illustrated an animated short for Bob Miyamoto, 
Gaman…to Endure (1982), about a young Japanese American girl interred during WWII, 
featuring music by Nobuko Miyamoto. 
                    301 
Kao and others stressed Chen’s brilliance especially as an illustrator, and uniformly 
everyone I spoke to who remembered Chen, mentioned how tall she was. “Big Betty. 
Bad ass Betty,” remembered Kao, and Sylvia Morales recalled: “She was tall, very tall, 
beautiful…a wonderful filmmaker…she was an artist, a fine artist.” Chen eventually 
moved back to Florida to take care of her aging parents, and sadly I was not able to 
contact her for an interview. Mary Kao who seems to be the Ethno student that kept in 
touch with her the longest has strong feelings that more should be said about Chen’s 
critical role in the early days of Visual Communications, even suggesting that she ought 
                                                           
301 Illustration by Betty Chen from Gaman…To Endure (1982), distributed by Third World Newsreel. 
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to be sited as a founding member of VC. Further research certainly needs to be done 
regarding this matter. 
 In her student film, Portrait of a Young Girl, we see early evidence of her skills as 
an illustrator. The film is less than 2 minutes, silent, but packs the kind of punch that 
makes her “Bad assed, Betty” nickname make sense. We are lulled in by flowing 
animation of what looks like continuous color paintings of young women’s faces. They 
are full front and profile, representational and abstract, surrounded by swirling sky, sun, 
earth. The feeling is similar to a magical though less polished School House Rock-like 
(think “Interplanet Janet”) portrait of a young artist experimenting with animation. 
Then, pow, we see a charcoal looking sketch of a dozen or so heavily armed gunmen all 
pointing their weapons in the same direction. Soldiers? Police? The image comes and 
goes too quickly to get exactly clear on this, but it certainly looks like we are suddenly in 
the middle of a war. Then we see one last flash of a painting of a girl’s face blotted out. 
Then, just as fast, appears what looks like a high school year photograph of a real young 
white girl wearing a black turtleneck and conservative necklace. The text next to the 
image identifies the photo as: “Allison Krause. B. 1951. D. May 3, 1970. Kent, Ohio.”302 
End of film. There is no date stamp on the archival catalogue for the film. We do know 
that the Ethno program started in January of 1970 and that by May 4, 1970 the entire 
UCLA campus was shut down in reaction to the U.S. invasion of Cambodia. Still there is 
                                                           
302 The date of death in the film is shown at May 3, 1970 though Krause was killed on May 4, 1970. This 
may be a mistake/typo. It is said that Allison Krause on May 3, the day before she was killed, slid a flower 
into a National Guard soldier’s rifle saying, “flowers are better than bullets,” so perhaps if Chen heard this 
story that date stayed with her. 
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no indication from the benign title of the film, nor the swirling, colorful animation that 
we are heading toward a portrait of THAT girl, one of four students protesting the war 
and gunned down by the National Guard at Kent State on May 4, 1970. 
 By that summer in Los Angeles, a massive anti-war protest was planned by and 
for the Chicana/o community to be held August 29, 1970. Betty Chen’s classmate and 
fellow Ethno-Communications T.A., David Garcia with Moctesuma Esparza gathered up 
the Mother Muccers for their first group production shoot, The Chicano Moratorium 
march and rally, which became the short film, Requiem 29. The film was intended to 
cover the multigenerational and peaceful protest by the community, which included 
musical performances and folklorico dancing and speeches addressing the 
disproportionate numbers Mexican Americans drafted during the Vietnam War and 
other education and economic issues affecting the Chicana/o community. 
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The peaceful day turned violent, then deadly. When police tear gassed the crowd, chaos 
ensued and beloved journalist and committed advocate for Chicana/o justice issues, 
Ruben Salazar was murdered. The resulting film requiem investigates the death of 
Salazar and includes footage of his funeral service and the inquest hearings, especially 
by La Raza magazine journalist and photographer, Raul Ruiz, who makes his case using 
photos taken by the staff of La Raza that much like this film itself capture the police 
assaults perpetrated on the community that afternoon. 
                                                           
303 Screen shots from Requiem 29, directed by David Garcia, produced by Moctesuma Esparza. 
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One of the first things that Moctesuma Esparza recalled when I asked him about 
this shoot was getting the money and the equipment together, so it could take place at 
all. He told me it was important to him to remember several key players. “I remember 
David Garcia said to me, ‘You’re the producer! Go get it! Go get the equipment and go 
get the money!’” Thinking back, he recalled, “We got the equipment free from Jack Pill. 
He had a rental house on Santa Monica Blvd and he was helping young black and Latino 
and Asian filmmakers. Jewish guy. So, I want to remember him.” And, similarly to the 
                                                           
304 Screen shots from Requiem 29, including images of Raul Ruiz’s testimony at the inquest. In the last 




way that community activists were key in recruiting students of color for the Ethno 
program, it’s significant to learn that two Chicano veteran activists (turned politicians) 
came up with the money to finance Requiem: “Esteban Torres, who became a 
congressman and was the executive director of TELACU gave me five grand.” TELACU 
stood for The East Los Angeles Community Union, a community action and antipoverty 
program Torres founded in 1968. “Raul Yzaguirre, who was then a consultant for the 
Southwestern Council of La Raza--he became the executive director of the 
Southwestern Council of La Raza which then became the National Council of La Raza—
he gave me five grand, and that’s how we financed buying the film and processing the 
film.” This footage, produced and shot by UCLA Ethno-Communications film students, 
would become some of the most prized footage in Chicana/o movement history and is 
still being used in documentaries 40 plus years after the Moratorium, including Sylvia 
Morales’ 2009 documentary, A Crushing Love: Chicanas, Motherhood and Activism. 
One of the most distressing images from Requiem 29 involves a police officer 
beating the back of the head of a young Chicana and seeing her fall to the ground. In the 
original film, in one of the more stylized bits of editing, we see this beating twice. We 
see it only once in Morales’ film, in the context of Elizabeth “Betita” Martinez 
recounting a story of losing her own daughter at the Moratorium. 
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Because her personal story ends happily and humorously with Martinez finding her 
daughter at a house party later that night, Martinez and her grown daughter, Tess 
Koning-Martinez, tell the story playfully. But in the context of the archival footage, 
seeing how unprotected the young girl in the crowd seems in the face of this brutality, 
the scene has a force that underlies the great tension of the film and highlights its 
central question of Morales’ film: what is the cost of activism for these women and their 
families? 
                                                           
305 Screen shots from Requiem 29. 
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 A Crushing Love is in many respects a thirty years later sequel to Morales’ UCLA 
MFA thesis film, Chicana (1979), which in Morales’ own words, went, “beyond the 
stereotype of the Chicana as a nurturing woman,” and instead presented, “a pantheon 
of images that stimulate a new vitality in the history of the Chicana,” moving from pre-
Columbian feminine deities to the story of La Malinche and the conquest of Mexico, up 
to 20th century labor and welfare rights organizers from Louisa Gonzales Parsons to 
Dolores Huerta and Alicia Escalante.306 Instead of the sweeping history of Chicana, 
which Rosa Linda Fregosa suggests was a frequent impulse of early Chicana/o film (“the 
tendency to tell all of our history in one filmic statement—five hundred years in roughly 
twenty minutes”307) Morales’s follow up feature length documentary zeroes in on five 
Chicana activists, including union organizer, Dolores Huerta, welfare rights organizer, 
Alicia Escalante, historian and civil right activists, Elizabeth Martinez and Martha Cotera, 
and playwright/author/educator, Cherrie Moraga. The film is also framed by Morales’s 
own autobiographical sketches of life as an activist filmmaker, as she takes her teenage 
daughter on the road with her to film these extraordinary women. Morales rigorously 
ask her subjects (and herself) questions about splitting time between la causa and the 
kids, and she includes brutally honest interviews with one grown child of each of these 
women to hear from them about the sacrifices they experienced because of each 
mother’s commitment to her work. Whereas the two earlier films directed by Chen and 
                                                           
306 Sylvia Morales, “Filming a Chicana Documentary,” in Chicanos and Film: Representation and 
Resistance, ed. Chon Noriega (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1992), 309. 
307 Rosa Linda Fregoso, “Chicana Film Practices: Confronting the ‘Many-Headed Demon of Oppression,’” in 
Chicanos and Film: Representation and Resistance, 172. 
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Garcia while still students at UCLA address the devastating deaths of activists Krause 
and Salazar at the height of the Vietnam war, Morales, thirty years later, explores the 
crushing daily and decades long losses experienced by mothers (and their children) 
when the path of activism keeps them from the intimacy of home and the role of 
mother prevents them from committing to their justice work and creative work at the 
level of concentration and productivity to which they aspire. In other words, these 
women may be sheroes to the world and to their communities but not necessarily to 
their daughters or sons. Very few films deal with this tension so directly and honestly.  
When I asked Morales how the project came about, she explained that initially 
she set out to do a series on Chicana Feminism and she began with the interview with 
Betita Martinez, whose social justice work since the 1940s floored Morales. At some 
point she finally asked Martinez,  
“How did you manage?” And she looked at me and she goes, “You ask 
hard questions.” Then she says, “Well…I wasn’t a very good mother.” I 
was shocked. And then I thought, oh my god, she feels the same guilt 
that I feel when I’m not with the kids…. So, I realized that that was the 
question that I had wanted to ask. Because when you do a 
documentary—they’re harder than fiction—there’s gotta be something, 
“Why are you making this documentary?” I really did think, how did they 
do it? Maybe they know, and they can tell me, so I won’t feel so fucked 
up.308 
 
Morales also explained that the footage between her and her own daughter began as a 
playful experiment of how to keep her daughter engaged when, because of a lack of 
available child care, she had to take her out of town to do a shoot. But her editor fell in 
                                                           
308 Sylvia Morales, personal interview, Jan 29, 2016. 
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love with the footage and they realized it offered not only levity but also an immediacy 
regarding the work/parenting challenge: “It made it more real because that was 
happening right now, whereas everything that happened to them, (with) the older ones, 
was in the past.”  
The history contained in this film is also staggering and inspires further research 
on these women. For example, not having been familiar with Betita Martinez before this 
film, I found the moment when her daughter tells a story about getting letters from her 
when Betita was a SNCC worker in Freedom Summer stunning. It occurred to me that 
after decades of watching civil rights documentaries I had not ever seen one about a 
Chicana going down to Mississippi in 1964 (and she was not the only one).309 How is it 
that that was never mentioned in Eyes on the Prize or any of Stanley Nelson’s films? Tess 
and Betita also share about the time that Betita arranged for Tess to interview her good 
friend and SNCC comrade, Stokely Carmichael for one of her junior high homework 
assignments. 
                                                           
309 See for example, Elizabeth Sutherland Martinez, “Neither Black nor White in a Black-White World,” in 
Hands on the Freedom Plow: Personal Accounts by Women in SNCC, eds Faith Holsaert, Martha Noonan, 
et al (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2010), also Maria Varela, who was another Chicana SNCC 
member as well as a photographer for La Raza has an essay in this collection. 
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310 Screen shots from Sylvia Morales’ A Crushing Love: Chicanas, Motherhood and Activism. We see 
Elizabeth “Betita” Martinez top left, archival footage of a speech by Stokely Carmichael, below him is 
Martinez’s daughter, Tess Koning-Martinez and finally an archival photo from a Freedom School. 
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Hearing about Alicia Escalante’s visionary fight for better treatment of welfare mothers 
in East L.A.-- particularly when she speaks about the humiliating raids that welfare 
recipients were subject to by the state--makes one immediately think back to Gerima’s 
protagonist in Bush Mama. How might solidarities between working poor women across 
racial communities in Los Angeles be reconsidered and potentially strengthened, by 
considering these two films in conversation? 
 
  311   
                                                           
311 Screen shots from A Crushing Love. The first shows Alicia Escalante on a panel with Dolores Huerta, and 
in the one below Escalante is seen on a welfare rights panel. 
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 Lawson Inada’s earlier comments compel us to consider whether or not there is 
still interest, in these differently “heavy, heady times,” to do this kind of justice work 
together? Accompaniment. While the sections that involve Cherrie Moraga in A 
Crushing Love do not explicitly take on issues of multiracial solidarity, so much of the 
contemporary work around women of color feminism and queer of color critique draws 
on Moraga and Gloria Anzaldúa’s groundbreaking collection, This Bridge Called My Back: 
Writings by Radical Women of Color. For Grace Kyungwon Hong and Roderick Ferguson, 
writing in, Strange Affinities: The Gender and Sexual Politics of Comparative 
Racialization, Moraga’s writing in Bridge offers a model how to organize around 
difference, “not to erase the differentials of power, value, and social death within and 
among groups, as in the multiculturalist model, but to highlight such differentials and to 
attempt to do the vexed work of forging coalitional politics through these 
differences.”312 And in Pedagogies of Crossing, M. Jacqui Alexander asks a series of 
critical questions about Moraga and Anzaldua’s Bridge twenty years after its initial 
publication that are useful to this present study of the work of this body of filmmakers 
who trained together over forty years ago: “Women of color. Who are we now? Did 
(Bridge) coax us into the habit of listening to each other and learning from each other’s 
ways of seeing and being? Have we made the crossing? In what shape have we reached 
the shore? In whose company?”313 And there we see again those issues of listening and 
                                                           
312 Grace Kyungwon Hong and Roderick A. Ferguson, Strange Affinities: The Gender and Sexual Politics of 
Comparative Racialization (Durham: Duke University Press, 2011), 9. 
313 M. Jacqui Alexander, Pedagogies of Crossing: Meditations on Feminism, Sexual Politics, Memory, and 
the Sacred (Durham: Duke University Press, 2005), 275. 
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accompaniment. Earlier in her chapter on This Bridge Called My Back, Alexander 
suggests that, “We are not born women of color. We become women of color.” The 
becoming for her requires rigorous work, what she describes as the work of becoming 
fluent in each other’s histories. This would also require unlearning, “an impulse that 
allows mythologies about each other to replace knowing about one another.” Twenty 
years after the debut of the anthology she insists, “We cannot afford to cease yearning 
for each other’s company.”314 
 Following from Alexander’s line of thinking, the women and men of color who 
trained together at UCLA in the early 1970s were not born filmmakers of color. Did they 
become filmmakers of color? Did their time together cultivate the kind of fluency in 
each other’s histories that Alexander speaks of in reference to Bridge? Can studies of 
their work, their wide and rebellious filmography continue to do this work of replacing 
mythologies about each other with knowing about each other? This set of questions will 






                                                           




Seeing A Different Image 
 At various points in this research while a graduate student at Penn, I was able to 
organize screenings with visiting filmmakers associated with the L.A. Rebellion and the 
Ethno-Communications Program in partnership with many generous departments and 
programs across Penn’s campus (including Africana Studies, Cinema Studies, Asian 
American, Annenberg, The School of Social Policy and Practice and others) and in 
collaboration with and support from several Philadelphia Arts organizations such as The 
Scribe Video Center, the International House Lightbox Film Center, and the Philadelphia 
Jazz Project. In March of 2016, I had intended to bring Ethno filmmakers Duane Kubo 
and Sandra Osawa together to screen their music documentaries, Cruisin’ J-Town (1975) 
and Pepper’s Pow Wow (1997). The films are two examples not only of the 
underappreciated West Coast jazz archive that lives in the work of the Ethno 
filmography, but within each documentary there are discreet and powerful examples of 
multiracial solidarity not frequently seen on film. In Kubo’s film which is principally 
about the earliest days of the band that became Hiroshima, we see footage of Dan 
Kuramoto in conversation with musician/actor, Danny Valdez of El Teatro Campesino 
(brother of Luis Valdez the company’s founder). In the background you can see June 
Kuramoto and other Teatro members hammering nails and building a new theater 
space. Similarly, in Sandra Osawa’s film about Kaw/Creek saxophonist, Jim Pepper, some 
of the first live musical footage you see in the film is of Pepper in a quartet with Amina 
Claudine Myers. Myers was one of the first women to be a part of Chicago’s avant-garde 
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collective, the AACM, The Association for the Advancement of Creative Musicians. I was 
eager to program the films together to speak once more about this idea of 
accompaniment. To see Asian American or Native American musicians performing 
within the realm of jazz or improvised music is already fairly rare. That both Ethno 
trained filmmakers point cameras to these musicians in cross racial collaborations with 
other musicians/artists themselves associated with activist arts organizations (Teatro 
Campesino and AACM) invites curiosity about whether or not the impulse to film these 
crossings was due to their multiracial context of their film education. I had to briefly 
hold that specific curiosity and improvise myself when I learned Osawa would not be 
able to make it out for the screening. Fortunately, Alile Sharon Larkin was able to join us 
instead, and a different conversation was able to take place by pairing Kubo’s 
documentary with Larkin’s narrative, A Different Image. 
 The most obvious connection between the two films is the visual pleasure of the 
Los Angeles landscape captured in both and supported by the sonic pleasure of two of 
the city’s finest improvisers. In Cruisin’, we follow the camera through the streets of 
Little Tokyo on our way to work with Johnny Mori to the Amerasia bookstore, as our 
ears tune in to June Kuramoto soloing on the Koto over a groovy bassline. Similarly we 
follow Larkin’s protagonists, Alana and Vincent, on their way to work down winding, 
billboard crowded streets near the La Brea and Pico intersection, their steps enlivened 
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by the driving pace of composer Munyungo Jackson’s funky Afro-Latin percussion.315 
Speaking of Larkin’s film and the work of her L.A. Rebellion cohort in general (and this 
could easily include Kubo’s J-Town footage), Billy Woodberry has said, “The other thing 
about Los Angeles, like when Alile Sharon Larkin, in A Different Image, films different 
signs and different things on places like Pico Boulevard, the places they filmed…those 
places no longer exist. So, it’s an historical record of that place.”316 While Kubo’s film is a 
documentary and Larkin’s is a fictional narrative, the visual archive both films present of 
mid-late 1970s Los Angeles—especially a crucially significant cultural gathering space for 
the Asian American movement as the Amerasia bookstore, where percussionist Johnny 
Mori worked at the time of the filming—is breathtaking and bittersweet as they 
document landmarks and landscapes that are now long gone. This attention to seeing 
the beauty in the urban landscape carries over to one of the central thematic concerns 
of both films: being seen and not being seen. 
 As mentioned in Chapter 1, there is a moving interview moment in Cruisin’ J-
Town, where Hiroshima band leader, Dan Kuramoto, speaks about non-Asian audience 
members confessing to him that they had never really understood what “Asian 
American brothers and sisters” were about. After experiencing a live performance by 
Hiroshima, they say to him, “Now that I see you and see what you’re trying to say, I feel 
                                                           
315 Hiroshima many years later would tour as the opening act for Miles Davis in 1990, a year before 
Munyungo Jackson toured with Miles in Europe. This is just another overlap of the jazz histories and 
players from Los Angeles who also make appearances visually and/or sonically in the films by these 1970s 
UCLA trained filmmakers of color. 
316 Josslyn Luckett, “Digging and Bluing with Billy Woodberry,” Film Quarterly, Vol. 70, Number 4, p. 75. 
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like this (holds two fingers tight together) with you.” In Larkin’s film, Alana is a visual 
artist devoted to seeing (photographing, collaging) and honoring the beauty in women 
of the African diaspora. She wants her platonic friend, Vincent, to see her with the same 
fullness. Especially after an incident where Vincent sexually violates Alana, she cries at 
him, “You look right at me and you don’t even see me.” She accuses Vincent of trying to 
rape her in this scene, and yet the language she expresses suggests that the issue of not 
being seen may be more devastating for Alana than the sexual assault: “You never see 
us. You never see us. We see you. Why can’t you see us?” Finally, in the last exchange 
between the two in the film, a moment Vincent is attempting to repair the situation and 
make amends by giving her a gift, Alana repeats to him, “You have to see me differently. 
You have to learn to respect me.” His gesture is a pair of earrings of the Egyptian 
goddess, Isis, whose hair is braided. Vincent places them in Alana’s hands and says, 
“Look. She has braids just like you. She looks just like you.”317 
                                                           
317 Important to note here that the study of this film is profoundly enhanced by the luxury of having 
access to the screenplay, made possible by Phyllis Klotman’s good sense to include A Different Image in 
her, Screenplays of the African American Experience, ed Phyllis Rauch Klotman (Bloomington: Indiana 





Munyungo Jackson’s percussive theme rises, and we hear, but don’t see, Vincent speak 
the words, “I see you. I see you.” As the music continues, we return to a sequence of 
photos we’ve seen in Alana’s apartment of African diasporic women and girls. The very 
last image we see is a photo of a man and a woman looking at each other with smiles 
that are loving and could be those of friends or lovers. The healing journey between 
Alana and Vincent is inconclusive, but the filmmaker moving toward this final image 
suggests that this “seeing differently,” seeing with respect is the central message of A 
Different Image. Watching the two films by Kubo and Larkin back to back, this message 
of new kinds of looking and seeing, the kind of seeing that allows for new kinds of 
                                                           
318 Screen shots from Alile Sharon Larkin’s A Different Image. 
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relationships (people of color referring to each other as “brother and sister” across 
racial communities with sincerity, men and women as respectful friends who see one 
another), comes through even stronger. Yes, the two films--one ostensibly a film about 
the beginning of a musical group and one about a young black woman who wants to be 
free to be her full self--are quite different, but together they remind us of an overall 
impulse of these Ethno and Rebellion filmmakers to create new cinemas that insist that 
their communities be seen differently and with respect. Does this seeing equate the 
kind of fluency that M. Jacqui Alexander writes about in Pedagogies of Crossing?  Did 
the women and men of color who trained together at UCLA in the early 1970s replace 
mythologies about each other with knowing about each other? Certainly the examples 
of cross-racial collaboration and solidarity beyond the gates of UCLA are many, including 
for example L.A. Rebellion filmmakers Carroll Parrott Blue, Bernard Nicolas, and John 
Reir’s long term collaborations with Visual Communications. VC filmmakers John Esaki 
and Alan Kondo also crewed for Carroll’s early work. We have the example of Charles 
Burnett’s long standing collaborations with Korean filmmaker Dai Sil Kim-Gibson. There 
are even some commercial examples like Moctesuma Esparza’s company producing the 
award winning HBO biopic, Introducing Dorothy Dandridge, and boasting to me that he 
gave Shonda Rhimes her first industry gig (writing that teleplay). But my best answer to 
Alexander’s challenge is that the Ethno filmmakers due to the circumstances of training 
together, at times collaborating, in that place, in that city, at that time created an 
archive, a collective filmography that puts in place some necessary tools, a good starter 
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kit, to build greater fluencies between people of color in Los Angeles and beyond. There 
are two related issues that arise from this answer, and they have to do with the archive 
and what I would like to call the “collective filmography in need of collection.” 
 What the filmmakers who trained together as part of the Ethno-Communications 
Program filmed, the sheer volume of footage of people of color in Los Angeles, on the 
West Coast, and across the country makes it one of the more impressive and diverse 
collections of people of color in the later part of the 20th century. When I interviewed 
Renee Tajima Pena over the course of this research, she could not be more emphatic 
about this point. I caught up with her the day her new documentary, No Más Bebés was 
premiering on PBS, and she mentioned that she would have been lost making a film 
about Mexican American women in Los Angeles during the 1970s without access to the 
footage created by Ethno filmmakers: 
Just daily life in Boyle Heights, in East L.A.? That community was not 
pictured…but all this footage by people like…Sylvia (Morales) and 
Moctesuma Esparza and David Garcia, they were actually filming people. 
They were filming the community. They were filming beautiful stuff, the 
streets, people at home, a wedding. I saw that footage and fortunately 
the filmmakers are so great, and they say, “Go ahead and use it.” I mean, 
so, the only way I was able to picture the community in the 1970s was 
through these young independent filmmakers who came out of Ethno-
Communications. So, without that archive, it’s one thing to talk about the 
filmmakers who began their careers and who mentored others, but just 
the actual images are…if they weren’t around? Oh my god, there 
wouldn’t be shit!319 
 
                                                           
319 Renee Tajima Pena, personal interview, Feb 1, 2016. 
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In roughly the past decade, the stream of new and award winning documentaries, 
alongside No Más Bebés, playing in festivals and/or airing on PBS Independent Lens that 
includes footage shot by UCLA filmmakers from Sylvia Morales to Duane Kubo to Haile 
Gerima to Jose Luis Ruiz and David Garcia, includes Damani Baker’s, House on Coco Road 
(2016), Peter Bratt’s, Dolores (2017), Tadashi Nakamura’s A Song for Ourselves (2009) 
Phillip Rodriguez’s, Ruben Salazar: Man in the Middle (2014), and Kate Trumbull-LaValle 
and Johanna Sokolowski’s Ovarian Psycos (2016), to name a few. Every single one of the 
films above is also about activists of color, films that allow us to intimately come to 
know revolutionary mothers, union organizers, protest singer-songwriters, martyred 
journalists, and one radical women of color bike brigade in ways that I would argue 
dispel myths and do the work of creating new kinds of fluencies about a people of color 
in this country and especially in Los Angeles (where the protagonists of all of these docs 
were based at some point). Again, these films, fueled by not only the archival footage 
but by an activist ethos carried over from the Ethno-Communications days stand 
presently (and in my thinking, stand proudly) as a counter archive to the O.J. Simpson 
and Rodney King centered projects I mentioned at the beginning of the dissertation. This 
group of L.A. stories listed above includes political assassinations, state terror, forced 
sterilization, police brutality, AND this group of stories also stands for power, 
imagination, solidarity, courage and hope for people of color in the city in ways that also 
lived in the earlier films of the Ethno-Communications Program, in ways I fear do not 
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live in the narratives of race relations in much of the media about Los Angeles currently 
on view. 
 In terms of the “collective filmography in need of a collection,” I see as one of my 
future and related projects, inspired by the tremendous work of the L.A. Rebellion team 
at the UCLA Film archive to do the gathering work of getting more of these Ethno films 
together and accessible in one place, hopefully a digital place. There is gathering work to 
be done even on one individual campus, yes, UCLA, where the various archives stored at 
the UCLA Film Archive versus smaller collections of Ethno filmmakers’ projects collected 
by the Asian American Studies Center or the Chicano Studies Research Center ought to 
be connected at best, in clearer conversation at least. I began my search following links 
from the L.A. Rebellion page on the UCLA Film and Television Archive to get to their 
search engine. I was greatly helped by the Film archives’ Mark Quigley, who early on 
mentioned with genuine regret that the L.A. Rebellion team did not get as far as they 
would have liked to on the films of the other Ethno filmmakers. I mentioned to several 
of the Asian American filmmakers that I had trouble at first finding their student films at 
the UCLA archive but that I was so grateful that I could at least hop on the freeway and 
drive downtown to Little Tokyo to find copies at the Visual Communications office. That 
is when Eddie Wong told me I really didn’t need to go that far, I could have walked 
across the UCLA campus to Asian American studies and asked for many of the same 
films. Later I realized I could also access many, almost EVERY Chicana/o Ethno 
filmmaker’s work by contacting the Chicano Studies Research Center on UCLA’s campus. 
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All dissertation archival work takes time and diligence, but for the sake of the next 
Ethno freedom dreamer like me, I’d like to participate in some way with helping the 
library system or some campus media site have a working list of Ethno-Communications 
Program films available to view. 
 Now, a potential place for this list or collection to be housed might be the NEW 
EthnoCommunications program at UCLA, currently part of the Asian American Studies 
program.320 This is something that Robert Nakamura created in 1996 while he was a 
professor in Film and in Asian American Studies. The webpage description of the “Center 
for EthnoCommunications” reads as follows: “The UCLA Center for 
EthnoCommunications was founded in 1996 to promote the documentation, 
preservation, and creative expression of diverse ethnic experiences through the use of 
emerging media and communications technologies. (These) programs are innovative 
collaborations among media artists, students, scholars and communities that advance 
new approaches to analysis, engagement, and representation of marginalized cultures, 
peoples and histories.” When Nakamura retired in 2012 from 33 years of teaching at 
UCLA, Renee Tajima-Pena left her position at UC Santa Cruz’s Social Documentary 
Program (which she formerly co-directed with B. Ruby Rich) to take over Nakamura’s 
position as director the Center for EthnoCommunications. One of her goals she 
mentioned was to expand the program across the other Ethnic Studies centers, which I 
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took to mean that due to its location in Asian American studies it primarily attracted 
Asian American students. My later interview with Robert Nakamura confirmed this. 
While he was jointly appointed in Film and in Asian American Studies, he pitched the 
idea of offering a production class in the Asian American Studies department, “In fact I 
didn’t want film majors or anything, I just wanted students of color who wanted to 
document their own communities. I had students who were science majors and pre-
med coming in and discovering themselves and their own communities…it started out 
small but eventually we had to turn people away.” Regarding the make-up of the 
students Nakamura did say, “The only goal that I didn’t reach was that I wanted it to be 
a little more multi-ethnic. It turned out to be pretty much Asian Americans.” What 
Nakamura was most delighted to see was the diversity within the Asian American 
community that was and has been consistently represented in this new generation of 
EthnoCommunications projects: “On the upside, people came in who were from other 
communities, gay and lesbian communities, a student who had a niece with cerebral 
palsy…we had a lot of different and new generation Vietnamese students come in. 
They’re discovering their roots. We did that 40 years ago. They’re just realizing their 
need to see themselves.”  
In this short passage Nakamura instantly raises two communities, the LGBTQ and 
disabled community that were not served well or at all in the earlier generation of Ethno 
projects across racial communities. Aside from Sylvia Morales’ inclusion of Cherrie 
Moraga, who talks about coming out in her section of A Crushing Love, and, hmmm, 
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Yellow Mary and Trula from Daughters of the Dust, there is almost zero inclusion of 
queer communities of color in the Ethno or Rebellion filmography. The editors of the 
L.A. Rebellion: Claiming a New Black Cinema also make note of this: “While gay 
characters are seen at the margins of Fanaka’s Penitentiary films, the L.A. Rebellion 
filmmakers almost never explored lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender (LGBT) issues, a 
glaring omission that deserves further consideration.”321 All of this circles us back to 
ideas that Ella Shohat and Robert Stam challenged us with in the introduction. What 
happens when certain communities do not easily fit our arguments and projects, their 
concerns put “on hold” or “forced to wait their turn to speak…producing gaps and 
silences”?  I had a chance encounter with one of Nakamura’s former 
EthnoCommunications students (an undergrad at UCLA and now a doctoral candidate at 
UC Berkeley), at a recent meeting of the Society of Cinema and Media Studies, where I 
gave a paper called “#FilmSchoolSoColored?: A Rebellious Look Back at the Multiracial 
Media Insurgents of UCLA’s Ethno-Communications Program.” He raised his hand first 
during the question and answer period of our panel and said he never knew about the 
earlier iteration nor that it was ever a multiracial program. That raised some concern for 
me. It would be my hope that the one place where the best chance of having the 
multiracial history of the original program passed down would be on the campus where 
                                                           
321 Field, Horak, Stewart, L.A. Rebellion: Creating a New Black Cinema, 52. A footnote in Chuck Kleinhans 
essay in the collection, “Threads and Nets: The L.A. Rebellion in Retrospect and in Motion” echoes this 
omission: “Nor did the Rebellion represent, much less address, African American gay issues and 
individuals.” Though Shirley Clarke did teach at UCLA overlapping with many of the Rebellion filmmakers, 
Kleinhans reminds us, “Clarke’s Portrait of Jason (1967), made when she was in New York, marks a 
notable start, but it was not until Berkeley-based Marlon Riggs made Tongues Untied (1989) that the 
subject was really explored.” (81). 
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it was created, in a program named after the original. So, there is still a great deal of 
work to be done, inclusive research and teaching to be done. Today, those who are 
interested in teaching the films and history of the L.A. Rebellion have excellent literature 
and even a 3-disk educational DVD collection of Rebellion films that the UCLA Film 
Archive makes available for free to educational institutions.322 Part of the work ahead 
for me will be to follow their great lead and create some parallel materials so that 
educators might have greater access to the wider and multiracial rebellion of the Ethno-
Communications Program.  
In the face of #OscarSoWhite and now some of the backlash by Latina/o and 
Asian American media organizations to remember that diversity in media does not just 
mean more gold statues for more black faces, there must be space and need for this 
wider work. I see this work as different from the goal of “going beyond the black/white 
binary.” John Marquez’s work on Black and Brown solidarity in Texas is helpful to me 
here. For him, in the face of the barrage of texts detailing the so-called Black-Brown 
conflict he writes, “I chose to privilege expressions of solidarity, to exaggerate their 
significance as a method of interrupting the deficiency discourse,” and here I think his 
idea of deficiency discourse describes so well the feeling I have about how Los Angeles 
and its race relations are so frequently portrayed.323 Roderick Ferguson’s latest study on 
student protests also recently turned my attention to an amazing essay by the late great 
                                                           
322 Visit https://www.cinema.ucla.edu/la-rebellion/book-dvd for more information on the DVD anthology. 
323 John D. Marquez, Black-Brown Solidarity: Racial Politics in the New Gulf South (Austin: University of 
Texas Press, 2013), 45. 
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historian and theologian, Vincent Harding from 1986 called, “Responsibility of the Black 
Scholar in Community.” Harding describes here his family’s decision in 1981 to move to 
Denver: “We moved there in part because of the conviction that black people must 
assume major responsibility for the revisioning and reshaping of this society,” and 
Harding had the feeling there were other powers he needed to be in touch with, 
“among them the power of the natives of this land the power of the Chicanos…to 
understand more fully and to participate more deeply in the life of Native American and 
Chicano communities…to see the ways in which children of Africa could come into a 
deeper relationship with children of Mexico and children of the earth.” Ferguson 
understands Harding as making the point that these connections with “other histories of 
struggle” were key to “revisioning and reshaping” this society.324 With this project, I too 
chose to privilege expressions of solidarity not out of a move to get beyond any binary 
but to be in touch with and participate more fully in the creative power I see in the work 
of a multitude of communities of color in Los Angeles and across the country who 
possess and exhibit the power to reshape and revision our society. These filmmakers 
and their films as I said above provide an incomplete though still extraordinary entry 
point for this kind of multiracial justice work. Living with their work and their stories for 
the last few years has empowered my eyes to see and seek more justice, especially in 
this time of so much violence and death. 
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In the midst of this research, in 2016, I was at the Guelph Jazz Festival 
Colloquium, founded by Ajay Heble (co-author of The Fierce Urgency of Now: 
Improvisation, Rights, and The Ethics of Cocreation) and hosted by the International 
Institute for Critical Studies in Improvisation. I was sharing a panel with a scholar giving 
a paper on teaching “Black Lives Matter” materials to predominantly white and in her 
assessment mostly a-political students. She played a YouTube clip of a haunting live 
performance of Janelle Monae and Wondaland’s “Hell You Talmbout” where the 
musicians on stage in devastating harmonies sang and shouted the names of the dead, 
“Freddie Gray! Say his Name...Sandra Bland! Say her name!” My paper, on jazz and 
improvisation in the work of several Ethno-Communications film projects, followed this 
sorrowful presentation. In the spirit of improvisation, I ended with a long list of names 
of the filmmakers whose work was letting me know, “we gonna be alright.” Eddie Wong, 
Sandra Osawa, Haile Gerima, Sylvia Morales, Duane Kubo, Carroll Parrott Blue, Luis 
Garza, Richard Wells, Alile Sharon Larkin…. I said I thought it was important to invoke 
the names of the living as well as the dead. I still agree with Joy Harjo, and her passage 
from, “The Path to the Milky Way Leads Through Los Angeles,” that I began with in 
Chapter 1-- this work, this multiracial group of filmmakers, their histories, their 
organizing, and their mother mucking powerful media matters to somebody. 
…when those who remember us here in the illusion of the marketplace 
turn toward the changing of the sun and say our names.   
We matter to somebody…325 
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